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SUMMARY 
The past decade has witnessed an unprecedented public 
concern about the effects of high noise levels. The concern has 
mostly resulted from the increased noise levels of air.craft and the 
annoyance which that noise can cause to an individual exposed to it 
regularly. An effect of high level noise which has also resulted in 
enormous concern, but mostly out of the public-eye, has been that of 
noise induced hearing loss. Throughout industry in the U.K. alone 
there is an estimated 2 million people subjected to noise levels 
sufficiently high to endanger their hearing if regular exposure 
continues over a period of years. In order that these people may be 
protected from eventual partial or complete deafness their hearing 
acuity must be measured at regular intervals. The general title of 
the techniques used for making this measurement is audiometry. In 
industry there is a growing requirement for accurate and reliable but 
fast and simple-to-use audiometric equipment to cope with the large 
numbers of workers requiring regular examination. As a result of 
recent advances in the design and performance of digital computers 
intended for control applications the decision was made to investigate 
their possible use in routine audiometry and in particular in an 
industrial audiometric unit. 
Initially. in this thesis, an extensive review of the 
existing audiometric techniques as used in hearing conservation 
. 
programmes is given. In addition, deficiencies in the methods 
presently used are highlighted and discussed to reveal possible suitable 
areas for the application of computer techniques. As a result of this 
work a new concept of a screening audiometer is evolved in the form of 
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an adaptive screening instrument capable of adjusting its measuring 
technique to produce optimum results from each subject and of 
performing much of the record keeping and result-scanning presently 
, 
done by hand, 
To sUbstantiate this theoretical work the proposed 
audiometer system was built on a computer situated in the University. 
A seri~s of examinations wprp performed using the system and the 
results compared with others obtained from the same people by a 
conventional method. The tv/O sets of results agreed to \'iithin 
acceptable limits and the degree of personal attention required to 
administer the test was greatly reduced. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Audiometry is the technique of detecting the threshold 
of hearing and measuring the extent of the deviation from 'normal'. 
As far as human beings are concerned, audiometry is used pr"jncipally 
as a diagnostic tool for physiological disorders but, in recent years, 
has come to be used increasingly for the detection of noise-induced 
hear1ilg loss. The work described in this thesis is concerned with 
the application of computer control techniques to all aspects of 
audiometry. In particular, the thesis is directed towards the 
specific problems of industrial audiometry. 
For many years, loss of hearing, in various degrees, was 
taken for granted as being a part of growing old. It was widely 
recognised that extremes of noise, such as that due to artillery, 
could cause a sudden loss or rapid degradation in hearing ability. 
The fact that employees in industries such as drop-forging, weaving 
or boiler-making, suffered on averag~, a more severe loss and at an 
earlier age than employees in other industries was accepted as an 
unfortunate occupational hazard. The extremely high noise levels 
inside a boiler during manufacture made this perhaps the most 
obvious industry liable to cause a loss of hearing and led to the 
term 'boilermaker's deafness' being used to describe noise-induced 
hearing loss for many years. In 1947 a large number of industrial 
compensation claims for alleged occupational noise-induced hearing 
loss were filed in the USA, notably in the states of New York, New 
Jersey and ~{isconsin. At that time the USA legally rec.ognised sudden 
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loss of hearing due to industrial accident as a compensable 
d"j sabil ity. However, the gradual loss due to many years of noi se 
exposure presented a new field of ~egal battle. Not only was it 
necessary to prove that the hearing loss was due to noise exposure 
but also, whether that exposure had been experienced during the 
present or a previous employment. The most likely answer \'taS that 
the loss had accumulated slowly throughout the working life with 
sever-ii1 empluYllients possibly including service in the armed forces. 
It was as a result of the inability of compensation claims, slIch as 
these, to reach a just settlement that industry began to take an 
active interest in what is today called 'hearing-conservation ' • 
With the post-war industrial expansion and resulting general increase 
in noise levels, an accurate means of assessing the hearing ability 
of employees in noisy areas became essential if the growing number 
of compensation claims were to be judged in a fair manner. There 
were economic advantages to both the employee and employer from 
reliable assessment methods. The employee could actually prove his 
loss of hearing in a quantitive mann~r and the employer could protect 
himself from falsified claims which may otherwise have been difficult 
to disprove. 
The advent of quantitive methods of threshold assessment 
have allowed employers to keep records of individual employee's 
hearing acuity ft'om their commencement of employment. The employer 
who wishes to protect both his employees ftom loss of hearing and 
himself from monetary claims can therefore keep accurate acuity 
records and have a system, agreed with his employees, to enable him 
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to take remedial action where necessary. Such action can take a 
number of forms. An individual displaying symptoms of excessive 
noise exposure may be removed to a less noisy environment or he may 
be supplied with hearing-protective devices to reduce his exposure 
to the noise. Reduction of the noise at its source can also be 
considered. Frequently, machinery may be redes·igned or de-rated to 
reduce its noise output. The physical location of a machine may 
increase its effective noise level. Relocation or the use or 
suitably designed screens or hoods can often reduce this level. 
Systems intended to achieve such action are generally referred to as 
'Hearing Conservation Programmes l • 
In the U.K. a Government recommendation contained within 
a Code of Practice (1), recommends that no unprotected ear shall be 
exposed to a noise level of greater than 90 dBA for a period of eight 
hours a day. The implication is that if these conditio.ns are exceeded, 
with respect to either duration or level, then there exists a risk 
of hearing loss. According to figures published recently, R'.P~ Grime 
(2) there are a half a million workers actually exposed to this risk 
and over two million in potentially damaging situations. The 
distribution of these people at risk within the country's labour 
force and within any single factory, is not uniform. r'10st factories 
have one or two personnel in noisy areas, perhaps a boilerhouse, but 
some have several hundred. Regular examination of large numbers of 
employees, once or twice a year, and screening of the results is a 
major undertaking, placing great demands on the time of the medical 
officer and his staff. For this reason: accurate audiometers and 
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rapid procedures are essential to the operation of any hearing 
conservation programme. 
The 'ideal' industrial audiometer should be capable of 
accurately assessing the hearing threshold, recording the results 
and analysing them in any required manner. Implicit in the accurate 
assessment of the threshold is the ability to detect and counteract 
errOt5 Cif falSific.atiuns ill the test r'espunses of the subjects. 
Current audiometers fall short of this ideal because they rely upon 
the skills of their operator to produce reliably accurate results. 
Many of the procedures followed, and decisions made by the operator 
could be performed by a suitably programmed computer, releasing the 
skilled audiometrician for less tedious and repetitive tasks. 
It is the aim of this thesis to investigate the possible 
uses and limitations of computers in industrial audiometry. 
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1.2 The Ear and the Hearing Mechanism 
The acousto-mechanical operation of the peripheral ear 
has been thoroughly exp 1 a i ned by the experiments and \'lork of 
von BEKESEY (3). However, understanding of the operation of the 
inner ear and its conversion of mechanical motion into neural 
activity is still relatively incomplete. Still less is known about 
the neural transmi~sion of informat:ion (lprl the final !l1echanism Of 
perception. A schematic diagram of the human ear is given in 
Fig. 1.1. It is conventionally divided into three regions) namely 
the outer, the middle and the inner ears. 
1.2.1 The Outer Ear 
The outer ear is responsible for matching the impedance 
of the ear drum to that of the external air. It consists of the 
external convoluted appendage on the side of the ear called the 'pinna ' , 
the external ear canal or 'auditory meatus l and the ear drum or 
I tympan'i c membrane I. The pi nna serves 1 i ttl e purpose other than 
protection for the canal, its directional reception properties evident 
in many mammals being almost non-existent in man. The auditory meatus 
has the form of a reasonably uniform pipe, open at one end and sealed 
at the other by the tympanic membrane. It has been shown by Wiener 
and Ross (4) that a sound pressure increase of between 5 and 10 dB 
occurs between the pinna and membrane. The membrane is a relatively 
stiff, inwardly-directed cone. 
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1.2.2 The Middle Ear 
The middle ear is the air-filled cavity immediately 
interior to the tympanic membrane. Within the cavity are the tht'ee 
ear bones or ossicles: the malleus, the incus and the stapes; and 
two small muscles: the stapedius, which is attached to the stapes 
and the tensor tympani ,. whi ch i nset'ts at the handl e of the mall eus. 
The cav; ty presents fi ve openi ngs: the one covet~ed by the tymp,uric 
membrane, the auditory tube leading to the nasal cavity, the 
opening into the mastoid cavity, and the oval and round windows. 
The flattened, bony footplate of the stapes fits the oval window and 
acts as a hinge allowing mechanical motion to be transmitted to the 
inner ear. The round window is very small and covered by a thin 
membrane. 
The middle ear has three functions: 
a) It transmits energy from the airborne sound in the air 
column of the external auditory canal, by means of the 
tympanic membrane and the ossicular chain, into the fluid 
contained within the cochlea. The air vibrations alone, 
without the effective amplification of the middle ear 
mechanism, cannot exert sufficient force on the oval 
window to activate the cochlea. 
b} It protects the inner ear from the shock of intense sounds 
of low frequencies by the reflexive action of the middle 
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ear muscles. These muscles tense the tympanic membrane 
and ossicular chain, thus reducing the amplitude of large 
vibrations. This protective role of the middle ear is 
still the subject of active research. Recent studies 
have revealed that we do not know exactly how it operates. 
c) The opening to the nasal cavity acts as a pressure 
eCJui3.1 i sat i on tube between the tv:o surfaces of the 
tympanic membrane. 
1.2.3 The Inner Ear 
As illustrated in Fig. 1.1 the inner ear is composed of 
the cochlear and the auditory nerve terminaticns. Attached to the 
cochlea~ but apparently not a part of the hearing mechanismtis the 
vestibular apparatus its purpose being to sense spatial orientation. 
The coch 1 ear is the ear IS mechani ca 1 to neural transducer. 
If it could be uncoiled from its 'snail-like form it would have the 
appearance shown in Fig. 1.4. The action of the cochl~a is such that 
the stapes footplate ac'ts as a piston on the oval window and 
displaces the perilymph fluid in the scala vestibuli. At low 
frequencies the peri'lymph and the cochlea mC1.y be considered to be 
incompressible and rigid respectively, thus the pressure must be 
relieved by some means. This need is satisfied by the round-window 
at the middle ear end of the scala tympani. The round window is a 
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membrane~covered opening, compliant to the pressure fluctuations 
in the perilymph. At frequencies below 20 to 30 I-Iz any displacement 
of the, stapes results in a flow of fluid around the helicotrema to 
the round window with no other effect upon the inner ear at all. 
However, at higher frequencies the pressure fluctuations are 
transmitted from the scala vestibuli to the scala tympani by the 
yielding of the cochlear partition. The position along the partition 
at ~':hich the yielding tuK€5 pluce is u funct'lon of the fi't:quency 01 
the stimulus. This is shown in Fig. 1.4. The cochlear cross 
section is shown in Fig. 1.3 and can be seen to have two membranes 
between the two fluid channels. The Reissner's membrane is 
sufficiently flexible to allow it to be considered, from a mechanical 
point of view to be non-existent and the scala media and scala 
vestibuli to be one channel. The fluid contained within the scala 
media, effectively adds to the vibrating mass of the basilar 
membrane. The basilar membrane supports the organ of Corti which 
contains some 30,000 sensory cells, on which the endings of the 
auditory nerve terminate. Owing to its tapering dimension along 
its length the basilar membrane is stiffer and less massive at the 
narrow, basal end and more compliant and massive at the broad, apical 
end. How the organ of Corti acts as a transducer to neural activity 
is a matter best left to the various research texts upon the subject 
(5)(6). In outline, the flexing of the basilar membrane causes 
stressing of embedded hair cells which give rise to e1ectrical 
potentials in the scala media. These potentials cause the nerves 
to be excited and so pass information along the Vlllth nerve to the 
brain. 
~ 
Fig.l.3 Cross sectional diagran of the cochlea't'sho.·Iing the organ of Corti 
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1 .2.4 The Loudness Sens i ti vj ty of the Ea r: 
The loudness sensitivity of the ear at different 
frequencies is usually shown in the form of the 'Normal Equal 
Loudness Contours'. Standard contours have been defined uS a result 
of widespread research and examination over many years. BS 3383 
defines these contours for binaural, free-field (not earphones) 
listening conditions and for 'otologically normal listeners, aged 
18 to 25 years I. An otologically normal pel~son is someone in a 
normal state of health \tJho is free from all signs or symptoms of 
ear disease and from wax in the ear canal. and from previous history 
of ear disease or blows to the head. The cut'ves may be seen in 
Fig. 1.5. The lowest curve shovln is the minimum audible field or 
'normal threshold of hearing'. Modified curves exist to correct the 
contours for use with given models of earphone; details rllay be found 
in BS 2497. The normal threshold of hearing is used as a reference 
against which to measure hearing defects. Audiologists draw the 
threshold curve as a straight line when plotting graphs of hearing 
characteristics and plot points relative to it in dB HL (Hearing 
Level in dB relative to the normal threshold). From the normal contours 
it may be seen that the ear is at its most sensitive at and around 
4 kHz, a fact which will be emphasised later in the chapter. 
'. 
Fig. 1.5 Normal equal loudness contours(free-field) 
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1.3 Noi se Induced H eat'~9 Impairment 
The deli cate mechanism of the ea r is suscept i bl e to 
permanent damage if exposed to prol onged high l evel noise. Thi s 
is an effect of noi se wh ich has been investi gated in great detail 
thro ug ho ut t he worl d. In 1970 , t he Briti s h Government, Depa rtment 
of Health and Socia l Security pub li shed t heir report IIHea ri ng and 
Noise in Industry". As a result, proven hearing impai rment due 
1.:." ~v./.\.4J',4 
particula r employment is now a cornparrsable d'isability under the 
/' 
Industrial Injuries Act. Permanent hear 'ing damage of th is type i s 
known as Noise Induced Permanent Threshold Sh ift (NIPTS). The 
t erm Ipermanent l thresho ld shift is used to differentiate i t f rom 
a related conditi on known as Temporary Threshold Shift (TTS) $ wll i ch 
needs to be discussed before further considering NIPTS. 
1. 3.1 Tempora~y Thresho1d Shift 
TTS is a condition familiar to many people as an apparent 
'muffling' of the hearing after exposure to high level noises . It is 
known that after prolonged exposure to high-level noise, say well over 
80 dBA, the hair cells on the basilar membrane become 'tired ' , and no 
l onger signal the degree of motion to the brain. A detailed 
exp l anation of \,lhy th -is occurs is not possible as the condition is 
the subject of a great dea l of research, (40,41). After a period of 
time in less noisy surroundings the apparent loss of hearing disappears, 
hence the name temporary threshold shift . The length of ti me ta ke n for the 
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hearing threshold to return to its original condHion may be a 
matter of hours or days depending upon the exposure received and 
on unknown attributes of the individual. Providing that the 
shift in the threshold has returned to normal before further 
exposure occurs its effects are of no concern. However, if an 
indi vidua 1 requ'i res twenty-four hours to recover from the effects of 
an eight hour working day, and is exposed for five days in every 
seven, then a cumulative effect takes place which may not disappear 
during the t\-IO days of 'quiet', Fig. 1.6. From this description it 
could be inferred that a prolonged period of non-exposure would 
allow the shift to return to normal. The extent of TTS varies 
with frequency, in particular high frequency. It may be noted from 
Fig. 1.6 that the degree of TTS at 4 kHz is greater than at the 
surrounding frequencies. This is a peculiarity of both temporary and 
permanent noise induced hearing loss. The maximum loss ahJays occurs 
at 4 kHz whatever the frequency characteristics of the noise source 
that cause it. The 'dip' in the hearing threshold at this frequency 
is often referred to as the CS or 4-kHz dip. Attempts have been made 
to explain the 4 kHz dip, Lehnhardt (35), Ward (43). Research 
with small mammals (7) has shown that damage occurs to the cells 
of the organ of Corti, Fig. 1.3, at and near where the maximum 
displacements would have been expected to take place, corresponding 
to the frequencies of the applied noise. The extent of the damage 
is increased by exposing the ear to noise whilst it is still in its 
'tired ' state. 
Considerable re~earch has been undertaken to determine 
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a reliable relationship between TTS and NIPTS. Such a relationship 
could be used as a susceptibility test of an individ:1al to long 
term hearing loss. 
I 
It has been suggested (8) that the TTS at 1 kHz, 
recorded two minutes after completing an eight hour period of 
exposure, say the working day, is approximately equal to the 
permanent loss to be expected from working in the same environment 
for ten years, that is: 
TTS2 minutes = H10 years 
Unfortunately, if a working day really were to be used 
the results would probably be erratic as a result of the equipment 
generating the noise being switched off at varying time intervals 
. from the official end of the working day. Thus, a measurement of 
TTS made two minutes after the working day may well be made up to 
half an hour after the last high-level noise exposure. 
This test is one of many to be found in the literature. 
Ward (8) tabulates 19 publications by various authors, describing 
tests involving TTS. The assumption throughout all the tests 
described is that TTS may be used to indicate the degree of NIPTS 
an individual may expect to suffer. The conclusion reached by Ward 
after study of the tests is that it may be possible to determine the 
susceptibility to NIPTS from a particular noise from knowledge of 
the susceptibility to TTS from that same noise. 
··13-
A remal"kable observation made by Tota and Bossi (9) is 
that a correlation exists between the colour of a personls eyes 
and his, susceptibility to TTS and hence poss'ibly NIPTS. This 
correlation has been confirmed by Hood, Poole and Freedman (lD),_ 
The common facto.r between the eyes and the ears is a substance 
named melanin. Melanin is the substance responsible for iris 
pigmentation but is also present in the cochlear. The amount present 
appear~ to uffect the ear~ (ldaptioii to Id 91-1 1 eve 1 IlUl !>e. 
Fig. 1.7 shows an example of a well established case of 
NIPTS accumulated over a number of years. The practical effects of 
the loss are often not noticed until the condition is extremely 
advanced, when speech intelligibility begins to be lost. This 
occurs in a progressive manner as the acuity deterioi"ates in the 
. speech frequencies,(5DD Hz to 4 kHz). Firstly, the higher frequency 
consonants such at It I or ISI begin to disappear, then, as the lower 
frequencies start to lose their acuity, speech eventually becomes 
a mumble. An unfortunate characteristic of NIPTS is that it occurs 
initially and principally at the same frequencies as the hearing 
loss associated with age, presbycusis. The two losses are thought 
to add directly to each other. Fig. 1.8, derived from equations 
given in SS 3383, shows values of hearing loss due to presbycusis 
that might be expected in people of the ages indicated. The 
. 
similarity between the symptoms of presbycusis and NIPTS has been 
largely responsible for working people taking early hearing loss 
for granted for so long. Dn1y with the observation that people in 
certain occupations tended to suffer greater losses than others did 
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it become apparent that the loss was at least partially due to the 
noisy environment. 
1.3.2 Noise Induced Permanent Threshold Shift 
In the publication 'Hearing and Noise in Industl~Y' (11), 
is staLed dn expression for the hearing loss to be expected from a 
given exposure over a given period. The expression was derived as 
a result of measurements and observations made over a considerable 
period of time upon a large number of people exposed to industrial 
noise. The hearing loss, H, to be expected in a given percentage of 
a normal population subject to habitual daily exposuy'e to a noise 
level LA2 , over a period of time T, is: 
H = 27.5 11 + tanh(LA,) + 10 l09(T/To) + Up - A.: )/lsl + Up I.- '- I _J 
where Ai is a constant, dependent on audiometric frequency. To is 
reference duration and Up is a constant depending upon the selected 
percentage p. This equation is valid for the entire audio-frequency 
range and takes into account the CS (or 4 kHz) dip. Values of H 
calculated in this way need to be corrected for the sex of the 
individual concerned. For a male 1.S dB should be added and for a female 
the same amount should be subtracted. This is because observations (36) 
of the degree of TTS and NIPTS suffered by men and women in the same 
environments has shown that women, on average, suffer less loss than 
men. An additional factot', not taken into account ill the above 
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equation is that of body vibration. Yamamoto and Fujii (12) 
reported in 1966 that noise and vibration jointly may cause a 
higher ,eventual hearing loss than noise alone. The additional 
loss due to the vibration with the noise being greater than the 
loss due to the vibration alone. 
Currently, NIPTS is an irreversible condition. In the 
ubsence of a pi"OVen rt:liaLle pr-ogno:,tic test to ueterllrine Lile 
susceptibility of individuals to NIPTS one is led to the possibility 
that the most satisfactory method of reducing the risk of it 
occurring is to prevent the noise from entering the ear. This can 
be achieved in two principal ways; reduce the noise at its source 
or protect the ears themselves. It is not the intention of this 
thesis to discuss in detail noise reduction or prevention techniques. 
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1.4 Audiometry g.utl ined 
Audiometry, as it originated, was the determination of 
the intensity levels of a number of pure tones (i.e. sounds of one 
frequency) that could just be heard by an attentive listener in an 
othen'Ji se's ilent' envi ronment. These 1 evel s form the audHory 
threshold, as described in section 1.2.4, which varies greatly between 
individuals. An accurate determination of the threshoid is of great 
interest to the audiologist and it is a major tool in the diagnosis 
of hearing disorders, and in monitoring an individual's hearing 
condition. In the days before electronic equipment was readily 
available pure tones \'Jere generated by various means, all centred 
around a tuning fork interrupting magnetic circuits and causing 
sympathetic sounds to be generated in telephone earpieces. This 
type of equipment tended to be clumsy and difficult to use. The 
advent of the electronic valve and subsequent oscillator with variable 
tone output at the turn of a knob greatly simplified the generation 
problem. Also, the accurate measurement and ease of presentation of 
varying intensity signals allowed far superior estimation of the 
actual threshold level to be made. The path was then wide open to 
greater accur'acy and deeper investigation into the why's and 
wherefore's of human hearing and it's defects. Indeed, there are 
now many specialised test procedures capable of pinpointing hearing 
defects to specific regions of the ear (13). 
The use of audiometry as a diagnostic tool is restricted 
to anatomical localisation of the fault and is ~ot adequate for 
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complete diagnosis. The diagnosis can only be made after a study 
of the case history and after physical examination. Current diagnostic 
test procedures are far too numerous to mention and are best left 
to the specialist texts for description (13). Of the everyday test 
procedures three will be outlined here and references made to 
variations upon them. 
1.4.1 Pure Tone Audiometry 
Pure tones are uniquely suited for making threshold 
measurements for the following reasons: 
a) A pure tone is the simplest type of auditory stimulus. 
It is relatively easy to generate and present to the ear 
a tone of accurately known frequency and intensity. The 
patient has only to indicate a yes or no response, he is 
not required to describe or repeat what he hears. 
b) Some patients may respond normally to speech but have high 
frequency defects possibly due to occupational noise that 
pass unnoticed. The majority of essential speech sounds 
are within the range 300 to 3000 Hz. Specific frequency 
testing can determine such cases before possible intensive 
damage is caused at the higher frequencies ~nd before it 
spreads to the lower range with time. 
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c) Threshold sensitivity may be precisely determined using 
pure tones. This is of great valuE in assessing the 
relative merits of certain types of middle ear surgery. 
A disadvantage of pure tone tests is their inadequacy to predict 
speech perception as compared with direct speech testing, a fact which 
will be discussed in section 2.1.1. 
The test should be performed with the patient in a quiet 
surrounding. Six or eight tones are normally used, these being 
comprised of a selection from 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 
6000, 8000 Hz. A typical selection might be the octave-spaced values 
250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000 and 8000 Hz. One ear is tested at a time. 
The subject is requested to respond in the manner prescribed by the 
examiner during the entire period for which he can hear a signal in 
his earphones, thus allowing the examiner to tell tone responses from 
those due to spurious clicks and other noises. The examiner usually 
sits ;n such a position that he can observe the subject's behaviour 
during test. Before placing the earphones on the subject's head the 
.-
tone should be 'OFF'. The operator may switch the tone applied to the 
earphones on or off by means of a key referred to as the interrupt key 
or interrupter. The following description is of the '~lethod of Limits' 
techniqu~ widely used in manual examinations. Once the earphones are 
in place the frequency is set to 1 kHz and the leve1 to 40 dB HL. 
The interrupt key is set to ION' for one or two seconds. If the 
response from the subject is positive the level is reduced by 10 dB 
w~th tone OFF and then presented again. This procedure is repeated 
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until a negative response is achieved. Upon a negative response the 
level is raised by 5 dB. A positive response at this raised level is 
followE:d by a reduction by 5 dB. The threshold is taken as the lowest 
intensity at which the subject responds two or more times out of 
four. A similar technique is used if a negative reply is received at the 
initial 40 dB, except that the 10 dB steps would have increased the 
level until the tone was audible. 
The duration of the tones and the 'silent' intervals 
between them are normally varied to avoid rhythmical responses. 
Tones may be presented for ~ to 2 seconds. inter-tone periods may be 
1 to 5 seconds. Once the threshold at 1 kHz has been determined the 
test is repeated at the higher frequencies in ascending order. The 
1 kHz is then repeated for comparison and the low frequencies tested 
in descending order. There are two other techniques of threshold 
determination as well as the Increasing Intensity Series just 
described. 
a) Decreasing intensity series 
A level is determined above the threshold and then 
decreased by 5 dB steps until a negative response occurs. 
T,he threshold is the lowest level responded to, two or 
more times out of four. 
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b) Average of decreasing and increasing series 
In this system a level above threshold is found and the 
intensity reduced by 5 dB until a negative response is 
obtained and then increased by 5 dB until a positive 
response occurs. The threshold is the average of the 
increasing and decreasing series levels so det.ermined. 
At least four thresho·ld crossings are detel1l1ined and 
averaged in this system. 
The above description of threshold determination methods 
is general and makes no mention of special adaptions for non-co-
operative or below average intelligence subjects. In cases of this 
type usage of specially developed techniques is required (13). 
The test described is an air conduction test. The same 
procedure may be repeated using a bone-conductor in place of the 
earphone. An earphone vibrates the air next to the eardrum and so 
, 
ultimately the fluid in the cochlea, the bone of the skull and the 
cochlear duct being stationary. With a bone-conductor the skull is 
vibrated so causing the cochlear duct to move relative to the fluid 
in it, the result being perception of the sound. Persons with 
imperfections in the ossicles or the eardrum may not hear well by air 
conduction but normally by bone conduction. Typical air and bone 
conduction audiograms are given in Fig. 1.9. The air and bone conduction 
audiograms in cases of NIPTS should normally be identical as the 
condition onl.y affects the cochlear, not the outer or middle eat'. 
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1.4.2 Be'kE~sy /\udiollletty and Self-Recor~udiomet.ry 
This is a derivation of the pure-tone test (14). The 
tone is continuously swept from low frequency to high at a rate of 
approximately ~ octave/minute, by a motor driven oscillator. 
Throughout the test the patient has a response button which he is 
required to depress when he heats a tone and to release when he does 
not. The button is linked to a motor driven attenuator which reduces 
the tonal i ntens i ty vii th the button depressed and 'j ncreases it with 
the button released. The frequency and intensity are constantly 
recorded by a pen recorder, with a constant left to right sweep 
linked to the oscillator sweep-motor, and a directionally varying 
vertical sweep linked to the attenuator-motor. The subject's 
responses upon the button produce a 2ig-zag ' curve, as shown in 
Fig. 1.10, which brackets his threshold. 
A variation upon Bekesy audiometry replaces the 
constantly increasing frequency with six or eight fixed tones, each 
lasting one sixth or eighth of the test time respectively. This 
system produces six or eight separate 'zig-zag' recordings, each 
corresponding to a fixed frequency. 
1.4.3 Speech Audiometry 
The view has generally been taken that the ability to 
receive and understand conversational speech is an almost universal, 
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and hence, more practical, criterion of unimpaired hearing than 
one based upon the retention of full hearing capacity over the 
ent"ire audible frequency range. A further reason for this is that 
I 
the acuity of hearing progressively diminishes with age (presbycusis) 
beginning with the highest frequencies and ultimately extending 
downwards. For the population as a whole it would be unrealistic 
to describe hearing impairments in terms of the \'Jhole frequency 
range audible to the young. Speech audiometry hrls been developeci 
to enable an assessment of an individual's hearing adequacy in 
everyday communication to be obtained. 
The field of speech audiometry is in need of standardisation 
and efforts to accomplish this are now beginning internationally. 
The practices in use can be divided into two groups, the first is 
concerned with the assessment of the 'speech reception threshold', 
and the second is a test ~pon 'speech discrimination'. The speech 
reception threshold is obtained by presenting spoken words at 
predetermined decibel levels and requesting the subject to repeat 
thelu. The threshold level, is the level in decibels at which the 
subject obtains a 50% correct .. score, relative to standards estab"'ished 
on normal ears. The speech discrimination test is designed to 
determine a measure of speech intelligibility with the presentation 
level at a predetermined audible level. The results of each of 
these tests is used to determine the 'social adequacy index' (15). 
Speech audiometry is a complex subject best studied from 
the relevant literature (13)(16)(17). 
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1.4.4 Screening Jests 
Not every test needs to give an accurate assessment of 
an individual's heal"ing. It is often necessary only to check for 
deviations from normal in order that they may be checked thoroughly 
at a later date. Such tests are used by schools and industry where 
speed and low cost are a requirement in screening large numbers of 
people. Such large scale examinations may be carr~ed out with a 
group of subjects at the same time or by brief examinations 
individually. 
These routines do not normally cover the entire audible 
frequency range but only a part of it (32), often only 500 Hz to 
3000 Hz, the frequency range necessary for the reception of intelligible 
speech. With industrial screening exposure to 4000 Hz only is not uncommon 
as this frequency produces very enlightening results, as described in 
Section 1.3.1. Noise induced hearing losses tend to be highest at and 
around this frequency. This test takes around 30 secs. per person, 
whereas a stan~ard pure tone test may last 20 minutes. In a typical 
group test, the assembled listeners, each having a pair of matched 
earphones, is requested to write yes or no depending on whether they 
can or cannot hear a tone each time a light flashes to indicate a 
reply is necessary. The written replies may be quickly checked at 
the end to determine which individuals need further testing. Up to 
150 persons may be checked in an hour by methods such as this. 
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1.5 ~omputers_ in Audiometry 
Computers are widely regarded as either calculating 
machi nes or hi gh ly effi ci ent fil i ng systems. Hm'/ever, modern advances 
in computer technology, particularly with respect to digital computers, 
have opened the way to applications far more complex than these basic 
functions. The field of on-line control is a first class example of 
this cdvancement. Systems may be mcnitored fer their cut'rent 
condition by means of analogue or digital output transducers f and 
the information rapidly processed by the computer. Any necessary 
correction or other action may then be fed back to the system in a 
form suitable to control its operation correctly. In a pure-tone 
audiometric test the audiometrician and patient may be equated to 
control system components. The patient forms the plant, or controlled 
part of the system, the audiometrician the controlling network and 
source of input. A tone is fed to the system at a given frequency and 
sound pressure level. The controlling network then sets about the 
task of detecting the minimum level that the plant will respond to 
regularly at that frequency. This process is repeated with a number 
of different tones and the resulting minima detected represent the 
audiogram of the plant. Thus it may be seen that the procedure could 
be simplified very easiiy upon a computer if the patient were to be 
considered merely as a "black-box" upon which we hang transducers. 
However, as any audiometrician or audiologist would correctly point 
out, there is far more to the investigation of an individual's hearing 
characteristics than machine-like measurements of the threshold. The 
patient is not a piece of machinery to have trQnsducers placed in 
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critical positions for the purpose of measurement, he is human with 
both psychological and physiological characteristics. Exceptions 
to this do exist in objective audiometry where the patient may 
, 
have electronic probes positioned for the duration of the 
examination and needs to make no conscious reaction as the probes 
detect all the necessary information. However, for everyday 
investigation the audiometrician must rely upon the patient's 
conscious Iyes l or Inol reply howevp.r it mny bp. transmitted from 
the patient to the operator. The patient may be a very indecisive 
person, quite incapable of making a definite decision upon whether 
he can or cannot hear. The only means of discovering the reactions 
of the patient during testing is to carry out the procedure and 
watch him closely. Does he dither, is he concentrating, does he 
really know how he is supposed to react if he hears a tone? These 
factors influence the results of the examination and as a result 
require the skill of the operator to observe them and estimate their 
effects. If a computer is to be used to control a hearing test it is 
not sufficient that it should merely be capable of imitating the 
basic operations of the test, it must also be able to detect subject 
errors, obvious cases of falsification of responses and lack of 
concentration. It is possible, as will be discussed in chapter 3, 
for a computer to detect at least some of the likely sources of error 
by careful ana~sis of replies from the subject. An uncertainty of how 
to respond is particularly straightforward to detect as responses tend 
to be inconsistent to repeated tone presentations. An audiometer 
capable of producing an audiogram as simply as a self-recording unit 
but wi th an increased accuracy and bui It-i n recOl~d-keepi ng and 
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screening would be of great value to industrial audiologists. 
Industrial health officials are usually overworked from 
the outset. The added burden of testing the hearing of thousa.nds 
of employees regularly, perhaps every nine months or a year is a 
load often too large for them to cope with. They have neither the 
time nor the staff for the task of checking the records even if they 
have the timp. to test everyone. At present Q. fe\tl of the la.rne 
industrial organisations have specialised hearing conservation 
units employed with the sole task of investigating the hearing of 
employees. In most cases however the testing, recording and 
checking is done manually. Boredom is the great enemy of repeated 
manual tasks and with it comes the problem of mistakes made as a 
result. Computers, once programmed correctly, rarely make mistakes 
and do not suffer from boredom and its associated lack of concentration. 
Thus, programme a computer to administer the screening tests and check 
the results and mistakes are virtually eliminated. Perhaps more 
important is the fact that a skilled operator is no longer required 
since the computer is now programmed to perform many of the 
observational tasks required ~y analysis of the subject's responses. 
Given the correct instructions' and a clear operating console a 
moderately intelligent person can supervise the whole procedure with 
a minimum of training. However, as with the self-recording methods 
of audiometry, the subject is required to understand his role in the 
test and perform it accordingly. This requirement places restrictions 
upon the types of people that may be tested by the system and upon 
the types of establishment that may use it. Industrial employees 
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may in general be assumed to be of a sufficient level of intelligence 
to be readily examined in this manner. The same could not be said 
in a hpspital where subjects of widely varying mental ages and 
physical abilities are examined regularly. 
An apparent disadvantage of a computer-controlled 
audiometer is its size. Until 1972, the involvement of a computer 
in any measurement system made it 'if;ry bulky indeed. In Lildt yedr 
an electronic> semiconductor component, known as the microprocessor, 
was introduced. As its name implies, it is a very small computer 
processing unit designed to be incorporated into equipment requiring 
the ability to perform computer-like tasks. The pocket-calculator 
is an example of its usage. The microprocessor device introduced 
at that time has been greatly improved by many manufacturers in the 
years since then but the size of the component has been almost constant. 
Typically, the device is less than eight square centimetres in area 
and approximately one-half of a centimetre in thickness. When 
coupled to its associated device~ to form a complete computer system 
it usually requires a circuit board area of less than three hundred 
square centimetres. As a result of this development, computing 
techniques may be incorporated into audiometPes without increasing 
'-J 
their present physical size by more than 10% and their cost by even 
less. Thus, the two problems common to all computer controlled 
audiometric. unit::; developed to date, of size and cost, may be 
dismissed. As a result of these problems computers have frequently 
been employed audiometrically only as calculators or record-keepers. 
They have been used to analyse the complex waveform::; detected from 
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the nervous system in electroencephalography (20) and in a small 
number of cases to control simple pure-tone audiometers (21), (37), 
(38), but not on a widespread basis. 
In conclusion to this section it may be said that in time 
saving, and increased accuracy, computers have a great deal to offer 
both industrial health workers and the hospital service. 
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1.6 INDUSTRIAL AUDIOMETRY 
1.6.1 I The Hearing Conservation Programme 
A heightened awareness of noise induced hearing loss and 
its causes, together with its recognition as a compensable industrial 
injury, has led industry to consider means by which they may reduce, 
if not eradicate, its incidence. The methods involved in reducing 
the risk of noise induced hearing loss include noise reduction of 
machinery, the issue and use of personal hearing protection equipment, 
co-operative agreements between management and employees and regular 
audiometric examinations of noise exposed employees to detect whether 
or not a loss of hearing acuity is occurring. Methods such as these, 
together v/ith any others considered necessary and helpful, have in 
the past two decades become widespread throughout industry. They 
are generally organised into a single, co-ordinated programme 
commonly referred to as a 'Hearing Conservation Programme l • Audiometry 
is a vital constituent of a hearing conservation programme because, 
the hearing threshold measurements obtained during the course of an 
individual IS employment in a given environment, provide an important 
part of the information required to either prove or disprove the 
occurrence of a hearing loss due to presence in that environment. 
Hearing conservation programmes frequently involve several hundreds 
of noise exposed personnel. As a result, a method of measuring, 
recording and analysing the hearing threshold which is efficient 
both in time and operating staff, and is also accurate, is required. 
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A successful industrial audiometric system requires great 
care in its initial planning to ensure that it will be able to 
functipn efficiently once in operation. In the past, numerous 
companies have purchased audiometers and merely presented them to 
nurses or safety personnel with instructions to 'make hearing tests' (13). 
Frequently, no provisions are made for medical supervision of the 
hearing test programme or professional training of the audiometer 
operator. It has also been a common practice to pe(for~1 su~h 
examinations in environments insufficiently quiet to ensure accurate 
results. Practices such as these produce inaccurate results which 
if required for legal purposes would be rejected as unacceptable. 
To ensure the protection of both the employee's hearing and the 
employer's legal interests, industrial audiometric systems must be 
operated professionally and under expert medical supervision. 
1.6.2 Who Should Receive Hearing Tests? 
All employees should receive a pre-employment audiometric 
examination. The audiogram produced may then be used as a base for 
the employee's hearing threshold against which any future change in 
hearing acuity can be compared. The audiogram may serve as an 
important consideration in job placement when interpreted, in 
. 
conjunction with the possible future working environment, by the 
medical supervisor. Also, pre-employment audiograms are useful for 
medical-legal purposes. It may be necessary for an employer to 
prove that a large part of a hearing loss existed prier to present 
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employment, the pre-e~ployment audiogram provides the necessary 
information. The recording of hearing thresholds for all employees 
is similar to the common practice in industry of making sight and , 
blood tests prior to employment. However, as \'Iith other types of 
med"ical examination, subsequent examinations need only be performed, 
on a regular basis, on employees known to be \'Iorking in environments 
which will put some aspect of their health at risk, or an employee 
who frequently passes through noise hazard areas as a part of their 
job. Although ideally all employees should be examined audiologically 
on a regular basis, in many cases the testing unit "concerned could 
not handle the large number of extra examinations, this would cause 
and maintain a reasonable regularity. 
1.6.3 The Testing- Environment 
Industrial plants, because of their high noise levels, 
require special areas or rooms for the performance of hearing tests. 
These special provisions for noise-controlled areas are necessary to 
prevent ambient noise from 'masking' the audiometric test-tones. 
Masking is the phenomenon whereby one sound reduces the apparent 
intensity of another. If two sounds are introduced to the ear 
Simultaneously, the threshold for one or both may be higher than when 
heard separately. The number of dB by which the threshold is raised 
is the amount of masking. It is important to realise that if the 
masking sound is below the threshold of the listener then it has no 
masking effect for that individual. Masking is a complex subject best 
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studied from the literature (18)(19). The most critical case for 
low levels of background noise occurs in the measurement of hearing 
of young persons, notably in pre-employment testing, when hearing 
levels down to -10 dB HL (10 dB below the 'normal threshold of 
hearing' as in BS 3383) or lower can be expected in some cases. It 
is extremely unusual to find a situation with noise levels approaching 
those of the 'normal' threshold of hearing unless they have been 
specifically designed for the purpose. In the majority of cases, the 
purchase of a commercially available audiometric booth is the least 
expensive source of a suitable environment. Such booths have the 
advantage of being accurately characterised, in their sound 
insulation properties, by their manufacturer. Thus, given the noise 
characteristics of the room in which the booth is to be situated, the 
internal noise levels may be assessed with reasonable accuracy. 
Quantitive information concerning acceptable noise levels is available 
in the American Standard Criteria for Background Noise in Audiometer 
Rooms, S 3.1 - 1961. The acceptable levels will vary with the type of 
earphone used. Some earphones have circumaural cases, providing extra 
sound insulation beyond that of the booth, whilst others ar~ mounted 
on rubber cushions which, although presenting sound insulation from 
outside noise, do so to a different extent. I.E.C. Recommendation 178, 
concerning pure tone screening audiometers, suggests that a suitable 
test to ensure a sufficiently Iquietl environment is for a person of 
'normal'·hearing to sit in the booth, wearing the disconnected 
earphones, and decide whether he can detec~ any noise present. If the 
decision is that no noise is present then the booth is suitable for 
performing examinations in. This subjective assessment of the test 
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environment is adequate where the location of the booth allows such 
low noise levels to be achieved, however it is important to realise 
that "it is not necessary for the environment to be completely silent 
I 
to the normal ear, only that the noise present does not cause test-
tone masking to a degree where it affects the required results. 
In industrial audiometry, where hearing thresholds are often not 
measured below 0 dB HL, a low level of background noise is acceptable, 
providpd that it has been previously analysed to ensure that it will 
not cause masking of the test tones. 
1.6.4 Industrial Audiometric Equipment 
For industrial audiometry, a simple, but properly 
calibrated and maintained, discrete frequency, air-conduction 
audiometer is all that is essential. Self-recording audiometry has 
become popular for industrial hearing-testing programmes. its purpose 
being to 'save time and personnel •. This type of audiometry allows the 
subject to control the test instrument and make his own hearing-
threshold determinations, as described in section 1.4.3. In practice, 
the time required to complete an audiogram is approximately the same 
as that for a manually 'controlled examination and supervision is 
still required as with a manual audiometer. However, the supervisor 
may oversee more than one audiometer at a time. This has the 
advantage of allowing a larger number of examinations in a given 
time, a most important feature in large industrial plants. 
Unfortunately, the lack of personal attention to each subject 
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throughout his test can allow inaccuracies such as a loss of 
concentration to pass unnoticed. 
1.6.5 Personnel Requirement~ 
A minimum of two people is required to operate an industrial 
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establish the testing programme, ensure its efficient running and 
evaluate and make the necessary decisions upon allaudiograms produced 
as a part of the programm~ The second is the audiometrician, the 
person who actually administers the examinations. Ideally, the 
audiometrician should be experienced, and highly trained specifically 
for this task. However, frequently it is the company nurse, or even 
an employee, who has been trained to perform the basic tasks necessary. 
The use of self-recording audiometers has encouraged the use of less 
highly trained staff as the task of operator has been reduced to 
loading and removing the audiogram sheet from the recorder and explaining 
the procedure to the subject. The personal skills required to perform 
a test manually are no longer required, but nevertheless it is 
desirable for the audiometrician to understand more than the 
operation of an audiometer. To perform effectively his task as a 
part of a hearing conservation programme he should be. aware, and able 
to explain, the reasons for any measures being undertaken as a part 
of the programme. For this a basic understanding of the anatomy and 
physiology of the ear, fundamentals of sound, and the problems of 
industrial noise is necessary. 
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1.6.6 Audiometric Testing Procedures 
a) ~udiometric technique 
As previously described in section 1.6.5 self-recording 
audiometry is becoming the standard technique for industrial audiometry. 
Although such audiometers do not necessarily produce such precise results 
as a """'ofer-r';onal'\! op""'a+-ed m"'nua1 "'U·dl·""'''+-''''' ,.,,14=' .... ~~""'~.; .. ,.. .. ~';.f..,.. ... ,,'" 1-" ;)"',. 'J 1;;'" .nU. 'u V.""" .. \;I, ';){;"-II::\..UI U'''::I \All ... .., "I";: 
consistent in their technique. Variations in technique can result in 
measured differences in hearing levels and so should be avoided. The 
important frequencies to be used as test-tones are those necessary for 
the understanding of speech; namely 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz. It is 
usual to use at least three other frequencies, often 4000, 6000 and 
8000 Hz, as it is at these frequencies that the effects of NIPTS are 
displayed before they intrude upon the speech frequencies. The 
lower threshold limit to which measurements are made is usually -10 dB 
HL or 0 dB HL, the audiologist supervising decides which is the most 
useful for his purpose. 
b) Record keepi ng 
The operation of a hearing conservation programme requires 
more information upon a subject than his pre-employment, and any 
. 
subsequent audiograms. It is necessary for the audiologist to have a 
knowledge of the personls working environment, post medical history 
where it is relevant to his hearing, such as head injuries, family 
history of early deafness and frequent earaches, any pastimes involving 
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high level noise exposure, and his previous employment. A 
questionnaire is usually lIsed at the pre-employment examination 
to recqrd such information as is required. An example of such a 
questionnaire is sho"m in Fig. 1.13, the pre-employment audiogram 
may be seen in Section C. The information obtained in this manner, 
together with results from subsequent audiometric examinations are 
carefully filed either in written form or on a computer. 
c) Periodic follow-up testin9 
The initial pre-employment audiogram is used as a reference 
with which later audiograms can be compared. Periodic follow-up 
examinations are necessary where the worker is exposed to 
potentially hazardous noise levels. The first follow-up test is 
usually performed 9 to 12 months after initial employment, unless the 
worker is employed for long periods in particularly high level noise 
of perhaps greater than 100 dB(A), when an examination is often made 
at 6 months. Follow-up tests should preferably be made as long after 
a period of noise exposure as possible to allow the effects of 
temporary threshold shift (TTS) to recover. This is often a cause of 
problems because complete recovery may take longer than overnight. It 
is not always possible to arrange for an employee to work in a quiet 
environment in order to recover. Neither is it possible to make all 
examinations on a Monday morning before commencement of work. It is 
the responsibility of the supervising audiologist to adopt techniques 
to minimise errors due to TTS. Each time a new audiogram is produced, 
for a given employee: it is compared with the reference stored on the 
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initial questionnaire. A deterioration in any part of the audiogram 
of more than 10 dB from the reference is usually considered 
sufficient to warrant referral of the subject for a detailed clinical 
I 
examination to determine the exact extent of the loss. Should the 
loss be proved to exist, measures are usually taken to protect the 
employee from further loss. 
CHAPTER 2 
An Analysis of Industrial Audiometric Procedures 
2.1 Audiometric Test Techniques 
The purpose of industrial audiometry is to determine, by 
whatever means are available, the condition of evet~ employee's 
hearing acuity upon a regular basis in order that any loss of 
hearing which may be attributable to the conditions of employment be 
detected as soon as possible and suitable remedial action taken. 
Provided that the test technique used will supply reliable, repeatable 
results which if recorded at intervals over a period of time may be 
used to detect a developing hearing loss then the nature of the test 
is not important. The choice of test to be used in any particular 
industrial situation is governed by conditions common to all such 
audiometric installations: a} The need for brevity of examination 
duration; b) The need to operate under a minimum of personal 
supervision. The following paragraphs discuss the suitability of two 
types of audiometric test; speech and pure tone audiometry. 
2.1.1 Speech Audiometry 
The tests adopted by industry have been largely directed 
towards the determination of the hearing threshoid rather than towards 
. 
measuring the communication disability of the subject as in speech 
audiometry. Historically, many valid reasons exist for this choice 
of measurement. Only with recent advances in methods for presenting 
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speech sounds has speech audiometry become sufficiently precise for 
the results to be used in legal arguments concerning claimed 
hearin~ loss. However, as Robinson (22) states, speech audiometry 
is still in need of standardisation and efforts in this direction 
are only now beginning internationally. Speech audiometry is not 
the only technique for deriving a measure of speech perception. 
During the period prior to speech audiometry being refined into an 
ability to hear speech from a knowledge of hearing acuity for pure 
tones. F1etcher 1 s system computed the loss of hearlng for speech 
(speech loss) from the following equation, where HL represents pure 
tone hearing loss at the frequency indicated by the subscript. 
Speech Loss (d8) HL500 + HL1000 + HL 2000 = 5 + ( ) 
3 
2.1.1 
This system wa:> laLer modified by Quiggle, Glorig, Delk and 
Summerfie1d (23). The predicted speech loss is computed from a 
knowledge of the pure tone hearing loss at three frequencies; 500, 
1000 and 1500 or 2000 Hz. The three losses are independently 
weighted, added together and then added to a constant. The equations 
produced are given below. 
Speech Loss = 6.9 + 0.22 HL500 + 0.35 HL1000 + 0.21 HL1500 2.1.2 
Speech Loss = 6.9 + 0.22 HL500 + 0.47 HL1000 + 0.09 HL2000 2.1.3 
The low weighting of the 2000 Hz hearing loss indicates its small 
contribution to the computation. The reason for the derivation of 
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equation 2.1.3 was that many commercially available pure tone 
audiometers have a 2000 Hz source but not a 1500 Hz 50urce. Further 
research has been undertaken to improve the reliability of these 
I 
equations by J.T. Graham (24). However, it must be noted that the 
formulae are not always applicable when cochlear or central nervous 
disorders exist, or when there are unusual language backgrounds. 
Also, they apply only to the intensity of speech needed to furnish 
50% correct judgments. As a result of these limitations, the 
prediction of speech loss by these methods is rapidly being replaced 
by modern speech audiometry. 
From the preceding paragraph it may be understood why 
industrial audiologists have not used speech audiometry or attempted 
to estimate speech loss from pure tones. The results so obtained would 
be sufficiently open to argument that they could not be used in a 
legal situation. Until such time as speech audiometry techniques 
are standardised, and a measure of speech loss is internationally 
agreed, they"are likely to "remain clinical in thelr application." 
2.1.2 " Pure-tone audiometry 
Industrial audiometry is required to be simple in 
operation and as brief as possible in duration. The equipment 
necessary should be as inexpensive as the accuracy limits set by the 
supervising audiologist will allow. For these reasons, self-recording 
audiometers have become widely used in industry. The use of self-
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recording instruments is not necessarily a result of their being 
exactly vI/hat is required in industry, but of their being the 
nearest solution to the measurement problem that the audiometer 
I 
industry has produced. In order to support this statement an 
analysis of what is required of an industrial audiometer is necessary. 
An industrial audiometer is required to perform two 
different types of examinlltior.. The first "is the pr'e- and lJost-
employment examination, where an accurate, clinically acceptable 
audiogram of the full audiometric frequency range is required. The 
second is the follow-up examination v/here we wish to detect changes 
in the hearing threshold relative to the pre-employment audiogram. 
In particular, we wish to detect changes that might have occurred 
due to noise exposure, in order that action may be taken to prevent 
further possible deterioration in hearing acuity. Each of these 
measurements could be made using a clinical audiometer. However, the 
level of skill required from the operator and the length of time to . 
perform each examination, are both contrary to the requirements of 
an industrial audiometric unit, as already stated. These requirements 
are frequently overruled for the pre-employment audiogram, where a 
high level of reliability is required, but for follow-up examinations, 
every effort is made to adhere to them. The accuracy required from 
a follow-up test may be relaxed because any apparent hearing loss 
observed as a result will cause a referral for an accurate examination. 
The standard of accuracy should not be allowed to become so low that 
the number of referrals outweighs the time advantage of the technique, 
but nevertheless the follow-up tests, acting as screening examinations 
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of the noise exposed population of a factory, may be performed on 
equipment requiring less attention during examinations. Self-
recordi,ng audiometers have virtually become the standard instruments 
for this purpose. The term screening is normally used to indicate 
that a measurement or instrument may be used to detect variations 
from a fixed specification, such as the I normal I threshold of 
hearing for 18-25 year olds. An example of such a screening test 
is the individual pure tone 'sweep-dll:~k L1:5t' (13), (39). The audiometer 
is set to a pre-determined, fixed level, perhaps 10 dB HL. The subject 
is requested to respond in an agreed manner if he hears a tone in 
his earphones. Tone bursts are then presented at the test 
frequencies of 1000, 2000, 3000 and/or 4000, and 6000 Hz, in that 
order. If the subject fails to respond to the tones in a predetermined 
manner, then he is referred for a complete threshold examination. 
When wishing to detect school children with defective hearing, 
screening techniques such as this may be used. However, in the 
industrial environment, each employee supplies his own I normal I 
against \'/hich to be screened and thus th'e term, screening audiometry 
does not have its accepted meaning. Screening audiometers with 
adaptive screening criteria do not currently exist commercially. 
Self-recording audiometers, previously described as having become the 
standard industrial instrument, measure only an approximation to the 
absolute threshold of hearing of the subject, comparisons with his 
pre-employment audiogram must be made manually. An instrument 
required to adapt its comparison criteria to suit the subject under 
test must have a store of these criteria and a means of relating them 
to the individual as required. The feasibility of such an instrument 
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will be discussed in chapter 3. 
The duration of each examination is required to be as 
short as possible to allow a maximum number to take place in any 
given period of time. Manual tests are automatically adaptive in 
duration as the operator makes the decision as to whether or not he 
has determined the threshold of the subject at any g'iven frequency. 
Once d~termined at one frequency the oper'dLor moves on to the next. 
Self-recording audiometers present each frequency eithet' cont"inuously 
or in a pulsed on-off manner for a fixed period of time, usually 
approximately 30 seconds. It is assumed that the graph plotted 
during that time will contain sufficient information for a threshold 
figure to be derived. In the majority of cases 30 seconds is more 
than sufficient time but occasionally it is not. What is really 
required is a decision mechanism capable of recognising that a 
threshold figure may be reliably computed from the responses up to that 
point in time and able to terminate the test at that frequency. 
Thus, in many cases the measurement ~ould be made in a shorter t'ime 
and only occasionally in longer. 
Current self-recording audiometers are of two types. The 
first presents a number of tones continuously for 30 seconds each 
and sweeps up and down in level as directed by the subject's 
. 
response button. The other also presents tones fOt' 30 seconds but 
as a series of 'beeps' 250 mS in duration every 250 mS. The latter 
technique has one distinct advantage, particularly at high frequencies; 
1 kHz and higher. The advantage derives from the fact that a silent 
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period between tone bursts enables the subject to contrast the test-
tone with back.ground sounds. Although the test environment should 
not be subject to background noise, self-generated noise such as 
, 
that of tinnitus, 'ringing in the earsl, cannot be controlled by 
the operator. Thus, whereas in a continuous swept-tone test the tone 
and the tinnitus may cause the subject to become confused, a pulsed 
tone will at least assist him to differentiate between them. 
2.2 Sources of Error in Pure Tone Audiometry 
2.2.1 Calibration 
Let us now examine some of the major causes of error in 
pure tone audiometric measurements. The first of these is an error 
present wherever electronic instrumentation is used; faulty calibration. 
The calibration of pure tone audiometer systems, including their 
associated earphones, is specified in both the British Standard, 
SS 2497 (parts 1-4) and in the International Standards Organisation 
document, ISO 389. These documents specify the information necessary 
for a laboratory or workshop to calibrate accurately an audiometer 
at manufacture or maintenance time using precision sound level meters, 
microphones and artificial ears, but are rarely of use to the operator 
in a clinic ''Iho,in all probabilitY,has no access to, or understanding 
of, the equipment necessary. Routine, fine adjustment of the overall 
calibration of a particular instrument is usually described in the 
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audiometer manufacturer's handbook. It is the responsibility of the 
operator to ensure that the instructions are performed correctly and 
at the required regularity. The procedures are usually straightforward, 
I 
often entail i ng no further acti on than adj ustment of a 'ca 1 i bY'at; on' 
knob until a meter needle is in a pre-determined position. However, 
the meter needle is normally used to monitor the applied voltage 
level, at a given frequency and sound pressure level, across the 
earphone~. Such a check is valid 0nly on the assumption that the 
earphones are in good condition, and the meter circuit is operating 
correctly. Both meter circuits and earphones may be constructed to 
high degrees of reliability, but the possibility of them being a source 
of error is always present. As already stated, this type of check is 
often performed only at a preset frequency and sound pressure level, it 
does not guarantee the performance of the audiometer at any other 
setting. It is the responsibility of the manufacturer to ensure that 
his recommended check maximises the probability of the instrument 
functioning correctly over its full range of operation. A further source 
o ° 
of eOrror concerni ng the earphones is the impracti ca 1 i ty of ensuri ng 
that they are situated on the head in such a way that the sound pressure 
level (SPL) they present to the eardrum is that which should be present. 
Earphones are calibrated whilst situated on one of a number of standard 
artificial ears. The dimensions of the ear canal and the airtight seal 
between the earphone surround and the head are both critical to achieving 
the correct SPL at the eardrum. Any variation in these from the standard 
can give rise to errors as high as 3 dB. for this reason spectacles 
should normally be removed and hair should not be allowed to remain 
between the earphone and the head. Differing shapes of pinna cause 
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earphones to sit differently positioned relative to the ear canal. 
To overcome this problem, and to provide a better barrier against 
outside noise, circumaural earphone housings have been developed. 
With this type of earphone the pinna is untouched inside a cavity 
and the earphone diaphragm relatively constant in position relative 
to the ear canal, from one person to another. Unfortunately, the 
increased distance from the eardrum causes inconsistencies of results 
at high frequencies. The problem of earphones is one which has 
received much attention (22) and is likely to remain a discussion 
point for some considerable time to come. 
2.2.2 Operator error 
The next source of error to be considered is that of the 
operator himself. The types of error that can be made are highly 
dependent upon the equipment being used. Manual audiometers offer 
a far greater possibility for an operator to make a mistake than do 
self-recording models with which once the test has been initiated it 
continues automatically. With manual units every operation may be a 
source of error, mistaken level or frequency settings, incorrect 
recording of results, and even reversal of the left and right ear 
readings due to inadvertantly placing the earphones on the subject's 
head the wrong way round. With the exception of the last stated 
example all these errors can be avoided by the use of a self-recording 
audiometer. However, self-recording units produce their results in 
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graphical form which the operator has to translate into numerics for 
record keeping. Not only is the action of transferring da~ from 
one place to another, a possible cause of error but also the reading 
of a self-recording 'zig-zag ' graph is itself a subject upon which 
qualified audiologists may disagree in cases of extreme excursions of 
the pen mark5. Included in the possible sources of error due to an 
operator is the previously discussed lack of calibration. 
2.2.3 Errors introduced by the subject 
A third class of error which may be caused by the operator, 
or by the subject under examination, is that of faulty understanding 
by the subject of what he is expected to do. It is most important 
that before an examination the operator should explain clearly, and 
ensure understanding by the subject of the task he is expected to 
perform. Unfortunately, many subjects, even in industry, are unable 
to remember what is expected of them. for more than a few minutes. 
Consequently, they cease to respond to tones in the required manner and 
thus invalidate the results. -With a manual audiometer, the opet'ator 
will detect such people as soon as they start to fal ter, but with a 
self-recording model, unless the operator is looking at the graph 
as it is plotted, the examination may provide a meaningless result. 
Lack of understanding from the subject is more often a source of 
wasted time than a source of error. In order to ensure a reasonable 
understanding of what is required during an examination, many self-
recording audiometers have practice phases. Typically, the subject 
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will be tested at 1 kHz prior to the main test taking place. During 
this practice phase the operator must observe whether the subject is 
respon<;ling correctly and rectify any misunderstandings. The practice 
phase recording is often part of the final result sheet and can in 
fact be used to compare with the later 1 kHz recording made in the 
actual examination. 
Al tilough the pr-e-emj)loyillelit Clud iOyr-d.1I1 1I!d.y be made a 
special-case and be performed with all the care and attention available, 
including ensureing that the employee has not been exposed to high 
level noise for two or more days prior to the examination, the 
subsequent re-tests must usually be made as and when possible. Thus, 
the probability of TTS existing to some unknown degree is quite 
high. This error will vary with the length of time the subject has 
" been exposed to the particular n"oise on the day of the examination 
and whether any TTS existed at the start of the day's work. At the 
end of an eight hour work period, having been exposed to noise levels 
in excess of 90 dBA, the deg"ree of TTS "at 4 kHz may be as high as 
20 dB. At 4 kHz a greater loss than at any other frequency is normally 
displayed with the loss at 2 kHz being perhaps only half that figure. 
The degree of TTS suffered by individuals during a given period of 
noise exposure varies greatly and thus cannot be accurately compensated 
for. The only reliable means of removing TTS from audiograms is to 
ensure that the subject has not suffered noise exposure for at least 
36 hours previous to the examination. 
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TTS is not the only temporary source of error outside the 
control of both the subject and the operator. Head-colds tend to 
block the eustachian tube causing a pressure difference between the 
, 
middle and outer ear. This in turn makes the eardrum less compliant 
and so effectively reduces the hearing acuity. Before the 
commencement of any examination the extern~l ear canal should always 
be checked for excessive wax which may cause a partial blockage of 
the p~ssage and so increase its imppdance to sound pressure-wavps. 
Physical exertion can cause an effect often described as 'the sound 
of blood rushing around in the head'. If after climbing stairs, for 
example, an individual sits down in a quiet environment he may hear 
his heart beat and a hissing sound. Were an examination to take 
place at that time the sound would act as a mask and thus modify the 
audiogram. Another effect is that of mental adjustment after 
strenuous activity. If one sits down immediately after such activity 
it takes a few minutes for the mind and body to relax and become 
adjusted to the quiet, relaxed environment. This relaxation is 
essential to ensure the maximum concentration from the subject. 
Examination of self-recorded audiograms will often show 
Singular large excursions amidst otherwise regular responses. These 
are frequently the result of a momentary laps of concentration from 
the subject, although another far more serious explanation may exist 
in the form of malingering. 
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2.2.4 Malingering and Psychogenic Hearing Loss 
Malingering is the wilful imitation of illness or its 
severity, for purposes of personal gain, usually monetary, or 
avoidance of duty. Compensation payments to employees able to prove 
noise induced hearing loss make attempts at feigning such a loss an 
attractive proposition. In the USA, in 1959, it was estimated that 
of all industrial claims for damage, 90% were possible malingerers 
and 20% were obvious malingerers (25). The patient interview is 
extremely important, for an experienced observer can frequently 
expose a malingerer at this time. Obvious discrepancies in auditory 
behaviour that do not correlate with the test performance may be 
noticed. The patient1s attitude toward his hearing, as revealed in 
the interview, supplies the examiner with an important clue. The 
person with a true hearing loss is usually worried and shows it. The 
malingerer, however, displays a more nonchalant attitude and appears 
quite unconcerned. It is in the interview also that motivation for 
simulation may be revealed, perhaps accidentally. Hardly any 
individual malingers without a motive, and when the motive is discovered 
and removed, the problem often disappears. A major problem exists in 
that malingering is not confined to someone intent upon fraud and who 
consciously feigns illness, it is also exhibited by individuals with 
psychogenic hearing losses. In cases of psychogenic hearing loss 
the simulation of loss is subsconscious and therefore cannot be classed 
as deliberate. As a result, extreme care must be taken before 
accusing a subject of malingering, as it is a charge which can seldom 
be proved without an admission from the indiviclua1 of an "intent to 
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defraud. It should be stated that as a source of erroneous results, 
malingering is not unique to the pure tone techniques under discussion. 
However, self-recording audiometers allow examinations to take place 
without operator observation of the subject, thus making attempts of 
malingering a little less daunting. Malingering is an excellent 
example of why the subject under test should never be able to see 
the audiogram as it is being plotted during the examination. Without 
thevi~udl feedback that the graph would provide, the subject must 
rely upon his own concentration and judgement which may lapse to 
provide important information to the operator upon eventual scrutiny 
of the audiogram. A technique developed for pure tone audiometers, 
to assist in the detection of malingerers, is the '+20 dB' button. 
The purpose of the button is to elevate the current sound pressure 
level output by 20 dB for as long as the button is depressed. A 
sudden change in level of such magnitude will amost certainly cause a 
subject to lose concentration. Anyone responding honestly to the 
examination will attempt to return the level to his threshold, either 
on a manual audiometer by a positive response or on a self-recording 
model by pressing a reply button. A malingerer will similarly respond 
in a positive manner but will have the problem of recognising his 
previously selected, feigned threshold for that frequency. In the 
case of a self-recording audiometer this may be displayed as a series 
of excursions, possibly down to his true threshold and back up again. 
A comparison of the settled excursions, before and after the +20 dB 
was applied, may show a definite threshold change causad by the 
inability of the malingerer to recognise his would-be threshold upon 
ret~rn to it. Unfortunately, the +20 dB button requires an observation 
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and an action from the operator. Thus, although most self-recording 
audiometers are fitted with them, only those units that are observed 
by the operator may make Llse of them. For this reason it is 
I 
important that an operator should not have so many units in 
operation at the same time that he is rendered incapable of at least 
partially observing each examination. A malingerer is attempting to 
create an apparent threshold within his hearing ability. A less 
common, but very real, situation is the 
create an apparent hearing acuity superior to that which he actually 
possesses. His reason may be to prevent his removal from a particular 
task, or to avoid the need to wear hearing protection. By his actions 
he is endangering himself and ultimately, possibly his employers if he 
ever decides to claim for the resultant hearing loss. Should such an 
occurrence take place at a pre-emp10yment examination, and succeed, 
then any subsequent hearing loss will appear greater in comparison 
with the original than it really is. Thus, valid reasons exist to 
suspect feigned thresholds in either direction. 
An examination of the pure-tone testing techniques reveals 
a characteristic of them that--greatly contributes to the ability of 
an individual to feign a hearing threshold. The characteristic 
responsible is predictability. This criticism is most valid in 
self-recording audiometry. In swept level self-recording tests the 
level sw~eps at a constant rate, thus by careful timing a regular 'yes-
no' response pattern may be recorded at any signal level, above or 
below true threshold. Timing may be effected by use of a wrist 
watch or by the musical technique of foot-tapping. With pulsed-tone 
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self-recordi.ng audiometers the time between tones is often regular, 
thus allowing an individual to recognise a rhythm and respond in a 
'yes-no' manner even below his threshold. Manual instruments are less 
susceptible to the below threshold problem as the operator controls 
the regularity of the tones. However, above threshold, where the 
subject can hear every tone, however randomly distributed in time, 
he need only respond 'yes-no' two or three times in succession to 
apparently indicate his threshold level at the tonal fl"equency • .Two 
distinct problems may be seen from this discussion. Above threshold, 
the subject can hear when the tone is present, thus by regular 
responses may imitate a threshold. Below threshold, the subject 
cannot hear when tones are presented but may determine a rhythm 
whilst the tone is decreasing above threshold, such that anticipation 
of when the tone is present is possible. From the knowledge that 
tones change level in regular increments or at constant rates, a subject 
may, with sufficient concentration, approximate his feigned loss 
to a predetermined level below his known threshold, assuming he has 
access to such details. 
2.2.5 Audiogram assessment and referral procedures 
Once an audiogram has been obtained, by whatever method, 
the result must be compared with the pre-employment record to determine 
whether or not a sufficient loss has occurred in the period since it 
was taken to require the subject to be referred for a more detailed 
examination. For this purpose, the pre-emp10yment results must be 
assumed to be correct and not subject to errors beyond those normally 
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attributable to the technique by which they were obtained. At this point 
let us examine the possible errors which can occur in producing these records. 
Pre-employment records may take the form of a graph, either 
manually plotted or' of self-recording type or be numeric. The latter 
form is more usual where personnel records are kept on a computer 
system. Where numeric records are kept, the figures stored are 
usually the result of an interpretation from an audiogram. Such 
interrretations~ particularly from swprt~level recordinas~ are subj~ct 
to variations in judgement. These variations can be as high as 10 dB 
in extreme cases of self-recording audiograms where excursions are 
large and the turning points very variable in level. Under more 
usual conditions a 3-5 dB difference can be expected. The decision 
to interpret a given pattern as a certain level of hearing loss, is 
governed by the training and experience of the person reading it. It 
is therefore desirable, but not always possible, for the same person 
to interpret each audiogram. In any particular audiometric unit a 
standard procedure for interpretation should be adopted and agreed to 
. . 
by a qualified medical practicioner. ·In many cases the au~iogram 
graphs are only interpreted by the medical supervisor and not the 
audiometrician, in order to maximise the amount of meaningful 
information that is extracted from the result and effectively 
standardise the reading technique. In practice it is necessa.ry to 
apply an error margin of ± 5 dB to any audiogram gained by a self-
recording technique. Manual audiograms are also subject to operator 
variation. Unlike self-recorded audiograms the manual type show 
relatively precise hearing levels.on the graph, marked by crosses and 
circles. However, the precision is only as accurate as the operator's 
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judgement at the time of completing the test. Once again experience 
has a large effect on the recorded loss and as a result a similar 
error margin must be allowed. The error margins discussed in this 
I 
paragraph are only meant to compensate for variations in judgement by 
an operator, they do not allow for errors due to a subject suffering 
from TTS or any other temporary impairment at the time of the 
examination. 
These same errors occur in the production of subsequent 
re-test audiograms with the added source of error due to a probable 
lesser degree of operator participation as already discussed. Although 
it has been stated that test standards may be relaxed at re-test as 
cases displaying extraordinary characteristics may be referred for an 
accurate examination, it is desirable to minimise the number of such 
referrals as they are both time consuming and inconvenient to all 
concerned. A significant improvement could be made to self-recording 
audiometers if a means were found of retaining the information 
contained in the excursion pattern, extra to the threshold, but 
presenting the threshold figures in numeric fOl"m derived from the 
pattern in a standard manner. A major problem with such a system 
could be to standardise a decision criterion that would be 
acceptable to all users. 
The comparison of the re-test and pre-employment audiograms 
must also take into account the period of time that has elapsed between 
them. As shown by BS 3383 the normal threshold of hearing changes with 
age, particularly above 1 kHz. Thus, the region of the hearing 
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threshold most susceptible to noise damage is also that affected by 
age. Despite the BS 3383 curves, as many people must be above an 
average as belo\l! and the spread can be very large indeed, as much 
, 
as ± 20 dB may be expected. From this it is difficult to imagine 
how any correction for age can be derived on a personal basis and 
thus how presbycusis can be separated from NIPTS in individual cases. 
This same argument is valid for any permanent impairment of the 
hearing~ whatever it~ cause~ It is or.ly i'n a 
exact degree of loss due to noise exposure is important. However, 
the purpose of the hearing conservation programme is to prevent 
employee's hearing deteriorating beyond given limits. It does not 
matter what the cause of the loss is, the important objective is to 
prevent deterioration beyond the point vJhere it will cause personal 
difficulties. Should an individual exceed the limits of threshold 
shift set by the employer then he is normally referred to a hospital 
or clinic for detailed examination. 
CHAPTER 3 
~pplications of Computing Techni.9ue..,? to Pure lE ne Audi2!~etI1. 
3.1 An Analysis of the Responses to Test Tones 
As was discussed in the previous chapter there are two 
commonly used techniques in self-recording audiometry; svJept-level 
and pulsed-level. Pulsed tones have the advantage of reducing 
interference from tinnitus which, at high frequencies, can cause 
difficulties for the subject if he is not provided with a definite 
contrast betv/een the stimulus and the silent period. For that reason 
the pulsed tone technique was adopted as the preferred system for this 
realisation. The decision is otherwise arbitrary as the computer 
realisation of both is equally possible. Fig. 3.1 shows the logical 
sequence of events in a pulsed-tone examination. This sequence is 
valid for both pulsed, self-recording and manual audiometry. ihe 
diagram is generalised in ferm but shows each of the major decisions 
and operations which will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 
An assumption which must be stated before any further 
discussion is undertaken is concerned with the mental and. physical 
ability of the subject. It is assumed that the subjects upon which 
the examination is to be performed are of a mental and physical condition 
commensurate with their presence in an industrial occupation and not, 
. 
as is frequently the case in hospital audiometric clinics, disabled 
, 
in either respect such as to require continual assistance in order 
to partake in the examination. The above assumption greatly simplifies 
the task of automating the pure-tone procedure as the majority of 
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subjects may be assumed to understand what is expected from them ar~d 
\'Ihy they are being exalirined. 
3.1.1 Information Contained in_ the Tir~Jng of Individual Bespo.!!~ 
The responses made by a subject to test-tones presented to 
bim during ,1 manual puteM,tone examination ay'e influenced by many 
factors in addition to 'the condition of his hearing. These include 
a lack of unde)~standing of what he shoUld be doing, anxiety about 
the outcome of the examination", general di scomfort in the testi n9 
environment and a possible wish to produce a false result. The 
experienced examiner learns to recognise many of these factors from 
the subject's movements, appearance and of course, his response pattern. 
The advent of self-recording audiometers resulted in many examinations 
being at least partially non-observed, but careful visual analysis of 
the resultant graphs car. provide evidence of ir.~ccur~cies or eVen 
provide diagnostic, information as in the case or recruitment (26). 'The 
following paragraphs will discuss means by \'Jhich a computer controiled 
audiometer, using a tone presentation technique, similar to that used 
in manual pure tone audiometry, may derive useful infOl~mation from the 
responses it receives. 
The recording of simple YES-NO replies to the presentation 
of test-tones provides no information concerning the natut'e of the 
subject I s responses, such as deci 5 i veness, un'::ertai nty and delay. 
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The manner of each response provides information conceming the 
certainty of the YES or NO associated with it. It is possible, 
accord,ing to statistical decision theory, to disentangle two dist'inct 
components of a response, Swets (27). One represents the subject's 
decision criterion: whether he is more willing to risk saying yes 
when he might be wrong than to be sure he is right, or vice-ver~a. 
The other is the inherent detectab"j 1 i ty of the signal in the 
pai'tkuldf' cir-cumstanc(;:s, based lipon a statistical mo001. TbE 
testing time required to isolate the two components, and hence 
eliminate the effects of the subject's decision criterion, is 
unfortunately very long and cannot be pract"ised on a regula.r ba~'ds. 
As a result it must be hoped that a subject will respond in the 
manner suggested to him by the operator with a reasonable level 
of consistency. It is the intention of the following paragraphs to 
discuss means by which responses may be assessed and used to i'mprove 
the accuracy of the overall test results even though a precise 
criteria, such as that suggested by Swets .is not practical. 
Fig. 3.2 shows the sequence of events from the time that 
the audiometer instigates a tone presentation until its removal. For 
the purpose of the discussion the final tone level is assumed to be 
audible to the responding subject, and the subject is assumed to 
understand the test procedure. Referring to Fig. 3.2, at an unkno\'1n 
time after Ti, but before Ts, the tone level \'1ill reach the point. at 
which it becomes audible tc the subject. ,At this point he will make 
the mental decision to depress the reply button to indicate a YES. As 
sucC~S~1V8 test tones are presented at levels approaching the subject's 
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threshold, his degree of certainty of hearing VJi"ll also decrease (44), 
causing increased delays in response time. The length of time taken 
to mak~ a decision is highly dependent upon the character of the 
individual concerned. A decisive person may depress the button 
almost immediately upon mentally detecting the tones vlhereas someone 
more thoughtful may delay before depl~essing it. Each of these 
responses is made \'1ith a similar degree of certainty by the subject, 
. but in d1ffcrentstyles. From this it is cle~r th~t it is not 
universally possible to assess certainty of response, by means of an 
absolute measurement of time from Ti to Tp. It is not even possible 
to assume a consistency of response from an individual. Throughout 
an examination the level of concentration and motivation of a subject 
may vary such that responses to the same test-tone at the same level 
may appear im~ediate in one case and delayed and uncertain in another. 
Thus, comparison of the rates of response does not appear to offer a 
reliable means of accuracy enhancement. There is one situation in 
which the rate of response may indicate an erroneous reply. If the 
response button is pressed 'so soon ~fter T1 that it is unreasonable 
to expect that the subject could have responded to the test-tone in 
that time, then the response must be considered faulty. Another means 
of considering the nature of a response is by its position in time 
relative to the removal of the test-tone. If we assume that all 
test-tones are of sufficient duration to allow any positive response 
to be made before cessation of the tone (Tc), then any response 
initiated after that time has a high probability of being indicative 
of an error in the system. This may also be said of any response 
initiated before Te but continued into the silent period by more '1.:h~!~ 
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a margin to allow for realisation and release of the button. Indeed, 
should either of these incorrect responses be maintained until the 
presentation of the next tone, then they may definitely be considered 
faulty. 
Let us now consider what might cause such erroneous 
responses. If the subject has failed to understand that he should 
on1y depress the butt.on \,/hi1st he can hear a tone he may keep it 
depressed throughout the descent in levels to his threshold. This 
will lead to inaccurate results and thus it is useful to know that 
it is happening. An alternative may be the onset of tinnitus in the 
subject or of um/anted background noises. In both cases, the pulsed 
nature of the test-tone should attract their attention to the correct 
sounds to be listened for but will not remove the inaccuracy so once 
again a vital warning has been given. Lastly, a response during the 
silent period may be the result of someone attempting to produce an 
audiogram with a lower threshold than his own. Once below the true 
threshold he can only respond by attempting to keep the test-tone 
repetition rhythm in his mind and respond at the relevant times. If 
his timing loses synchronism with the test, which it undoubtedly 
will, he may respond during the silent periods. Thus, observations of 
the YES-NO response patterns are as important during the silent 
period as they are during the test-tone. A third method of considering 
the timing responses is to study the number of responses made relative 
to the number of tones. If a subject responds to each tone in a 
series then the responses will be regularly spaced and synchronous 
wi th the test-tones. Ho\,!ever, shou"l d responses occur more frequently 
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than test-tones thet'e is either an intel'mittent contact on the 
response switch or the subject is responding in a manner that means 
there js doubt about the validity of the replies. If all the Y'esponses 
occur during tonal presentation periods then an explanation may be an 
uncertainty, resulting in a jittery response. Responses during the 
silent periods are indicative of possibly erroneous results and as 
such their detection repj"esents useful information. 
The decisions that may be made, recognising the points in 
the preceding discussion, as a result of sampling the response button 
ten times during the tone period and a further ten during the silent 
period are illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The possible errors that can be 
detected are classified by ER nUr.1bers. The twenty samples al"e stored 
in a YES or NO form in the computer, labelled TSl - 10 and SS 1 - 10 
as 'shown in the diagram. I~nediately that ~ample' SS 10 has been takei 
the computer inspects TS 1. If TS 1 is a YES then either the button 
was already pressed, ER 1, or the subject responded before he could 
reasonably be expected to have heard the tone, ER 2. In each case 
it is uncertain what the result should be and so it should be 
discounted and the to~e repeated. If TS 1 is a NO then TS 2 - 10 may 
be either all NO's or a combination of NO's and YES's. If TS 2 - 10 
is all rW1s and SS 1 - 10 is the same then a definite NO reply may be 
accepted. If SS 1 - 10 contains any YES's then it is not certain 
which of the possibilities they represent, a delayed YES to the tone, 
a response to some unknown background noise, or an out-of-time attempt 
to generate a low threshold curve, ER 3. Using the argument that a 
response delayed by a sufficient length of time to be in the silent 
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period must be a marginal decision, the result may be recorded as a 
NO. If either of the second or third possibilities are the case 
then a, NO is a justifiable result on the grounds that it is correcting 
for background noise or making an attempt at a fraudulent response 
more difficult. 
If the samples TS 2 - 10 contain any YES's, point 1 on 
do so we inspect SS 4 - 10. The reason for ignoring SS 1 - 3 in this 
instance is that a slow release of the button may leave them as YES's. 
Now if SS 4 - 10 are all NO's then the result of TS 2 - 10 may be 
recorded as a YES. If, however, any YES's occurred, point 2 in 
Fig. 3.3 , then the validity of the YES response is questionable. 
It may mean that the button was released very slowly in \'Jhich case 
the YES is correct, but it could indicate a continuously depressed 
button or responses to unwanted sounds. An analysis of the SS 1 - 10 
samples can be made to determine how the result should be recorded. 
If we consider SS 1 - 10 as two parts SS 1 - 5 and 6 - 10, it is 
assumed that any delay in releasing the button will have passed before 
SS 6. Thus, if SS 6 - 10 are all NO's, ,then the last result may be 
accepted as a YES with a delayed button release. If SS 6 - 10 are 
not all NO's, point 3 on Fig. 3.3 ,then a further decision must 
be taken. If all the SS 1 - 5 replies are NO's then we may accept 
the response made during TS 2 - 10, a YES in this case,but if SS 1 - 5 
contain YES's as well as SS 6 - 10 then an error, ER 4, has occurred and 
no result can be recorded. The cause of ER 4 is most likely to be a 
continuous depression of the button, either by mistake er due to 
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tinnitus. 
In chapter 2 it was explained that regular presentation 
of test-tones can enable a subject to predict when one is to be 
presented to him simply by observing the rhythm whilst they are 
audible and tapping his foot in synchronism. In order to overcome 
this possibility the test-tone presentations may be made irregular, 
both in duration and presentation. A sinlple p}"ocedure to achieve this is 
to define minimum on and off periods for the tone presentations ~nd 
then add pseudo-random numbers, varyi ng betv.[een one and two times the 
minimum, for example: to each of them. Thus, an off-t'lme of Tor may 
become a duration between TOF and 3.TOFt and similarly, the on-time 
TON may vary between TON and 3.TON' In this way the computer may 
avoid the possibility of producing regular, rhythm·ic presentations. 
3.1.2 The Pattern of Responses 
The currently accepted methods used in manual audiometry 
for recognising an individual's threshold at a particular frequency, 
were described in section 1.4.1. These methods have an advantage 
over those of self-recording audiometry in the flexibility of their 
duration. Self-recording units continue testing at each ft'equency for 
a preset period of time. At the.end of that period there mayor may 
. 
not be sufficient graphical information upon the audiogram to 
determine a threshold level, whereas in a manual test an audiometrician 
will continue testing at a given frequency until he is satisfied that 
he has assessed the threshold level accord'ing to the rules laid down 
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for his particular technique. Unfortunately, not all subjects respond 
in a consistent manner, causing the examination to become protracted 
while the examiner attempts to observe a reliable pattern or trend. 
On the other hand, in many cases the period of time taken to detel~mi ne 
a threshold at a particular frequency will be less than the fixed 
period taken by the self-recording unit. It is the intention of 
the following paragraphs to discuss alternative methods for 
dt:te(lIiinin9 Cl tlweshold level at arlY giverl fi"t:quelicy, vkddl are 
suitable for use with a digital computer. 
The accepted techniques for clinical determination of the 
hearing threshold are straightfor\'/ard and their sequence of events 
can be readily simulated by a digital computer. The two most popular 
techniques are those known as the increasing intensity series (lIS) and 
the decreasing intensity series (OlS), both of which have the 
advantage of speed and clinically-acceptable accuracy. The term 
'series' is the accepted description of a sequence of tone 
presentations, at the same frequency, changing in level by equal 
amounts in a single direction. Thus, the increasing intensity series 
method commences at a level below the threshold of the subject and 
increments it until he indicates that it is audible (an increasing 
series). Several increasing intensity series are not~mally used and 
the indicated minimum audible levels noted for each. It is usual 
to continue presenting increasing series until the noted minimum 
audible levels of more than 50% of four or more consecutive series 
are consistent, the exact number being decided upon by the examiner. 
The consistent minimum level is recorded as the threshold. The 
decreasing intensity series method is similar in all but direction 
and also uses the minimum audible level as the threshold. A third 
method ,used is an adaption of the laboratory 'method of limits' (13). 
Initially, the tone is presented above the threshold and then 
decreased in intensity from audibility to inaudibility in 5 dB 
steps until it can no longer be detected by the subject (descendoing 
series). The minimum intensity setting of the audiometer at ~hich the 
subject could perceive the tone is noted by the examiner.· The _ 
intensity is then iner-eased from inaudibility to audibility in 5 dB 
steps until. the tone is perceived by the subject (increasing series). 
The minimum intensity at which the subject could perceive the tone in 
the lIS is also noted. An equal number of increasing and decreasing 
series are presented to the subject, the exact number being determined 
in advance by the supervising audiologist. The threshold of the subject 
is obtained by averaging the minimum intensity levels at which the 
tone is heard on the increasing and decreasing intensity series and 
then calculating the mean of the two results. The difference between 
" " 
the"method described and the 'method of limits' is that the latter 
uses 1 dB steps. 
In practice it is often found that the lIS average is as 
much as 6 dB greater than the DIS average. Had a simple increasing 
or decreasing system been used, where the average minimum level to 
which a response is obtained is accepted as the threshold,in a case 
such as that just described, an error of 3 dB would have been made, 
assuming that the true threshold is midway between the averages for 
the two series. Thus, the optimum system would seem to n=qu'ire: tha~ 
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minimum hearing level be determined for each direction. 
In clinical tests 5 dB is usually the smallest step 
size used. Considering that in t.he laboratory technique, 6 dB difference 
may be found between the two averages, the use of a 5 dB step size 
may prevent the detection of a difference bebJeen the averages. In 
that case a step size of 3 dB would be necessary. As a result of the 
smaller step size r.equired to perfonn the averaging technique and the 
need to determine the threshold at each frequency by both an increasing 
and a decreasing intensity series, the duration of the exaw~nation will 
be at least 75% greater than for a single directional series although 
the results should be to within ± 2 dB instead of ± 5 dB. This 
increased length of test-time could certainly be justified for pre-
or post-employment audiograms where the extra precision at the expense 
of time is a valid exchange. However, in routine re-tests the length 
of time must be kept to a minimum and a sing~e directional, 5 dB step 
size, method adopte~ •. 
. . 
In all manually controlled examinations the examiner must 
make the decision that the pattern of responses he has obtained conveys 
sufficient information to indicate the threshold accurately. For 
such techniques to be implemented by a computer a decision-making system 
must be devised to simulate that of the examiner. It must also be 
capable of recognising and identifying irregularities in response 
patterns which are caused by the subject. 
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Using a computer to supervise the test methods described 
above, there are two possible means of determining the point at which 
to terminate the examination at any given frequency. The first 
employs a system of fixed test length. A pre-determined number of 
increasing Ol~ decreasing intensity series is made at each frequency 
and the mean minimum audible level is calculated for each and used 
as the threshold. The second method requires that the examination 
is not tenninated until at ieast 507~ of consecutive series, in the 
same direction, display minimum audible levels which are consistent. 
This method has the advantage of not terminating until a satisfactor~ 
result has been obtained, whereas the first mayor may not return an 
accurate threshold, dependi ng upon whether or not the .'esponses \'tere 
consistent. In any system where the optimisat'ion of accur'acy is 
important the second method is to be preferred. 
Let us consider the simplified 'method of limits' system 
described earlier in this chapter. In this method both increasing 
. . 
and decreasing series of levels are presented alternately. Because 
minimum audible levels tend to be higher using an increasing intensity 
series than on decreasing series, a hysterisis effect. in the response 
is evident in many cases. This can be understood by considering the 
following example. Assuming that the first inaudible level after 
reducing in 10 dB steps from 30 dB HL is found to be 0 dB HL, and that 
5 dB steps are now being used. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the sequence of 
presented levels and l'esponses clearly showing the hysterisis effect 
about the 5 dB HL. The form of hysterisis in the l'esults, displayed 
by the 5 dB l-IL level, is pdrticularly eV'ident when using step sizes 
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of 5 dB or less. Over a 10 dB increment the apparent loudness 
difference between two successive tones is sufficient to render the 
two l~vels clearly audible or inaudible except when one of the 10 dB 
stepped levels is situated approximately at the threshold for that 
frequency. In such a case the subject may display hysterisis over 
a 20 dB range. When an audiometrician observes the responses during 
an examination he is constantly looking back to ensure that the apparent 
thrt:5ho1d i5 not drifting OF-that replies are net contradictory. In 
order to make such assessments he rnus.t establ ish a _ reference amongst the 
responses against which to compare the others. This reference is 
frequently the first indicated non-audible level. Hav'jng determined 
this level the threshold will normally be within ± 10 dB of this and 
frequentlywitliin ± 5 dB. If the threshold- shows a tendency to be 
outside those limits, the responses may be considered too erratic 
to be acceptable unless the tendency is substantiated by consistency. 
For the same reasons a reference against which to compare the progress 
of the examination is required by the computer •. The system described 
. 
whereby the result should be within ± 10 'dB of the first negative 
reply level could be used but instead let us consider the following 
adaptive reference approach which is shown diagrammatically in 
Fig. 3.5. 
The test commences at 30 dB HL which should be audible. 
Assuming it is, then the level is reduced in 10 dB steps until the 
first negative reply at, for example, 0 dB HL occurs. Next, instead 
of changing to 5 dB steps, go back to 10 dB HL, if audible reduce to 
o dB HL, if not, step to 20 dB HL .. Whichever the case, the intention 
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i s to produce a pat tern of replies such that t en consecutive test-
level s do not vary by 1110re than tvJO step si zes . In t he case of 10 dB 
s teps ~ ,this requires t hCl t fo r ten consecuti ve t one presentat ions the 
tone-'Ievels rema'in within 20 dB of each other . Tile cho'ice of two step 
si zes is nlade t o en sure cons i stency of respon ses whilst allo~J ;rlg a 
marg in for vari ati on. It is quite poss i bl e t hat a YES-NO-YES-NO 
response vary i ng by no more t han 10 dB nright be achieved i n ma ny cases 
be over l ooked as it d i ~pl ays an equal l evel of consistency . 
The number of consecut ive l eve ls requ i red t o rema in 
wi t hin t he 2 st ep li mit i s chosen to all ow a subject disp l ayi ng a hyster i si s 
level, t he oppor'tunity t o complet e two fu ll response cycl es and sho\,1 
evi dence of commencing a th i rd. For example, t he t es t-l eve ls, in dB HL , 
might be si mil ar to those shQwn in Fig. 3.4, sh mvi ng t wo cycl es and the 
start of a poss ible third in ten levels. Once this acceptance patt ern 
has been detected, then it may be said with reasonable confidence that 
the threshold is between the level limits of the pattern. Taking the 
lower limit as a starting pain t the steps are changed to 5 dB. The 
same pat tern of responses is looked for and whe n detected the step-
size modi f ied again to 2.5 dB based upon the new lower li mit. At 
the detection of the pattern at both the 5 and 2.5 dB step sizes, the 
median of the pat t ern l evel 1 imits is calculated to ensure that it 
is \,11 th in t he limits set by the extremes of the preceding cycle. The 
threshold is taken to be 
fVV 
the mediaj< of the 2.5 dB cycle. Thus, if 
the extremes of the 5 dB cycl e ere 10 and 15 dB HL and t he medi an of 
the 2.5 dB eye 1 e equal s 15 dB th 'is means tha t although the 2.5 de 
cycle must have been beb/een 12.5 and 17.5 dB HL, displaying hysterisis 
at 15 dB HL, the median level is within limits and as such, acceptable. 
The above example is an extreme case and it is very unlikely that a 
threshold would eventually be found on a limit of a previous cycle as 
that limit would probably have been a hysterisis point as a result of 
• 
i~s marginally audible level. However, the purpose of the example is 
to demonstrate both the general operation of the system and the fact 
"'I • .,~. -"'\; "'I.,~ ,,·-..I':- n o.t: .... he "':l',' 1,·m':t,.. n"e~' bn w'·th'· ... +hos .... "of +h" I.1I"Cl" VIII"" I.II~ III~U I t4 I I I. I lien Ill,';) I\.: -u c· I "" .;..., • lo ..... 
pattern preceding it •. The system described is ·straightforwal"d. to 
imple~ent ~n a digital computer and is sensitive to drifts of the 
apparent threshold. The system also has the advantage of ignoring 
random fluctuations of the test level due to temporary lack of 
concentration. Should a consistent drift of threshold be detected, 
of such a magnitude as to be outside the probability of it being a 
learning trend then the computer can indicate 'the possibility of 
malingering. Adaptations to this technique for the purpose of 
improv'ing its innnunity ·to.malingering will be discussed in a later 
paragraph. 
A disadvantage of this technique is its inability to 
produce a thl~eshold figure unless the acceptance pattern is detected. 
Subjects suffering from tinnitus or of an indecisive nature may produce 
erratic response patterns. The effect of insisting upon the detection 
of this pattern \Ilould be to prolong many examinations until it occurred, 
possibly only by chance. For cases such as these it is necessary to 
include a mechanism which allows them to be identified and to make 
optimum use of their responses to investigate whether a result may be 
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computed from them, see Fig. 3.6. In the event of a set of responses 
becoming random to the extent that no sensible result can be extracted 
then a,warning must be raised to call the attention of an operator. 
The identification of a subject not conforming to the acceptance pattern 
may be achieved by imposing a test-tone sound upon that section of the 
programme responsible for determining test levels. If a count is kept 
of the number of test-tones presented at each frequency, the examination 
lIIay (;untinue dl:) nurmal until the countexce:eds a. figute.coii5idered to 
. 
be reasonable for an ~verage subject to have achieved both the Sand 
2.5 dB pattern. The count limit is a figure requiring experimental 
determination. Too large a number may unnecessarily elongate the 
test and too small a number cause more subjects to be rejected as random 
then necessary. When the count 1 imi t is exceeded, th·en the responses 
received up to that time are analysed to determine their usefulness. 
If the acceptance pattern" was ach'~~ed at 10 ~B steps thSn the limits 
may be used as a reference by which to assess the later points unless 
the 10 dB pattern waSlot achieved until within four test levels before 
the count limit. In such a case its median is the only estimate of 
the threshold available and the result cannot be considered reliable. 
The figure of four test levels before the count limit is used as this 
is the least number of levels capable of producing a response pattern with 
evidence of consistency within 10 dB. When more than four levels occur after 
the 10 dB acceptance pattern then either all the remaining levels will be 
at 5 dB steps or possibly 2.5 dB steps if the 5 dB pattern was also 
achieved. It is necessary to determine which step size the test had 
advanced to when terminated in order that the appropriate action may be 
taken as descri bed below. 
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a) If the step size is 5 dB then obtain the l imits of the 
10 dB pattern, ensu re t hat al l 5 dB levels are within those 
limits, and if they are take the man 5 dB f i gure as the thres hold. It 
would al so be possibl e to al l ow 10 or 20% of the 5 dB l eve l s to be 
outside the limits, particu l arly if the l imits were only 10 dB apart. 
The smaller this all mlJa nce is made the more precise wi ll be the 
result but al so the number of non-deci sive tests wi ll i ncrease . If 
the 5 dB l evels are ou tsi de the l im i ts set by the 10 dB steps and do 
not sati sfy any percentllge all ov.rance ei ther· then the t est mus t be 
declared void. At best if the 10 dB pattern li mits were only 10 dB 
apart an estimate of the mean level could be made. The i nc l us ion 
of such a decision in a system would be at the discretion of the 
audiologist planning it. 
b) Where the step size is 2.5 dB, a similar test may be made 
on the 2.5 dB levels relative to the 5 dB pattern limits. In this case, 
a failure of the 2.5 dB levels to satisfy the limits criteria may be 
. .. . 
counteracted by using the mean 5 dB pattern level as the threshold. 
In both case a) and b) accuracy relative to a successfully 
compl eted examination is sacrificed so that a result may be produced 
that is at least within ± 5 dB. 
The basic system of response pattern identification has 
now been derived. The following paragraphs are concerned vJith the 
possibility of adding extra pattern criteria for the identification of 
irregulariti es . in tile tes t procedure. It ha s alreaciy been expldiileQ 
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i n the preceding text that an erratic respons pattern will cause the 
l evel counter to bring into action a seri es of operati ns de~ i gned to 
extl'act any va li d i nformat"ion f rom the responses obtained. Unii ke the 
erratic response which i s identi fied by i ts lack of a pattern, severa l 
i rregu l arities may be recogn i sed by dis t i nctive pat ter'nc- . The subject 
who has not understood, or has forgotten, that he is required to press 
the response button whenever he can hear a tnne in hi s earphones wil l 
ulti ma t ely receive t he max imum output "'eve"1 "trom the uudion:ete r a!: i t 
"increments the l evel by 10 "d B at eac h pr-esentat i on, At this cond ition 
the computer must decide whether the subject has very seriously impaired 
hearing or is si mply failing to respond. Two alternatives exi st. Either 
the computer can call the attenti n of an operator or it can change the 
test f}~equency and repeat the test. If impaired hear"ing "is the true cause 
then a different frequency may substantiate this by caus ing the subject 
to demonstrate that he knows how to respond, unless the threshold at that 
freouencv is also outside the ranqe of the audiometer. In such a case, 
. .... .' . ... 
calling the attention of the operator is probably the most advisable 
action as lack of understanding is a more likely cause. A similar 
situation may occur at the lowest level of the audiometer with a 
subject possessing an exceptionally low threshold or with one responding 
to tinnitus, or someone permanently depressing the button. Once again, 
. 
calling the operator's attention would seem to be the optimum solutioll. 
In section 2.2.4 it was described how an individual attempting 
to malinger may lose his concentration and show an apparent threshold shift 
at a particular frequency whilst under examination . It would therefore 
Rppear reascl:1 <l ble to be able to detect such tleo\Jit! uy a s IJitab1 c ar,u1ysi::; 
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of the test responses. Unfortunately, the detection of individual~ 
attempting to malinger is a difficult task, for although an 
indic~tive response pattern may be expected from them if they lose 
their concentration, it may not if they maintain it. It is possible 
for a computer to make special purpose tests to detect malingerers but 
only by extending the examination duration. Two stra-ightforward 
techniques may be used which are standard audiometric practice. The 
. first is to el~vate th~ test tone to 20 or 30 dB above whntappcar~ 
,to be the. threshold fOr thattqne. If the'subject1s,responses-
indicate,that the original thr~shold was correct then either he is not 
malingering or he is and is well practiced. The second technique involves 
repeating either the entire test or at least a half of it and comparing the 
two sets of results. Changes in threshold of more than 10 dB at a 
particular frequency should be treated with suspicion and the subject 
referred for a retest. ··Each of these tethnrques may be performed with a 
computer system but would add to the duration of the examination. A 
me~ns by which the,extra test time could be avoided in many cases is 
as follows •.. During-the ~onversation betwe'en the op~rator'and the subject 
prior to an examination, it may be evident to the operator that the 
individual is not consistent in his behaviour. He may hear clearly 
what is being said to him quietly at one instant and· not at another. 
The person with a true hearing loss will usually be concerned and show 
it, whereas a malingerer is often more nonchalant and may even say 
something that will reveal a motive for his wishing to simulate a 
hearing loss. If an operator suspects for any reason that a particular 
person is a malingerer then he may put into action routines which make 
a more extensive examination, paying particular attention to the 
·,]6-
possibility of :na.lingering, provided of course, that such routines 
have been incorporated into the system. If however, no indication 
is given prior to the test, then the only possible opportunity for 
, 
detection is a lapse of concentration. A consideration of the 
response patterns may reveal such a lapse. In the method descr'ibed 
earlier in this section for determining the threshold level at a 
frequency by recognising patterns at 10, 5 and 2.5 dB step sizes 
the mAd;;:ln "of (\~rh nat+"''''n 'f"'" cO"':"lar,,-,J ... :.f. ... the. 11°-·1°.j'.S or ... ,._ .. • " ... _. _. ..... _~""l' l'" ,,\..... "l,U,,;) lilt' ~u v~ I \,.,. 11;; lit t.. . t· ..,1 Id. t" 
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previous to it. If the median was within the .limits then the response 
pattern was a~cepted as consistent. The m~thod determined limits 
about the threshold three times with different step sizes, a more 
detailed analysis of the patterns may reveal a tendency for the threshold 
to shift-during the test period for a particular tone. Firstly, 
consider the 10 dB step size pattern, this will be either 10 or 20 dB 
between limits. If it islO dB then it may' only be estimated that the 
threshold is' somewhere between the two levels forming the pattern and 
probably near the midCile. However, if the_ threshold were near one of 
the levels, for example, within 3 dOS, then quite possibly a three level 
pattern would result, due to the response at the middle level being 
dependant upon whether it was approached from above or below the 
threshold being near the middle hysterisis level. It is most likely 
that in a case such as this the true threshold is below the middle level. 
Thus, if the median of the 5 dB step size pattern is found to be more 
than 5 dB away from this level, in either direction, a threshold shift 
may be suspected. A similar comparison between the median of the 2.5 dB 
step pattern and both the 10 and 5 dB patterns may confirm this suspicion. 
The app~re"t movement of a threshold i£ not conclusive evidence of 
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malingering. It is known that a learning effect does exist such 
that the threshold effectively becomes lower as a test continues, 
but neyertheless, the comparisons suggested above could be used 
to cause the computer to perform the malingerer-detection tests 
described previously. 
" 3,.,1.3 The Influence of Resp?nse AnaiYsis upon' lest Duration 
The techniques described above are all intended,to iinprove 
the overall accuracy and reliability of pure tone examination. 
Unfortunately, the inclusion of many of the suggested procedures implies 
that the duration of an individual examination may 'be considerably 
longer than the six minutes attributed' to self-recording audiometer. 
However,"it is most unusual for a self-recorded examination to last 
much less than ten minutes. The reason for this time difference is 
, the necessity for the operator to explain the procedure to the subj~ct" 
. ~.' '. . .. 
and aliow him to practice with the equipment before commencing the 
true test. Also, if the operator realises that the subject is failing 
to respond correctly during a test then he must reset the audiometer to 
whichever frequency the subject began to falter at. Thus the true 
duration of a self-recording audiometric examination may be greatly 
extended by the need for operator intervention. The duration of a 
computer controlled test, using the techniques described previously, 
may similarly be extended but by computer intervention. For example, 
if the computer is programmed to attempt to recognise malingerers and 
modify its procedure if a subject causes it to suspect him, then tr.e 
..•. 
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test time will be extended due to the extra tests the computer will 
perform. Similarly, if an individual repeatedly loses concentration 
then tbe computer will repeatedly call the operator to attend. 
However, each of the elongations mentioned should result in reliable 
measurements at the end of the examination. Using the techniques 
described, the shortest period of time that an examination upon both 
ears can be fully performed in, is approximately three minutes. This 
lliay be achieved with the basic test ,Uine ,dlwation and 1i1Ler·-tone 
'duration set to 0.5 seconds. T.h~s both times will vary between 0.5 
.. and 1.5 seconds. The subject is. alsorequ.i:reQtQ respond ina cons,istent 
YES-NO manner as described in section 3.1.2. However, the 3 minutes 
does assume that the 2.5 dB increments are used, which if discorded 
. red'uces the time to' 2l minutes. It is quite possible for a subject to respond 
in such a consistent manner although even allowing for inconsistencies 
of'response, it may be seen that a ·test time of 6 minutes is quite 
reasonable toexpett;' 'It· is 'not'known how'short'a 'tes'f-may be made 
. .' . 
. ,using the.se methods. The durationsof. the tone~nd silent periods ar,e. 
the ultimate limiting factors •. How short these two periods may be made 
before the timing analysis becomes invalid requires experiment although 
it is unlikely that the above times can be improved upon by more than 
a few seconds. With tone to tone times as low as one second, button 
depression response times can become comparable in magnitude resulting 
in regular responses appearing in the silent period and possibly 
lasting into the next tone presentation. It is necessary for the system 
to detect subjects with slow responses, using the methods described in 
Fig. 3.2, and either request the operator to modify the basic tone and 
inter-tone periods or modify them itself until the l~espcnses may be 
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clearly understood in relation to their stimulating tones. In this 
way the audiometer could optimise its tone presentation period to suit 
the individual. 
3.2 Computer Assisted Calibration 
, 'The correct caiibratioi1 of an dud;ollil:!tt~f', dt least as,fal~ 
,as 'the manufactureris instructions'and design wi11 allow,is the 
responsibility of the ,operator. But precise calibration can be 
performed only by competent people using specialised equipment and so, 
it is not normally recommended that an operator should be responsible 
for it. It is becoming increasingl'y common practice in the design of 
complex measuring instruments such as those used in the telecommunications 
field, to incorporate automatic self-calibration,using what are effectively 
small computer circuits. For example, if an instruinerit is to be used 
to measure the fre.quency of electrical signals, then one or a' number of 
precise reference frequencies will be generated internally and the 
instrument will measure them at regular intervals, compare its results 
with stored correct answers a'nd if an error is present, adjust its measurement 
circuitry until it is able to measure the standard correctly. If an 
error is detected of such magnitude that a correction cannot be made 
then an1'out-of-calibration' warning will be given to the user. In 
this way, the accuracy of the instrument may be maximised without any 
requirement for the operator to perform a'calibration routine. Once 
in six months or a year the reference frequencies must be compared with 
standards by a qualified person Lut that should be the only manual 
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calibration necessary. In a similar manner the electronics circuitry 
of an audiometer may be self-calibrated to ensure its accuracy of 
operation. 
There are two variables of particular importance in the 
calibration of an audiometel~, the frequency of the test tones and the 
sound pressure level presented to the eardrum. To understand how 
cal ibr'ation of these two var-"iaules iliay be automated an explanatioi' 
of the conventional technique and its equipment is necessary. The 
method used is not complicated but it requires careful use of 
precision measuring equipment: an audio-frequency signal analyser 
capable of receiving an input signal from a microphone, normally a 
one-inch diameter condensor microphone, and an earphone coupler 
(often referred to as an artificial ear), which complies with SS 4469 
and SS 2497, mounted in a test-jig designed to correctly interface 
with the earphone type in use. The earphones are connected to the 
audiometer output in the usual manner. The earphones are tested by 
placing each of them in turn upon the earphone coupler, without 
removing the cushion, and applying a force of 4-5 Nevltons (0.4-
0.5 k9f) in a direction coaxial to both the coupler and the phone such 
that the earphone is held firmly in place against the coupler. 
Test-jigs are normally either preset to apply this force or have an 
adjustable system with a scale to set the required force. Once in 
place the combination represents the standardised acoustic equiva1ent 
of an earphone correctly mounted upon an ear under te~t. and where the 
microphone diaphragm is approximately at the location at which the 
eardt'um would be. There are many di fferent putterns of earphones each 
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having different dimensions. Thus when coupled to the same standard 
coupler the enclosed volume of air will vary in size and shape such that 
identical excitations of the air column at the earphone will cause 
different sound pressure levels at the microphone, the variations being 
frequency dependent. To compensate for this variation in earphone 
pattern BS 2497 parts 1 and 2 contain tables of sound pressure levels 
(SPL's) which are the equivalent of the reference equivalent threshold 
SPL's:when mev.s.ured attnemicruphone 'ilithe stanciardc.oupler. ~ight 
. , 
, . 
of. the most CQml110n ea,rphone types are, ,covered by the two parts of 
BS 2497 ..~aving determined the earphone pattern in u?e the ~u~iometer ' 
is set to each of the frequencies listed in the standard at an output 
level of either 0 dB HL, to be directly equivalent to the figures of 
the standard', or at any other fixed 'level. The 'sound' pressure levels 
are measur'ed by audio frequency signal analyser and have observed for 
both the a'ccuracy of thei r frequency and of 'thei r i eve 1 when compared 
with the B~ 2497 tables •. 'In thi s way each o'f the earphc)nes is tested 
., .... 
and.the audiometer adjusted', internally 'to correct for-any detected ... 
. ' '. . . .. ..'
lack of accuracy. It may be noted from the above description that the 
apparatus used for the calibration is all designed to be general purpose 
and thus of use with a large number of different combinations and types 
of audiometer and earphone. If this apparatus were to be designed in 
a dedicated manner to suit only one audiometer and earphone pattern then 
its size and complexity could be greatly reduced to the extend that it 
would be feasible to include it within the audiometer itself. A computer 
controlled autiometer is ideally suited to ope'rating this type of 
measuring system. L.et us now examine how a computer may simplify and 
control an audiometer calibration system suitable for maintaining the 
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instrument within predetermined accuracy 'Iimits vnth a minimum of 
operator effort. Fig. 3.7 shows an outline diagram of such a system. 
The operator is required to place correctly both of the earphones in 
I 
turn over a coupler \,ih-ich may be fitted VJith d simple clamping mechanism 
to hold the earphone in place at the required pressure. Two buttons 
are supplied for the operator to press, the first to indicate that the 
right earphone is under test and the second to indicate the left. 
De~ression of either button sets the computer into an automatic. 
measuring.c.Yc.le~ .. F'irstly', the oscillator. is set 'tOits'lowes~'frequency 
. and the accuracy' of'that frequency checked as follows. The osci llator 
sine wave output is fed into a high gain amplifier such that its output 
is approximately a square wave, or to be more correct, a heavily 
. clipped sine wave. This .output is digital in form and may be 
recognised as a string of III IS and lOllS by a computer digital input. 
The highest frequency output of the ·audiometer .is likely to be· 
, . , 
10,000 .Hz which represents a 111 input to the computer every 100 . 
... micros.ecQnds~ Modern~ici:geomp~ters' a're 'quite capable of reiading digital, 
... ... . 
inputs at many times that rate, thus by programming the computer to 
read the input for a pre-determined period of time, for example one 
second, a count of the number ··of 111 I S may be kept and the frequency 
calculated to within the accuracy of the computer timing network which 
may be crystal controlled and so better than .01%. This percentage 
represents an error of 1 Hz in 10 kHz, the longer the count period the 
greater t.he accuracy. The frequency measured in this way is compared 
with the demanded frequency and if different by an amount greater than 
pre-determined limits may either' give a warning to the operator or 
store a correction factor in non-volatile memory in the computer in 
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order to prevent it being lost even if the computer is turned off 
and then on again. A frequency check of this type could be made 
withou~ the coupler and earphone being involved, perhaps as an automatic 
check at the start of each test. Once the accuracy of the frequency 
has been estab 1 i shed then the;··soulld pressure 1 eve 1 may be measured. 
A microphone with known amplitude versus frequency characteristics 
receives the acoustic signal from the earphone and passes it through 
an amnll"fl"A~ ~nd filt~r rapab'l o Of "~rr4nn ri~na'r ~~"~ lnn u~ +" 
. "t" • _I" _I • "'_ ¥ '--. t'''''' ..... ~t I~ ..J'~I' ."'" • I VIII ,\,IV Il.t. \"v 
. ~ .'.. . . .. . 
. 1q~Hz 'but excluding.all signals outside those limits~The output" 
of the fi.lter is.passe~through an analogue to digit~l convertor .wl)ich 
transforms the analogue level into a digital number. The convertor 
is arranged such that a pre-determined output level at each frequency 
will give a middle of range output, thus any received variation from 
that digital number will reflect the degree of error. The computer 
has a table. giving an output level for each frequency that is equivalent 
. . 
in the sound ~ressure level it will produce •. The characteristic of 
the mic.rophone· is included in the table to compensate for its 
non-1inearities. In this way the need for an expensive 'flat' response 
microphone is removed although the lower cost unit would probably be 
less sensitive and require to-be used at higher levels than 0 dB HL 
for the test. Errors in the received level may be due to several 
factors such as the initial oscillator output varying or the earphones 
changing in characteristic as a result of being dropped. Whatever the 
reason for the error, it may be corrected by modifying the output 
level from the oscillator. Thus, if a var,iable gain amplifier, for 
example, from 0.8 to 1.2, is placed after the oscillator, then for each 
frequency an error may be stored internally and a correct"ion CI.!"plied 
each time that frequency is used. A test such as this could be 
based upon the voltage applied to the earphones instead of the sound 
pressure level and run automatically before each test together with the 
fY'equency test. A measurement of this type removes the possibility of 
detecting irregularities in the mechano-acoustic coupling of the earphones 
but neverthel ess, if the test were performed automatically and reglJ"lal~ly 
without operator intervention of any sort, the reliability of the 
accuracy of the audiometer would be greatly improved. 
It is possible" to e~visag-e a computer controlled audiometer 
. . . 
overcoming t~e problems of differing earphone patterns by using a pressure 
probe tube suitably fitted to the earphones such that the computer could 
. monitor the true sound pressure level as the test'is performed. Howe'ver,' 
the extra accuracy to be obtained from such a system could only be 
justified in a . laboratory environment. where extreme precision is required . 
.. '. 
3.3 Record Handl i ng, Storage and Ana lys i s 
The preceding sections have shown that a computer may be used 
to improve the reliability of the results obtained in a minimally-
supervised pure-tone examination. However, another large problem which 
an industrial audiometric unit has to handle is that of using the results 
obtaine~ to detect progressive loss of hearing during the period between 
succeeding audiograms. This problem is il\ turn linked to another, the 
storage of the new and past test results. Briefly, the task which the 
computer is required to perform in an ideal situation is as follows. 
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At the time of initial employment, store the precise audiogram 
obtained using the precision audiometer system. At each follow-up 
test thereafter, compare the new results with those of the pre-
, 
employment test and check that they are within pre-determined limits 
of them. Store the neVJ resu 1 ts together wi th the pre-emp 1 oyment set 
with the date of the examination and, if the level at any frequency 
is found to be out of limits, inform the operator in order that a 
referr.:ll mav bA .:Irr::lnnod TT thr.> ::Iud.;r>mc+"· .... ,.(" ,.." .... + .... "llc'"' n" '3 'a"''''e 
',-" ".J - _ •• -',~-' •• v........ ."'" ...... ... '-v ...... v '" ,":.:I v. I I ~ 
• 6> •• 
Conlputer .~y~te~.·cap~b"e .. oJstodrrg P?s.t records of manyhunqreds' gf 
peopl.~, th~n ~he pre-emp19yment audiogram will automatically. ~e present 
. , ". '. '. ...... ", ..,,'. . 
and available for recall in order that the comparison may be made 
immediately. In practice the audiometer would probably be contl'olled 
by its owhsmal1 'computer and the results stored permanently' either' 
on a large computer or on magnetic tape. In order that the audiometer 
. . . 
can make immediate comparisons upon a subject's test results,·the pre-
employment- .re·ference audfogram" must 'be"ava'i lable 'in' the·if1strument~· 
. -. . 
II).the .. absence.of.'the.l~r·ge:memory mentioned "above the following: 
system may be used. " At the start of a day a list of all employees to 
be examined is fed into the large computer and the past records of all 
of them written onto a magnetic tape cassette indexed by the employee's 
works numbers. This cassette can then be loaded onto a suitab1e reader 
on the audiometer to allow access to the data, the employee's works number 
having been typed into the audiometer at the start of the test. At the 
end of each test the new results are written onto the tape and at the 
end of the day all the results fed back into the storage computer. The 
audiometer should also be capable of commencing a ilew file on the cassette 
for the results of pre-employment examinations where nQ previous file 
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exists. 
Where sufficient past test results are stored, it is 
possible to produce trend curves. In this way tendencies towards 
a hearing loss of greater than the allowable limits set, at which 
a referral takes place, may be observed and action taken upon them 
if considered necessary. An example of this type of trend 
.prediction .. i.s the .exponent.ially·weight~·.niOv.illg average_·(33J. -This· 
. ~". . . .".. . .... -," ... ,. '. ~ ". . . . . . 
. . . 
tecknique we; ghs· .. eachresurt ~'Sed ·to· compute the- moving average suCh' '. 
-that the latest isglven·the most importance'arid the 01dest,-tbe least~ 
it also effectively smoothes out variations in the results to lessen 
the effects of random fluctuations. This smoothing is particularly 
.~ . .. . ... 
1mportant as an individual may perform an examination twice in the same 
day and produce apparently correct results 10 dB apart. To use this 
technique at leas.t six.past records are necessary.(34). There are 
". " .. ..." .". .... . 
,'- .. :.. ." , man~.oth~r m-ethogs. of .predicting tr~.nds-~Qi~h-C;ouid b~.:usedina simUar 
• " ," _. ", •••••••• • ••• 1 :. '-,".. • ._. • . ' 
manner; but a11··requ.j~e·a. reasona'b1e' rHJ~bfir'ofpast records"\oJhidl wi.li . 
not be available for any individual until he has been examined over a 
period of years. 
A pattern which can be recognised from looking back at the 
past records is that of a sudden apparent deterioration or improvement 
in the hearing such as might possibly be caused by a malingerer. The 
loss would cause the subject to be indicated for a referral under the 
usual mechanism, but the added information of the possibility of 
malingering would assist the referral examiner. 
CH;WTER 4 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER AUDIOMETER 
. -
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In 'order to evaluate the techniques proposed for 
improvements in audiometric measurements~ a computer-controlled 
audiometer was constructed. The computer progrdmme and its 
-time and effort expended u'pon this ,research.' However,the system", 
. .' . .' .' . . 
,initsel f, poes not dir.ectlycontrib,ute: to this. thesis as it. is a . 
means to an end rather than an end in itself. As a result, it will 
be described in outline only and no attempt made to analyse it in 
, ' -
detai 1 except whei"e necessary to the 'understanding of its operatfon. 
At the time of commencement of this research the Inter-University 
Institute of Engirteering Control (IUIEC) had recently installed a 
. . . . 
Riulk' Xerox Sigma"S 'computer' in the 'Department 'fciruse in 'automatic'" 
. ~ .- , . 
- ' 
control experiments and was thus ideally ,'sui-ted for the ,purpose. 
The standard programming languages were FORTRAN lV-H for high level and 
SYMBOL for low level. Data storage was possible by means of both 
magnetic tape and a fixed Rapid Access Disc (RAD) system. A high-
speed lineprinter was provided for printed output. A block diagram 
showing the basic computel~ system may be seen "in Appendix A. The 
computer was linked to remote laboratories with three cables. The 
first contained data lines for linking a standard teletype or visual 
display unit (VDU) to the computer for the purpose of program control and 
general interaction. The second contained ten twisted-pairs of wires 
from a patchboard \'!hich enabled any pair to be cor.n~ctcd to any cf th~ 
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computer input or output lilIes. The input and output lines were of 
five types; analogue input and output,digital input and output and 
intel'.rupt input. Analogue to digital and digital to analogue 
converters together with interrupt prioritisers were situated in a 
Sigma 5 peripheral cabinet. The third cable provided an intercom 
system between the computer room and the remote laboratory. 
4.2 .A.,Descripdon:of .the. System Operation. 
The computer-controlled audiometer system is shovm in 
simplified form in Fig. 4.1. It may be thought of as three 
interdependent systems, one internal "to the· computer fnthe form of 
the controlling programme or I software I , secondly the record-keeping 
system comprised of the magnetic-t.ape and cli sc-fi les, and thirdly 
. .. 
: . .-the- extern~l'equjpment 'and 'cir'-cu{try ··orihardware l '.·- The fol ~owing _ 
de'~cription is of the· overali system ope·rationas· initi'ally constructed 
before any modifications were made for the purpose of experimentation. 
The description will also serve as a general explanation of the 
programme operation. All information transferred between the operator 
and the computer is performed by means of a Tektronix, graphics, 
visual display unit. 
Each examination commences with the writing of brief 
instructions to the operator on the VDU. These are: 
a) How to terminate replies to questions from the computer at the 
keyboard. 
READ IN 
FIL E DATA 
FIND FILE 
ON -. 
MAG. TAPE 
FILE NO 
EXISTS FILE 
PAUSE: 
OPEHATOR 
RESTARTS 
o/r FREOUEl':CY 
(INITIAllY 250H2. 
IS RESPONSE A 
, . 
., 
FORM 
FILE 
YES OR A NO {NUMBER OF. 
YES-NO-YES-NO 
,,'" ANSWER PATT(RNS 
-----------,1' ,"'- AT ONE. INCREMENI , , 
10 dB 
LEVE.L 
BY INCREME.NT 
INCREACE LEVEL 
ay INCREMENT 
3 ~-------,. 
, 
nECORD THE 
LOSS AT TH IS 
FP.EQUEt-lCY 
DOUl)LE 
FREQUENCY 
Fig. 4.1 Basic sequence flow-chart of computer audiometer. 
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b} A reminder to check all system interconnection cables. 
c} A list of calibration data. The data includes a set of six 
sound-pressure-levels, one for each of six listed 
frequencies, which should be measured on a sound level 
meter, and a list of voltage levels used to select the 
six listed frequencies from the programmable oscillator. 
d} The time of day and the date. 
e) A request to type the reference number of the next 
examinee on the keyboard. 
Next, the operator is requested to indicate whether a manually 
overridden or fully automatic examination is required. For the 
purposes of this description it is assumed that an automatic 
examination is selected. The final request is for the tonal and 
intertonal time periods to be defined in milliseconds. The 
intcrtonal period is modified each time it is used as shown in the 
equation below 
LRA = LRD + x.LRD 
where, 
LRA = actual inter-tonal period 
'RD = defined inter-tonal period 
. x = pseudo randomly generated number between 0.1 and 
1.0. 
In this way a rhythmic presentation of the tones is prevented so 
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making the task of malingering more difficult. 
The program then looks up the subject reference number 
in a table, stored at the beginning of the filing tape, to determine 
whether a file already exists or not. If a file does exist then the test 
continues, if not then one is formed and the table updated. The 
formation of a new file is indicated on the VDU screen to the operator, 
+"no+hr.\'" "'l'th '" "'''que.,.4- .... " t\!"'C G" to "nab'" +I~e +est to co~mence ~'A ...,\"I~\"oo"",,",' ..... II ...... \,.0 ..,)Iv vV JtJ v ~ I'C "" l ... 11111 I ur 
NO to restart from the beginning. The right ear is examined first. 
The initial frequency, '250 Hz, is selected and the level adjusted by 
the controlled attenuator. The 'silent' switch selects the tone for 
the pre-determined interval. The initial level is set at 50 dB HL. 
This should normally be above the subject's threshold. The sound pressure 
level is written on the screen. During the presentation of the tone 
the subject's response button is sampled ten times. On this system, 
only the last response is considered. The intention of the system is 
to analyse the ten for characteristics such as uncertainty or purpose 
falsification. A positive response causes a reduction in the level by 
10 dB and the tone is presented again. A negative response would 
cause an increase of 10 dB. The level continues to reduce by 10 dB 
until a negative reply is received. The level then increases by 10 dB 
until a positive reply.' This process continues until a YES-NO-YES-NO 
pattern is achieved. At this point the level commences to increment or 
decrement by 5 dB each time and the process is repeated. A check is 
made that the average of the 5 dB excursions is within the limits of 
the 10 dB excursions. Once a regular 5 dB pattern is achieved the 
same sequence of events is repeated at 3 dB increments. Final1y~ the 
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3 dB excursion average is taken as the threshold, written on the 
screen and filed on magnetic tape. If a subject fails to produce a 
threshold figure after 50 tone presentations, then that frequency is 
I 
noted on the VDU and the test continues at the next tone. The 
frequency is then altered to 500 Hz and the procedure repeated. In 
the same manner, the test continues up to 8 kHz. Finally, all 
twelve threshold figures are stored together with the date of the 
." to "the~:!\~er?tQr by" a ~O~lpute.r _ message_ on: the . VDU. At "any "time ,during' . ',:" " 
the examinatiol1 the" operator "c~n ,apart ,the t,es.t by' pressing a button. : .. . . . . .. . 
Similarly, the test may be restarted by means of another button. At 
the end of the examination a third button enables the operator to call 
for the audi"ogram to ,be piotted on the VDU- screen"~ Four- examples of 
audiograms produced after examination on the system may be seen in 
Fig. 4.2.-" 
""" Shbuld the operator" select Manual Override instead of ' 
Automatic at the start of the test the procedure is modified as 
follm'ls. Previous to the request to the operator to type GO, the 
program requests the frequency to·be output and ear to be tested. 
Once the frequency is input to the computer and the system instructed 
to GO, the automatic procedure takes place but only at that frequency. 
Thus, the operator has control over the order of the tones though not 
of the choice of levels. 
Throughout the automatic and manual tests each test-tone 
level is written in turn upon the VDU. This produces a record of the 
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test and the responses produced. Should a permanent record be 
required, the VDU may be replaced by a teletype v,thich produces the 
record ,directly onto paper, or even paper-tape for con~uter storage. 
Interrogation of individual magnetic-tape files is 
possible using a separate program. The files are selected by typing 
in the required works numbers at the VDU and the threshold figures, 
together with their relevant frequencies and the dates of the 
examinations, are reproduced on the line-printer. 
4.3 The Computer Programme 
The computer programme developed to control the 
audiometer system is basically straightforward in its structure and 
operation. HO\Jever, the detail of how each component part of the 
programme functions is far more comp'lex and largely irrelevant to the 
understanding of this thesis. Thus,-the programme will be described 
in a general manner presenting detail only where considered necessary • 
. -
A printed copy of the programme may be found in Appendix B, together 
w'ith a set of basic programme flow diagrams. 
The programme is \'1ritten in Rank-Xerox Extended Fortran 
IV-H language with small, embedded sections v/ritten in Macro-Symbol, 
the assembly language used on the Sigma-5 computer. Assembly language 
is used for sections of programme required to perform input or output 
functions at high speed, such a~ the generation of a pulse-train to drive 
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the programmable attenuator. The programme represents 12206 "lOrds 
of computer memory. This figure considerably exceeds the memory 
area aV,ailable for runn"ing a programme, or 'job space', on the 
Sigma-5, as configured at the University of Warwick at that time. 
To overcome this problem a technique known as 'overlaying' is used,' 
whereby only those sections of the programme that are currently 
required to operate are loaded into the computer job-space and moved 
out agah~ when their PU(POSE: is cOinplete. In tilis way~ the over'd.l1 
programme size may be many times greater than the job-space 
available. A map of the overlay structure is shown in Appendix B. 
The programme was developed using punched-cards as the instruction 
source, this was continued until the system was completed when the 
entire card-deck was compiled onto a disc-file. All test-records are 
stored on magnetic tape. 
4.3.1 Interrupts and Timers 
In many parts', of the progranune, events are requi red to 
occur at specific times relative to each other.' For example, the 
start and the: end of the test-tone pulses should be a given duration 
in milliseconds apart. To achieve this the program is required to 
operate in conjunction with a clock and perform preset tasks at the 
time of the selected clock signals. This is known as operating in 
'real-time' as opposed to 'computer-time', where events occur as a 
result of their relative position in the sequence of events defined 
by the programme. The clock signals may also be m<ternally generated, 
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such as the restart button, indicating a requirement for the computer 
to perform a specific action immediately. It is not usual to use a 
computer such that it is idle until a signal indicates it is 
required, more often the computer will be busy with another 
problem or part of a control system when the signal arrives. These 
signals require that the computer' stops what it is doing and perform 
the task associated with them and then, when completed the original 
task may be continued. The~p ~ignals ~re referred to as interrupts. 
Interrupt structures form an important part of control oriented 
computers such as the Sigma-5, where up to sixteen separate 
interrupts are permissable. In the eventuality that more than one 
interrupt occurs at a time, or that one occurs whilst another is 
being serviced, a priority system operates. Each interrupt signal is 
allotted a specific level in a priority table, such that if two or 
more occur together or whilst each other are operational the highest 
priori ty task wi 11 take pl ace before any of the others and then the 
next and so on until all interrupts have been serviced. The more 
important the task the higher it is usually placed in the table. 
The computer audiometer system is designed around such an interrupt 
system with the ABORT and RESTART buttons at the top of the table. 
Internally, a computer clock is linked to another priority level to 
control the duration of the test tones and the inter-tonal period~ 
4.3.2 Record Keepi ng 
This system is designed to operate fully automatically 
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from the ma-in audiometer system. The only input required from the 
operator is the works number of the patient. Pat-ient reference 
numbers" or works numbers, w; 11 be denoted by WN. 
Immediately after compilation of the program the operator 
is requested to input at the VDU the WN of the patient. Upon reading 
this data the computer calls a subroutine named DIRECTORY. This 
:)ubrouVill~ is dtr'anged such that it (Jositions the magnetic tape 
reader upon its start and then reads in the first 1000 words of 
information. Each of these words corresponds to a value of WN in 
ascending order from 1 to 999, the first word being a record of the 
total number of patients having records in store. Thus, should the 
WN be 98, the computer looks at the 99th word. The value of the 
99th word or more generally, the (WN+l)th word is denoted as NF. NF 
is the position indicator of the patient's record on the magnetic tape 
files. Upon the determination of this number the computer skips NF 
records on the magnetic tape and reads in the one on \'>/hich it ends, 
the (NF+l)th, the first being the directory record. The data 
acquired from this record consists of the past test results of the 
same patient with the number of tests the patient has had stored as 
the first word in the record. Once input to memory the data is stored 
into the necessary order for later use by a routine called ORDERIN. 
Had the value of NF been a zero, this would have indicated that the 
patient had not been tested before and so no record exists. The 
resulting action by the program is to call 'FILEGO, a record initiation 
routine. This reads the value of NR, the total number of records in 
store, and updates this by onc. The new value is then written -;n place 
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of the old on the first record, the directory. Thu5, in future t any 
access to this value of NR, which in this case would be the value of 
NF, would cause the computer to read in the (NF+l)th record. Having 
updated the directory, the routine next outputs a blank record, large 
enough for ten years of twi ce yearly tests, immediately after the 
last record currently on the magnetic tape. This is the (NF+l)th 
record. In doing so it places an end-of-record marker at the end of 
the bianks. This marketf 'is renewed every tilflt:! new data "is r'ead illto 
one of the records. 
Having completed the above processes, the program is ready 
for testing to commence. As soon as testing is complete the acquired 
data is suitably ordered to be fed, along with any previous data, 
back into the relevant record. The first word of the record, the 
number of tests, is updated at this stage also. Throughout the filing 
system all information read off or written onto magnetic tape was 
transferred by means of BUF"FER IN/OUT routine calls. 
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4.4 Descriptions of the Peripheral Equipment 
The hardware system components are individually described 
in the following paragraphs and their overall specification as an 
audiometer presented at the end. Individual specifications are not 
given as they are largely superfluous to the purpose of this thesis. 
A photograph of the peripheral equipment may be seen in Fig. 4.3. 
4.4.1 Patient's Response Button 
This is a single-pole biassed push-button switch, mounted 
in a small tube suitable for holding comfortably in one hand. The 
button protrudes from one end of the tube in such a way that is is 
possible to depress it with the thumb of the holding hand. The 
switch contacts are fed through the opposite end of the tube by means 
of a screened cable. A direct-current voltage is placed in series with 
the switch such that closure of the £ontacts causes a voltage to 
appear at the far end of the cable where it is detected by a 
computer digital-input. The computer progra~ne inspects the digital 
input at regular intervals to determine the patient's response. 
The switch itself has .two particular properties which are 
most important for the accurate execution of the examination. 
i) . There is no mechanical 'click' from the switching action 
as this could prove distracting to the subject in what is an otherwise 
quiet environment. 
Fig. 4.3 The compute r aud i omete r hardvl'are. 
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ii) The button has a sufficiently light action to ensure that 
it's depression does not require a conscious effort. Converse1y, it 
is not,so light as to allow it to be pl"essed accidentally by the 
action of resting a thumb lightly upon it. The switch finally used 
was selected by presenting two men and a woman with three available 
alternatives mounted in tubes and asking them to i-ndicate which they 
preferred. 
4.4.2 Operator Control Buttons 
The operator has two groups of controls with which to 
administer the examination. The first is the keyboard of the VDU, 
and the second a set of three biassed push-buttons similar to the 
response button. The three are mounted on a single panel and placed 
adjacent to the VDU. The three buttons represent: 
i) Abort the system 
ii) Return to start of the test 
iii) Draw audiogram on VDU. 
The three buttons are connected to different interrupt inputs of the 
computer. 
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4.4.3 The Programmabl~e OSEjJlator 
An audio frequency, voltage programmable oscillator is 
used as a tone source. The oscillator is programmable in both 
amplitude and frequency by tv/o DC voltages, VA and Vf respectively, 
a variation of fY'om 0-2.0V being needed to achieve' programmability 
over the full range. Both control voltages are transmitted from the 
computer via the analogue outputs and fed through differential 
amplifier's to the oscillator. In order to utilise the full 
O-lOV output voltage range of the computer, the transmitted voltages 
are attenuated by a factor of 5 by scaling networks after passing 
through the differential amplifiers. The values of VA and Vf are 
preset. in the programme and written on the VDU at turn-on time of 
the system to allow checks to be made upon the received values for 
calibration purposes. A digital read-out frequency meter is 
t: 
" " 
permanently connected to the asci 11 ator output to a now the operator 
i 
to check tone accuracy at all times. In practice thl'tone was found 
to be constant to within:!: 2%, BS 2980 (29) and IEC 178 (28) require 
± 3% as the worst case. 
As was shown in Section 1.2.4, the sound pressure level 
necessary at a normal' ear, to be just heard, is not constant with 
changing frequency. BS 2497, Part 2 lists calibration sound pressure 
levels (SPL) to be measured with various common earphone types when 
coupled to a. standard artificial ear (type 9-A). To compensate for 
this, the output level of the oscillator is adjusted for each frequency 
to present 67.5 dB above the threshold SPL. In this way, the need for 
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a shaping filter is avoided. IEC 178 requires that all SPL's should 
be within ± 5 dB of the indicated values. The oscillator output was 
monitor.ed on several occasions and found to be better than ± 2 dB 
of the required values. The ability to reduce the oscillator output 
to a nominally zero level by applying a programming voltage equal 
to zero volts is utilised when removing the tone from the headphones. 
However, IEC 178 suggests the SPL applied to the ear should be 
60 dB lower when the tone is in an OFF state than when it is in the 
ON state. The oscillator used cannot achieve this difference, 
particularly at the relatively low output levels required at 1 and 
2 kHz. To overcome this, the oscillator is followed by a switch 
capable of much greater signal reduction. 
4.4.4 The 'Si1ent Switch ' 
It is most important that the subject does not hear an 
electrical 'click' in the earphones ,t the point in time that the 
tone is presented or removed. This could cause the subject to imagine 
a tone when in fact it is below his threshold. To avoid this problem a 
switch was designed such that the signal is 'faded ' out or in, as 
instructed. over a pre-determined period of time. IEC recommendation 
178 suggests that the sound pres~ure level produced by the earphone 
should reach -1 dB relative to its final steady state is no longer 
than 0.2 seconds from the instant of the tone being switched ION'. 
The rate of increase of the sound pressure level should not exceed 
500 dB/second in the region -20 dB to -1 dB relative to its final 
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steady state. When switched 'OFF ' the sound pressure level should 
decay from -1 dB to -60 dB relative to the initial steady state value 
in notlnore than 0.2 seconds. The rate of decay shculd not exceed 
500 dB/second between -1 dB and -20 dB relative to the 'ON' level. 
The switch constructed and used in the system has five selectable 
time periods from 50 mS to 150 mS, each of which is within the 
above limits. The rise and fall times aiways being equal. The 
Isi1ent switch ' presents 70 dB of attenuation to signals from 200 Hz 
to 12 kHz. A c'ircuit diagram of the switch may be seen in Fig. 4.5. 
The switching action is performed by passing the signal 
through an analogue multiplier circuit, where the multiplication factor 
is determined by a d.c. voltage applied to a control input. In 
operation as a switch the circuit is used in one of only two 
multiplication modes, x/ and XO. The signal required to select the 
t\':o is fed from a computer digital output, through a differential 
amplifier to the switch. Upon entry into the switch, the signal is 
passed through a simple resistance-capacitance (RC) network to 
generate the necessary controlled rise and fall times from the 
digital outputs 'instant ' switching time. The rise and fa1l'time is 
adjustable by means of a selection of switched capacitors. 
• A lamp is situated on the front panel of the box containing 
the silent switch to indicate to the operator whether the switch is 
( 
in the ON or OFF state. A photograph of the silent switch may be 
seen in Fig. 4.6. The small toggle switch immediately beneath the 
18:mp is a manual test switch. The signal If:aving the silent switch 
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is fed to a programmable attenuator. 
4.4.5 .Ihe .Programmabl.e_Attenuator 
The level of the tone presented to the earphones is 
determined by a programmable attenuator. This unit has an attenuation 
range of 77.5 dB, in steps of 2.5 dn. 
The unit is computer controlled by means of an analogue 
input and a digital output. The first transfers a pulse to the set 
computer to indicate that the attenuation is set to zero, and the 
second carries serial data to select the required attenuation, see 
Fig. 4.4. The principle of operation may be seen from Fig. 4.7. A 
series of five bistab1e integrated circuits are fed by the serial 
data from the computer to form a five-bit binary counter. Each 
data pulse from the computer causes the binary counter to advance by 
one. The output signal from each bi~table is fed through a transistor 
driver circuit to a relay drive coil. The relays are arranged such 
that the one connected to the-"owest order binary digit selects a 
2.5 dB resistive attenuator, the second a 5 dB attenuator, the third 
a 10 dB and so on up to 40 dB. The relay contacts are connected 
such that when selected they place the attenuators in series with 
. 
each other thus causing a cumulative attenuation in the signal path. 
Unselected attenuators place a short-circuit in the signal path. The 
value of attenuation in circuit is indicated to the operator by means 
of a set of f1 '.'c hi na ry i nd i ca tcr 1 a:nps or. the front pane 1 of the 
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attenuator case. For test purposes, a manual 'advance by 2.5 dB' 
button is situated on the front panel. With this instrument it is 
only ppssible to count upwards. To reduce the attenuation by any 
amount requires a reset to zero and count up to that point. To 
allow for the possibility of different source and termination 
impedances the attenuators were mounted in 'plug-in' modul(~s. 
Three different modules were constructed~ 50 o~ns, 600 ohms and 
1000 viuflS. The dLLenudtoY' unit may be seen in Fig. 4.8. 
4.4.6 The Control and Interface Box 
With the exception of the VDU and intercom., all cables 
to and from the computer pass through this box. It is primarily a 
convenient means of distributing the various inputs and outputs to 
their respective parts of the system. The only other function 
performed by the box is the selection of the right and left earphones. 
An analogue output from the computer drives a reed-relay which directs 
the levelled signal to the required ear. The ear selected is indicated 
on two lamps on the case exterior. The d.c. supply necessary for the 
patient's response button is also situated in this box. The box may 
be seen in Fig. 4.3 where it is the second from bottom unit in the 
stack of four. 
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4.4.7 The Earphones 
The earphones used are of the Telephonics TDH-29 type 
with MX4l/AR cushions. The earphones together with the headband 
used with them were originally supplied with an Alfred Peters 
clinical audiometer, Model AP6. The computer aud"iometer \'/as 
calibrated to allow them to be used with it and the resultant sound 
pressure levels compared with those from the Peters model for similar 
frequencies and levels. The two sets of results agreed to within 
± 0.5%. The cal ibration \'las performed using an artificial ear to 
BS 2497, mounted in a variable pressure calibration jig designed 
and manufactured in the University workshops, see Fig. 4.9 and 
Fig. 4.iO. The SPL measurements were made using a Bruel & Kjoer, 
type 2107 Frequency Analyser with a 111 condensor microphone of similar 
manufacture. The analyser and microphone were initially calibrated 
using a Bruel & Kjoer pistonphone. 
4.4.8 Earphone Calibration JiS 
The jig is solidly constructed on a base of one-half inch 
thick aluminium mounted on soft rubber feet, see Fig. 4.10. A standard 
Model 9-~, artificial ear is located and clamped in place in a vertical 
block of aluminium such that the microphone-opening faces outwards from 
, 
the jig •. The earphone is held in place over the conical face of the 
artificial ear by means of a' specially contoured cup pressed against the 
back of the earphone by a spring loaded piston. The spring pressure may 
--,y. ~. 
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Fig. 4.9 Audiometer calibration equipment. 
Fig . 4.10 Mounting-j i g for 9-A coup l ~ r. 
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be adjusted. by means of a thumbwheel mounted in a second vertical 
block, positioned opposite the conical face of the ear. Through 
the blqck passes a threaded rod rigidly connected to a cyl'inder in 
"Jhich the spring and piston are situated. The piston pressure may 
be read off a scale engraved upon the piston shaft. The scale 
indicator being the cylinder collar where the shaft enters the cylinder. 
The cyl i nder is supported by two anns, one protrud; ng hori zonta lly from 
each I:'';M'' of" +hn ""ll·nd"'''' "'n'" run"';"'g ,,1"r"n +"'0 ,.t"'1·n'''',.. ... ·· .. +",.,1 
.... ,"''- • ..... ~'- J '-I' y U ...... ""'IVII~ ,",U .... "" .1\o.J..,J .,}"''-'-, 
guide rods clamped between the artificial ear block and the thumbwheel 
block. A sliding fit brass ring on each rod is connected to the 
cylinder arms thus supporting the cylinder in both the horizontal and 
vertical planes. The spring pressure was calibrated using a series 
of weights and marking off the deflections on the cylinder wall. 
4.4.9 The 'Sound-Proof' Environment 
The equipment was situate.d in a completely enclosed room 
with no windows, surt'ounded by relatively quiet offices on three sides 
and a corridor on the fourth. - The room dimensions were approximately 
121 x 9' X 81 in height. In a corner of the room was situated a 
commercially available I sound-proof' booth. The booth is manufactured 
in Sweden and kno\'m as a 'T -box'. The manufacturers sound reduction 
. 
figures are shown in Fig. 4.13 • Constructional details of the 
T-box ma~ be seen in Fig.4.11. The ventilation fan was found to betoo 
clearly audible to allow its use during an examination but the natural 
ventilation through the fan ducts proved to be sufficient in all but 
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the hottest weather. The door does not have any form of catch, it 
remains closed by the tightness of its rubber seals and gravity. 
This has an advantage with claustrophobic subjects as they are 
aware that they can open the door by simply pushing. Although small 
in size, the T-box proved to be both comfortable and efficient for 
its purpose. Cable sockets were provided on the door of the box. 
The sockets were connected to others on the inside by cables 
passed through an insulating labyrinth. The noise l~vel inside the 
room and the booth is shown in Fig. 4.13. 
The general layout of the room may be seen in Fig. 4.14. 
The subject was situated approximately seven feet from the operator 
with the majority of the peripheral equipment out of his direct line 
of sight. There were no indicators or dials of any type visible to 
the subject. Because the computer was in another room the subject was 
not necessarily aware of its participation in the examination and 
thus any lack of concentration due to an interest in its presence was 
minimised. 
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4 r .0 Audiometer Performance Specifications 
The audiometer is designed such that its performance is 
within the requirements of the International Electrotechnical 
Commission1s recommendation number 178, which is specifically 
concerned with pure-tone screening audiometers. 
a) Frequencies 
Six tones are programmed for use: 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 
4000 and 8000 Hz. An a.lterl1'ative selection of any other six tones 
may be made from the frequency range 250 to 8000 Hz by simple programme 
changes. The stability of all tones is better than ~ 2%. 
b) Purity of the tones 
The sound pressure level of each harmonic of each tone at 
each setting of the attenuator is at least 40 dB below that of the 
fundamental component when measured with the earphone applied to a 
9-A coupler. 
c) Attenuator 
The sound pressure level of each tone is adjustable in 
2.5 dB steps. Due to the oscillator output being adjusted at each 
frequency to 67.5 dB above the standard reference equivalent threshold 
sound pressure level, one of the attenuator settings automatically 
con~esponds to it. 
-l08~ 
d) Tone Switch 
With the. tone in an 'OFF I condition, the sound pressure 
level ,produced by the earphone in a 9-A coupler is at least 80 dB 
below the level present when in the 10N I condition. 
The bui ld-up and decay t'imes of the tones may be selected, 
by means of a front panel switch, from: 50, 75, 100, 125 and 
150 milliseconds. These times represent the time taken to rise or 
decay between 0.9 and 0.1 of the two steady-state leveis. 
e) Sound Source 
The earphones are of the Telephonics model TDH-39 type, 
fitted with MX-4l rubber, detachable earcaps. The headband is of 
similar manufacture allowing the earphones to be positioned upon an 
individual IS ears with a force of at least 4 Newtons. 
f) Range of Sound Pressure Level 
For all test tone frequencies the range of sound pressure 
levels is 77.5 dB. This extends fl'''om 10 dB below the standard reference 
equivalent sound pressure level to 67.5 dB above. The lEe recommendation 
requires 70 dB above 0 dB HL. The programme is written to allow the 
oscillator output to be adjusted such that its level is up to 72.5 dB 
above 0 dB HL, thus allowing the atte"uator to control it over a range 
from 0 dB HL to 72.5 dB HL. 
g) Acc~racY...Qf S,9und Pressure Level 
The sound pressure levels produced at the earphones, when 
J. 
measured in a 9~A coupler, are within ~ 2 dB of the absolute values 
-109~ 
requested by the programme at a 11 frequencies. 
h) Unwanted Sound in the-la.r..Eh.~ 
There are no sounds in the earphones during the tone 'OFF' 
state which are discernable to an otologically normal subject. During 
tone presentations no clicks, mains-hum or other unwanted electrical 
noise can be detected by a normal listener. 
4.6 A~Analysis of the Performance of the Computer Controlle~ 
Audiometer 
In order that the hearing threshold results obtained from the 
computer audiometer could be compared with those of a conventional manual 
audiometer it was decided that a group of people selected randomly from 
amongst the university staff and students should be subjected to tests by 
both methods and the results compared. Each subject was tested using a 
manual audiometer and then the computer systeul. Immediately prior to 
a group of examinations the frequency and level outputs of both the 
manual audiometer (Alfred Peters AP6) and the computer audiometer were 
compared using the same earphones to be used in the examination, 
mounted upon a 9-A cou·pler. Any discrepancies in output from the 
computer audiometer when compared with the AP6 were adjusted until zero. 
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Thus, foY' any g1ven setting of c'ither alldiolliete:r the sound IJressure 
level at the ear of the subject should be identical within the limits 
of the. measuring apparatus used to compare them. The AP6 audiometer 
was calibrated by tha manufacturer six months prior to the tests and 
its output ~hecked in the 1aboratory at the initial commencement of 
them, thus the output could be trusted to be within the limits 
required by I.S.O. 178(28) and SS 2980(29). The same six frequencies 
we '" .. _.J .:- t:.'c'· ," ... J., t')r:" .:"nn '('\('\f'\ """" 110"0 -I.! ("1000 \1-I I:! 1.I:>t::U IIi 0.;:(1. !l l.t:;:, l., £..;)\./, ;'HJ\J, ,V'JU, ('V'')U, 't \,.1 a'lu 0 I..:.. The 
operator performing the manual tests ~as not a qualified 
audiometrician but was a research assistant in the noise and vibration 
deparb~nt with a thorough knowledge of the purpose and principles of 
the test she was performing. Prior to each test she explained the 
examination procedure tu each subject and ensured that they understood 
what they were to do. In cases wher'e subjects \,lOre spectacles or hair 
over their ears, the earphones were positioned with each of these 
obstructions removed or repositioned. The subject was then requested 
to sit in the soundproof box and to close the door themselves. In this 
way they realised tha.t they could ahrays open it if necessary, a 
particularly important feature with a claustrophobic subject. The 
test would then commence.at the 250 Hz tone and progress up to 
8000 Hz on each ear in turn. The test was performed in this increasing 
frequency manner as that was tha ordel' in which the computer was 
programmed to present the tones on the initial system. The computer 
system utilised for the test used a simple YES-NO-YES-NO pattern for 
threshold l~ecoqnition at 10, 5 and 2.5 dB step sizes. Failure to 
produce a threshold aftel4 50 level presentations at a given frequency 
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next frequency. The basic tone duration VIas 1 second as was the 
inter-tonal period No decisions were made based upon the timing 
I 
of individual responses. All thresholds were rounded up to the 
nearest whole number of decibels. 
The original intention was to examine 50 individuals with 
the basic system described, unfortunately only 20 were tested due to 
time limitations. However, 20 people tested at six frequencies on 
two ears provides 240 l~esult comparisons, a number sufficiently 1at'ge 
to allow them to be used for a simple statistical study. Of the 240 
results 7 were indeterminate and 18 were lost due to a computer fault, 
leaving 215 results. The differences in decibels between the manual 
results and computer results are shown in Fig. 4.15. From this 
diagram it may be seen that the majority of the computer results were 
within ± 6 dB of the manual results, the mean error is -1.41 decibels. 
However, a more meaningful figure is the standard deVitltion. \'lhich 
for these results is 5.75 dB. This means that approximately 68% of 
the results are within ± 5.75 dB of" the manual results and that 95% 
are within ± 11.5 dB of them (33). At first examination the above 
error limits appear to be quite large, it should however be considered 
that the repeatability of a measurement using any of the current pure-
tone techniques is often only to within ± 10 dB (13) even when the two 
measure~ents are made within 10 -minutes of each other. Thus the 
differences of up to ± 10 dB are within the .normal variations to be 
expected from repeated tests. These limits include 192 or 86.5% of 
the measured thresholds. Of the 31 thresholds outside these limits 
-7 are declared indeterminate which leaves 23 or 10.36% of the total 
-112·' 
which are out of linrits. Amongst these 23 there are three times 
as many negative differences (sevent(~en) as there are positive (six). 
A similar pattern exists amongst the results as a whole. Frequently 
a second measurement of a particulat threshold d'isplays a lower 
result than the first. The appatent lowering of the thteshold is 
partia1'ly explained by the effect of the subject learning the test 
routine and becoming more aware of what to listen fot. This learning 
effecL could possiblY d(;(;Ount for tile fact that 61.7J~ of the differ~nces 
were negative as compared with 34% which were positive. In order to 
verify this possibility it would be necessary to repeat the tests 
with the computer controlled examination preceding the manual test. 
Unfortunately, this is not possible and so it is necessary to assume 
that a learning effect did influence the results to an unkno\'m degree. 
It should, however, be considered that an overall movement of +1 dB 
in the differences would have meant that 50 or 22.5% would have agreed~ 
35% would have been negative and 39% positive. Thus it is reasonable 
to say that the results are relatively evenly distr'ibuted about the zero 
difference, with no evidence of the computer thresholds being lower 
than those of the manual audiometer. However, outside the ± 10 dB 
limits described above, there were 3 times as many negative differences 
as there were positive. A larger sample size of subjects may have 
removed this imbalance although if the fact that the magnitude of the 
average learning effect is approximately -10 dB is considered then 
this possibly accou~ts for some of them. Also, a close investigation 
of the operator's result shee-s revealed that all six. of the 
differences greater than +10 dB v/ere generated by the same subject, 
whereas the ncgJtive differences of similar magnitude uere the result 
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of nine different subjects. It would therefore seem that the negative 
differences may be partially explained by the learning effect and 
probably also partially by operator error -in performing the manual 
tests. It must also be concluded, however, that the computer 
audiometer system itself caused a nega.tive offset of the thresholds 
fot reasons not obvious from the evidence available. 
~ ... 
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The implementation of a computer-controlled audiometer 
ha~ been effected. The instrument constructed produces test results 
of an accuracy comparable with those of current screening audiometers. 
I 
2. It has been shown how the use of digital computing 
I 
techniques solves many of the problems associated with industrial 
audiometry and simplifies the audiometric procedure. 
3. Tb ensure that the computer-controlled audiometer does not 
become merely a machine-minded instrument the study has looked 
beyond the audiometric measurement problem so that audiogram 
assessment, patient referral and record-keeping can be encompassed. 
The instrument has thus become an integrated audiometric screening 
system. 
4. The system devised during this research offers many 
advantages over conventjpnal instruments: 
i. each individual response of the patient is analysed for 
its temporal relationship to the stimulating tone ~nd for 
its place in the sequence of responses. 
11. an adaptive test procedure maximises the suitability of the 
test for the individual under examination, greatly 
increasing the reliability of the results. 
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iii. the duration of each examination is minimised by 
I ' 
terminating the test at a pre-determined reliability level. 
iv. the, degree of operator monitoring is greatly reduced 
because the system is capable of recognising the more 
common subject errors and taking remedial action. 
v. malingerers, not uncommon in industrial practice, are 
readily detected. 
vi. I the need ,to 'manually' e~amine all test results and compare 
them with pre-employment audiograms is removed by the 
I 
data storage and manipulation parts of the system. 
5. Following considerable research into the requirements, 
background and current mode of operation, the system devised has been 
so structured as: 
i. to be most useful in industrial audiometric screening. 
ii. to take full account of the variability of manner of 
approach of.the patient to the test. 
iii. to provide the test supervisor with the greatest 
flexibility within the need to reduce test-time and his 
involvement in strictly repetitive tasks. 
5.1 Proposals for Future Work 
There are two proposals for 'future work arising directly 
out of the work of this thesis. 
a) A study is required of pattern recogn~tion techniques to 
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i...,rove upon the basic systems suggested. It. is possible that the 
use of1glide-tones l rather than discrete-level pulsed-tones, could 
improve accuracy by allowing the pattern analysis programme. ·a 
greater resolution of tone levels. In this way it may be possible 
to perform basic diagnostic operations within the analysis programme. 
b) The temporal analysiS of tndividual responses remains 
unproven by practical experiment. Extensive trials are necessary 
before it may be stated with any confidence that it can, in practice, 
offer a significant improvement in accuracy and reliability of test 
results. 
c) The major disadvantage of the computer-controlled 
audiometer is its size. Computers are bulkY and usually static. 
However, microprocessor devices would allow a system such as that 
described in this thesis to be constructed in an instrument only 
sl.ight1y larger than a conventional clinical audiometer and at a 
cost similar to that of current units. 
d) The major disadvantage of all subjective tests is the 
requirement for the examinee to actively partiCipate. Potentially, 
the accuracy of pure-tone audiometric examination can be greatly 
iaproved and made independent of the subject by means of 
electroencephalographic (EEG) techniques. The use of a computer to 
control an EEG audiometer is quite practical, the major problem 
would be to develop a suitable programme to statistically analyse 
the waveforms detected from the nervous system. A current problem 
~th this technique is the fact that the waveforms used to recognise 
, . 
I 
that a tone has been heard are surrounded to such a high degree 
by apparently random noise, that they become irrecoverable from it 
at test tone levels near to the earls·threshold. However, for the 
purposes of a screening audiometer the approach would seem to offer 
a genuine possibility. 
/ 
I 
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APPENDIX A 
THE SIGMA-5 ON-LINE COMPUTER 
The system installed is as shown in Fig. A.l. An 
experiment or controlled apparatus is linked to the interface 
equipment by means of a cable laid through the building, terminating 
in a set of ten input/output sockets'mounted on a wall panel. A 
teletype and visual display unit link is also provided to each 
terminal. The input/output sockets are connected to the various 
computer functions, (e.g. D/A convertors, external interrupts) by 
means of a patchboard. An intercommunications unit exists to allow 
verbal communication between the computer room and a remote laboratory. 
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Fig. A.l 
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APPENDIX 8 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
The following diagrams 1-8 show the outline logical flow 
of the audiometer programme. The overlay structure of these routines 
is shown in Fig. 89. The instruction listing which follows is that 
which was used to perform the tests reported in Chapter 4. 
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SUa(A~ T.00~03 IS ON CRe0~02 USING 0~024 eL~S R=0000 
0001 
R0~2 
e&~J 
~CH~4 
0"~S 
.0t~~6 
;(IIA~7 
·000,) 
000Q 
0~10 
0011 _ 
tA"'12 
0013 
~014 
0015 
"~15 
0/iJl1 
~016 
~HHP 
~~20 
0"21 
G'~~2 
0~23 
0"'~4 
00~5 
0026 
00~7 
e~2t1 
0029 
0930 
""31 
011132 
00~3 
003# 
00~:; 
0"3b 
~0~i 
ep.3a 
0039 
0~(0 
0041 
011<2 
0043 
0044 
0"4~ 
(:,,~ 46 
0041 
~~48 
0Q149 
0A5c;) 
0\;51 
0~52 
00~3 
0~54 
0P.~~ 
0A56 
""~57 
0115& 
,JOR LlO~E,AVOrOMF.TER 
!A TTI:.~!o ( 
LfOWTwANH ~r,GO.LS,S 
C 
C 
C 
c 
r: 
c 
C 
c_ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
t 
C 
C 
c 
104 
•• 4 •• 
THI~ pRnRRAM 15 INTE~OE~ TO·CONTROL THE COMPUTER 
Cf1NTriOLI,.EO MJOIOMETER. TI-fE PROGPAH IS \IlPlTT€N IN 
fORTRAN-IV H ANO ~MbEOOEO MACAn-SYM80L.IT IS 
INTE~OEO TO eE RUN ON • RANK XEROX SIG~A 5 COMPUTER. 
DIMENSION FVOlTC6',lNIT(10) 
OAT~ INIT/'C 0 M , U T ER'.' l U D I 0 MET',' R I C 5'1 
·tOM~ON/e/L,I,k,ILlN .. 
COI'I~ON IC(;('I/ JE 
COMM~~/ORO/NF,NT.THREPR(10,~l,THREPLCla,6).DATE(le) 
CO~IMO"'/O T / IDATE 
, CO~MONI"AYN/ITEST,JF 
tOMMON/TIH/ITIMF.(1 0) 
COHMON/~ENINA,~~.TAPE,JRS,NR,WN 
COr1MONI"'/M,lRST 
Cn"MO"/~~.SE/!P - . 
cn~MON/ER/IM . -
tOMMnN/WAVE/IOELAY.IA~P.%COUNT 
COMNONINOT !t-tOiE 
C{\~joIot;1 In'Tl Ju 
5~NSE ~ILL RE lFOR TELETY~E RUNNING A~O 2FOR VDU 
NOTE.t -.~ ,.-,_ ._ .. -., :7,, __ .-~ ,. -_ .. - .. -. 
CALL SE~~F.(l~INe, 
If(tLIN~.~Q.1.0~.ILJNE.EQ.2)GO TO 104 
PAUSE'SET SENS~ TO 1 FOR TT' O~ 2 FOQ ~OUI 
GO TO l~J· 
L:rILINE 
lLlNcL+2 
JO.ILIN 
I~.ft1 
UHT·1lI 
'UPE-l 
IUOa2 
"<IA -I 
c 
S 
:i 
"1~:1 OISA~MS ANY !NTEPUPTS LEFT CONNECTED BY THE PReVIOUS U~EA 
U, 
l'iDdi' )(1111;2' ;" 
Ll,10 X'FFE~' 
tALL C~TAP.T(l,ISTAT) 
If(ISTAT.Nt.l.ANU.ISTAT,NE.4)GO TO 102 
PAuse'VOU NOT ON' 
1!IP.~9 
0"6v'1 
0061 
~p.62 
0063 
01064 
0~65 
0MS 
0~67 
0M6 
00ti9 
0~10 
0071 
0072 
"07~ 
0074 
01l'15 
0076 
"l417 
0ft78 
0079 
0Ql80 
0061 
0082 
0~f)3 
0U4 
0065 
\lI~86 
.ae8? 
0111148 
0~89 
0~9~ 
01'191 
qI~92 
0A93 
,,,94 
0095 
0P96 
0097 
fH,98 
0M9 
'100 
JlJl~l 
A102 
IlIt "3 
0104 
11105 
0\36 
0,t'7 
0U8 
~109 
011" 
11111 
002 
Rll3 
mU4 
eu~ 
11116 
9111 
9218 
c 
c 
s 
s 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
I 
I 
GO TO 101 
CIoNTlfllUE 
All CSETCL,132,0) 
.LL ALPHA 
ALL HOt<lE 
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AL.l ERAS~ 
O~~ECT(216~,RELEASE) 
O~NECT(2Z61,RfSTA~T) 
ONhfCT(2Z~4,CEASE) 
O~NECT(2105,WAVETtK) 
ONNECT(2Zo7,TeSTl 
ONhECT(2Z68,lCnNTRO) 
ONNECT C2Z69,PLOTTER) 
kE"'l~O TAPE 
ENSURES THAT RELAY ~ IS CLOSED 
lW,~ .8Z0~80~000 
WO,9 x'C224' 
i Mcllt 
, CALL C~RITE(L,8Z19~04P40,0,4,ISTAT) 
CALL CNRITE(L,lNtT,0,4~,lSTAT) 
- CALL C~PITE(L,&Z151507~7,~,4,ISTAT) 
tALL CWRITECL,8Z1515d04r,0,4,ISTAT,2Z68) 
·STOP 
ENO 
SUBP~UTINE ~AVETEK 
C THIS SU~ROUTINE CONTROLS THE WAVETE~ 135 SIGNAL GENERATOR 
C . 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
OI~ENSION CQR(nl 
DATA r.OR/l~.~,23.~,27.5,24.5,25.5,0.01 
CO~MO~/H/L,I,K,ILIN - . .. -
CO~MO~/C/F(~),THRENC(B),TNCWA(6) 
cn"'HON/WTEK/OB 
CO~"ON/~AVE/lneLAY,IA~P,ICOU~T 
COHHOH/TI"/ITIME(10) 
COf'4HOfll/CESIlPIIL 
CALL OISAR (2Zb~) 
IF(!UF.LAV.N~ •• !)CALL E~AB(2Z64) 
lCOUNT.~ 
'Tl-52.5-M 
IPUl·INT(ATT/2.5+~.5) 
V'.(1~.0**(·C~~(I)/~~.0)*2A.0-10.0) 
VF.·(1~~~.(FCI)/~0~~.0)+0.04) 
PPESENTS FRE~UENCY PROGRAMMING VOLTAGE FOR WTK 
CALL i(OAC(4,VF) 
SETS ATTE~UATO~ TO ZE~O 
CAlt. U:~05ET 
SETS ,TTENUATOR to REQUIREO VALUE 
CALL PULSf.R 
C 
C 
UP! 
10 
S 
0110 
0120 
0121 
0122 
011i!3 C 
PlS24 
0125 
012" 
0127 
0128 
0129 
~130 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 
0135 
0\36 
013' 
0138 
0139 
S 
c 
c 
C 
11 
. 
. i , 
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~ONTINUE 
I PRE5E~TS PROGRA~MING VOLV~Gf 
t
' WAVETEK OUTPUT. -
C LL RnAC(2,VA) . 
SWITCHES ELECTPONIC SklTCH ON 
C LL RO'CC3,8.~1l 
C~lL TIMER(ITI~E(1),2Z64) 
C'ONTINLJ~ 
1
1<0,9 X'C208' 
5TItI,9 IVAR 
iF(JVAR.~T.~~IC~UNT.lt.OU~T-S F(IPElAY.EQ.-l)r,O TO 11 o T 0 11/1 •. - - -.-'.- _.. .• ONTI~llI~ 
~~~~A ~ i~EP (101'!H0I0'A00', 2~64'; 
~ALl TRtGRC2Z61). 
RETURN 
:EH!') 
'1~~ 
. Cl! ! 41 
8,42 
0143 
0144 
014~ 
01<6 
rU47 
._0148 
JIl149 
e15~ 
elel 
0t:i2 
01~J 
0154 
0l~5 
0\56 
0157 
lFORTRA~H LS,GO,S 
C 
c 
s 
s 
s 
S 
c 
c 
HI 
20 
S .01 '8 
0159 
01bl'l 
SU51 
0162 
0163 
0154 
IUb~ 
0166 
0167 
0t6!; 
el/\g 
.017~ t 
117l C 
S 
30 
S 
S 
0172 C 
.0173 
0174 
0115 C 
0176. 
SUePQUTINF, PULSER 
COMMON/CES/lPUL 
IF(IPUL.E~.V.)r.O TO 1~ 
00 1101 I a l,IPI.lL 
L~,9 c8l8~~~~000 
WO.9 ··:_·-:-'::"X'C218, .. -- --
"lw,9· .• 81~A~~0P00 
WO,Q X'C218' 
COfllT I~IIJE 
RETURN 
ENTRY ZEROSET 
CONTIt-'lJf 
LW,g .8ze~~0~000 _ 
. WD,9 X'C218' 
DO ~jiII J.t,l~OJPI 
CONTINUE 
l~,9 c81~~~~~~~0 
wo,; X'C2l8' 
DO ~PI J.l,10~~ 
CIjNTI"liJE 
CALL RAOC5(1,V,1~.~,1' 
IF(V.LT.3.8)GO TO 20 
R~TURIII 
EN"-
SUSRnUTIN~ REL~ASE 
co~~n~/~~v~/I~ELAy,IA~P,ICOUNT 
_'JORT ~Oll TI~~E 
UUT-S 
FOR COt-\PfNSATfD 
"In 
AP8 
1I)ELAY=-1 ~ . 
CALL OlSAe(2Z5~,2Z6t,2Z54,27.~5,~Z~7t27.5~.2ze~, 
•• 
.. 017g 
018i11. S 
, 0161 
01~2 
,0183 C 
,eHs4 C 
·0185 C 
..... CAl.l Ir/AVETEK 
CAL1.9 
SUBROUTJN~ ~ESTART 
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01'36 
;:01 ij7 
; UHll:I 
·0189 
· 01~0 
C RF.STARTS THE PROGRAM F~OM THF. VERY 
C kEHINOING TH~ RAO fILE "LLE4RS", 
CO/'iMOr../M/M,IRST 
COM~O~/~AVE/lnELAV,IAMP,ICOUNT 
BEGINNING 
:~: e 191 
019~ 
.- lU93 
0194 
:0195 
· e 196 
01~1 
Mt9,. 
: 019P r. 
.020'" C 
M." .... :,--:=.,'.;= 
IIJELA.h-l 
lRSr-l 
C~LL OrSA9(2l~7) 
CALt. EN AB (2£68) 
CALL THIGR(n~~) 
RETURN '_. 
END 
SUBROUTI~F LCO~TR~ 
· 0201 C 
02~2 
0203 
1204 
C THI~ sURRnUTINE HOLrySCDNTROL OF THE OVERALL AC1ION 
: 02i6:S 
· e2~e 
° '-tit 1 
PJ;:»i!'8 
· 8209 
.'210 
0~1t 
0212 
021:) 
0214 
.0215 
·"216 
PI::!! 7 
e2.1~ 
0219 
022" 
0121 
QI'-2c 
0223 
0224 
022S 
8226 
~227 
0228 
0i!2g 
e2;'~ 
"'31 
"232 
0233 
r-2J4 
92J!l 
A236 
0237 
02;i8 
C OF THE AUOIOMETEP. 
tnH~ON/r,/F(6),THRENC(~),TNC~A(61 
COMMON/JII'I'l,II-1ST 
CO~HOH/MAYN'ITfST.Jf 
O~T. F/25~.,50~.,10~0.;2~00 •• 40e0.)8000.1_ 
CALL COCIN1T(L) . 
tRShlo1 
GO 10 C12,1~,t4),M 
CO~~O~/A/L,t,~,tL!N 
CALL ~TNL(25,'AUnIOMETER ~EADY FOR TEST" 
CALL WT~L(22,'TVPE IN DATA REQUESTED'] 
CALL. SEGl.r:1O Cl fi' -' 
CA\.1. MAt~ 
IF(ITEST.EO.2) r,O TO 12 
CALL WTNL(l~, 'LOn~ING FOR PILE') 
tALL. SEr.LOO ( 1) 
CALL OII'ECTOR't 
CALL Sf,:GL/HI (5) 
CALL QIo/I)f::P.IN 
12 CONTINUE 
CAU. se::r.v)n (7) 
CALL EARTFST 
C4U Sf;GLnOOt) 
RETUlHI 
10 CON11~UE 
CALL SEGLf)O(2) 
CALL SEr.LOI) r 3) 
CALL SF-GLOD (13' 
CAll. Jo/EFILE 
14 CIlNTI~IUE 
CALL SEGlOO (5) 
CALL. PRESS 
CAll S!!G\.C1O Cl A' 
REl'U"'" 
ENO 
__ 02J9 
0240 
· 0'41 
0242 
0243 
111244 
· (11245 
01?46 
0247 
0~4a 
··0?4Y 
0250 
;i.02H· 
"~!S2 
._0~!j:S 
0254 
0::!55 
02~6 
· 0~5' 
0258 
8259 
0250 
~.0261 
"262 
0263 
0~64 
0265 
0266-
0~67 
_.0268 
0259 
B~7111 
0271 
0~72 
0213 
.0214 
1"275 
Q216 
0277 
.1278 
QI~7Q 
(lI~8~ 
"'81 
02ij2 
0283 
0264 
0~85 
fIl2~S 
A2b7 
02"8 
~~8q 
0,-SHt 
·1II2~1.. 
0'92 
8293 
"'-9' 
0?S,5 
029& 
~2~7 
8~~8 
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c 
c 
C 
lASSIGNI(MrCt,Ot,AJH~QWT) 
IM~CrlSYM CI,GrJ 
ifORTRA~H GO,S~LS~ 
. S ~ROUTINF. MAIN -
C SU~, OUTl~JE TO INPUT THE INITIAL DATA NECESSARV 
C TQ~PERFORM THF, TEST.(WN,OATE,ETC.) 
I~ENSION 10T(2) . 
". - NTEGE~ ~N . _ 
31 
C 
C 
C 
S 
S 
S 
c 
~NTEGE~ TrrlE CA) 
dOMMON/R/L,r,K,IlIN _ . 
COMMON/GF.N/~A,NP,TAPE,J~S,NR,WN 
tOMMON/CGO/JE 
~O~MON/ORn/NF.NT,THPEPP(1~,6),THRf.PL(10,6"OATfCl~) 
tOMMGN/DT/IDATE . 
COHf10N/F.~/IH 
~OM~O~/MAYN/ITEST,JF 
COMHON/TIH/ITIMF(l~) 
IN1EGER I06(S"PERIOOC4,2',ITIM(10),FREQ(A) 
IM.l~+\ _ 
CALL H~AC(2,0.0,4,-10.0' 
ITESTcw:' 
lSTAT-0 
tF(I~.f.~.l)GO TO 31 
CAll E'U!ilE 
.. CAL.L HOf'lF. 
CONTINUE 
OuTPUTS THE nATE AND TIM£ ON THE OPERATING 
CUMMU~IICATI()t.lS uNIT. ____ ._ 
LI,9 .TIf'lE 
__ AW,9 8Sl1C1000000 .:-_ 
CALI,A 9 - .-
CALL CwRITE(L,2Z1S,3,1,ISTATl 
CALL Cft~ITECL,iIME,~,10,lST.T) 
C READS tN wORKS NUMBER 
c 
c 
CALL WT~L 
CALL RDNL(15,'TYPE WOR~S NO. ,,~N' 
CALL CwRIT~CL,8Z1515~7e1,0,4,tSTAT) 
REAOS IN THE OATE 
CALL C~RITE(L.82~74~4~~7,0,A,tSTAT] 
CALL RONL(10,ITYPE DATE I,IOATEl 
c 
C A~KS ~H!THER OPER~TION IS TO BE AUTO. OR MANUAL. 
CALL CwHITE(l,8Z074~4~~7,0,~,ISTAT) 
33 CO"'Tt~u~ CALL C~OOSE(16,ITYPE MAN OR AUTO',l.'AUTO,HANUALt',ITEST) 
JF(ITEST.E~.~)&O TO 33 .' 
CALL wTNL 
C IT~ST=l Fn~ AUTO~ArIC ~UN~ING AND 2 FO~ MANUAL RUNNING 
IF(Il~ST.EQ.l)GO TO 7~ . 
C C ~E&OS IN T~E VALUE OF F~EQUENCY ~EQUIREQ FOR T~E TEST 
JFa0 
0~9g 
_0300 
:g3Al 
031tJ2 
·03~3 
03~4 
• 03Ct'5 
ClJe6 
03;,17 
03~8 
·.03~9 
0310 
0:\11 
.e312 
0313 
0314 
1315 
031~ 
0317 
0~la 
831!.1 
032~ 
8321 
8322 
0323 
Ul3~4 
8325 
0~26 
032t1 
e32~ 
11329 
.033~ 
0331 
8332 
0~33 
111334 
0335 
0:!t36 
flU7 
I'33a 
03'!9 
034" 
0341 
1342 
0343 
0344 
11345 
1346 
8347 
0348 
0349 
035v1 
'3~1 
0352 
1i13~;) 
0354 
0355 
"3~~ 
1357 
"3!;~ 
32 
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CONTINllF. 
C~LL CHOOS~(3Q,ITfST FPF.~.~ 
&~,10~0,2~r.~,4~~0,80~eJt,JF) 
IF(JF.EQ.0)GO TO 32 
70 . 
c 
CONT INUE; 
c 
r; 
c 
c 
c 
t 
C 
C 
C 
C 
--
TIME ITIME(2) SETS T~E SILENT PE~IOD 
ITIME(l) SETS THE ouRATIO~ OF THE TONE 
CALL CW~ITE(L,dZ151507~7,~,4,ISTAT) 
CALL RONLC11,'TGNE OUR.= ',lTIM(l) 
CALL RDNL(11,tkEST OUR.- ',IT1M(2)) 
00 72 IC~hl,2 
72 I T I HE ( le R , :: I T t M C I eR) .: 2 "--". 
" ,,"" "RETURN 
END 
SU~ROUTrNf. OIRECTORV 
Loa~s AT TH£ OIklCTo~Y ON MA~.tAPt.DECIOES 
EXISTS FOR THE WORKS NO. IF "YES" IT fINDS 
IT,IF"NQ" IT CALLS FILEGO. 
IF A RECORD 
AND ~EAOS 
NRaNO. OF RECOROS NFaPOSITlnN OF RECORD ON TAPE. 
COMMON/GEN/NA,NS,TAPE,JRS,NR.WN 
INTEr;ER WN 
tOM~ON/FILE/A(250) -. 
CO~MON/ORO/NF,NT,THREPR(10.6),T~REPL(10,6),OATE(1~1 
JRScij 
CAlL. 5FGVIO (2) 
CALL. SEGl.OO(J) 
CALL RaF FI~ 
C .READS FIRST ~ECOP.D OFF HAG.TAPE.FIRST WORD IS TfoIE 
C NUMA~~ OF ~Er.OROS. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
2 
~Jl.~(1) 
~ORKS NU~REq RECORD POSITIONS ARE GIVEN BV THE (WN.,)TH 
MtMBE~ CF THE ARRAY.CE.G ~N:~5 ~ILL BE IN POSITION 46). 
NF=A(lriN+ t) 
IF(NF.NE.0)GO TO 2 
CALL SEfot.no (3) 
CAl.L SF.Gl.nO(4) 
CALL FII.F.GO 
CONTINUE 
JRS-NF 
CALL SEGLOO(2) 
CALL f10FFIN 
RETURN 
fNO 
SUaRO'JTIN~ ROFFOUl' 
C C.~LS UECSKIg TO THE QE~uIREO RECORD BUFFERS IT OUT 
C AND ~EwtNOS T~E MAG. TAPE. 
COMMON/G~N/NA,NR,TAPE,JRS,NR,WN 
ImEGER AN 
COMMON/FI~E/AC25~) 
IF(JRS.~1.~)GO TO 12 _ 
JRS2s2*J~S .~ 
CALL RECSKIP(JRS2) 
0359 
0MVi 
1:)61 
8362 
031)3 
0364 
0365 
"366 C 
031)7 C 
8MS 'C 
12 
10 
11 
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tOt-IT 1 NuE 
C'LL 8UFFE~ OUT(NA,NB,A,250,I~ 
G~ TO (1\.-\,11),1 
~ONTINUE 
R "'lND TAPE 
R TURN 
. E 0 
U8HOUTINE BOFFIN .0369 
113701 
-0371 
"11:\72 
C CALL ~tCKS~IP TO THE REQUIRED RECORO,8UFFERS 
D1~73 
8374 
.0375 
0376 
JI377 
1378 
0379 
038~ 
.83&1 
1362 
1383 
03154 
038!) 
0386 
03d7 
038& 
C IT I AND REWINDS ,THE ,MAG. TAPE. .,' ._~.:;"_.~,,,,_,~=-=-":. 
~ BECA~SE EACH ~ECORO IS SEPERATEO FROM THE NE~T BY A 
C BLAN~ FILc,AlL SKIPPING ~UST BE TO 2*Nf. ~OMMON/GiN/NA,NB,TAPE,JRStNR,WN ~ 
C 
C 
C 
INTEGER ~N 
~O~MON/FILF'A(~50) 
IJRS2:a2*JRS 
:CALL RECS~IPCJ~S2) 
CALL 8UfFE~ INtNA,NB,A,250,I) 
l0 GO TO (t~,11),I 
11 CON T ItJUE 
REWIND TAPE 
RETIJ~III 
END 
SU8ROUTINE FILEGO 
C ,UPOAT(S THt: OIRECTOPY fILE AND CALLS "BOFFOUT" WITH 
c • aLANK FILE FOR WN. 
tO~MO~/B/L,I,K,t~IN 
COMMUNIr.EN/NA,NB,TAPE,J~S,NR,WN 
INTtGER Will ,. _." -_ .. -- ~-
.. , 
e;se~ 
83971 
8391 
0392 
0J93 
03i' 
ra~95 
"3gb 
I!~Q7 
039~ 
COMHO~/FILE/~(2S~) 
tO~MON/O"~/NF,NT,THREPR(10,6),THRF.PL(10,6',DATEC10) 
tALL C~RITE(L.611~15e7r.'.0.4,IST~T) 
'''3~9 
1 .. 00 
111401 
04~2 
04~3 
0404 
"~l)~ . 
0405 
e4~7 
0'''8 
04t9 
0410 
0411 
0412 
. "13 
0414 
'041:5 
0416 
0417 
0418 
c 
c 
c 
c 
10 
CALL ~TNLC11"NEW PATIENT') 
N~.NR+l 
A Cl h~JR 
A(WN+1) CNR 
NFsNR 
CAll.. 1:\0fFOUT 
JR$:aNR 
00 1~ 151,~5~ 
ACl)cC. 
CALL 80FFOUT 
finU~N 
END 
SU8ROUTINE OQnE~lN 
ORDERS I~R€PR,T~~EPl,DATE FWCM T~R ARRAY A(l) 
tOMMON/GE~/~A,N~,TAPE.JPS,~R,WN 
INTEGEH WN,O.TE .. 
COM~O~/FILt/A(2~m) 
COM~ON/DRD/NF,~T,TH~EPR(1~,6),THQEPL(10,6),O~TEC1~) 
0419 
0420 
0421 
0"2~ 
.0423 
0424 
0425 
fI'21) 
01127 
0'26 
04~Y 
04,50 _ 
-0431' 
0432 
8433 
8434 
043' 
".436 
0437 
0438 
0439 
044~ 
. ora 441 
U42 
00443 
&1444 -
tU4:; 
U41j 
0447 
fl448 
'449 
045~) 
0451 
U~2 
0'~~i 
04S4 
.U55 
0456 
8457 
84:58 
".5g 
0460 
00461 
0462 
1463 
(U04 
"65 
U6ti 
~4~7 
'0468 
p469 
0A7~ 
0411 
14472 
0.i73 
0474 
18415 
U76 
0477 
0478 
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. Nhl(t) 
WMITE(108,1~3'~T 0 0 • 
1-1 0 -
IF(NT.EO.~}Gn TO 501 
00 ~0W1 Jlcl,NT _0 __ _ 
00 300 Iq _1,15 
°l_t+l 
THREPR(Jl,Kl)aA(I) 
cnNTfNut: 
00 2 .. ,v.l J2-1, II/T 
00 200 k21111,b 
X-I+l THREPL(J2,~2).ACli~ 
CtlNUNUe:; 
DO A00 J3al, NT --
IaI+l 
400 
C 
PATE (J3) :A(I) 
CONTINUE 
C 
C 
THIS SECTION Sn~TS THE DATA INTO LOGICAL TEST PESULT 
ORDER ~OR OUTPUTTING TO T~E VDU oR LINf~F"INTER. 
K-1 0 
~~I1E(10a,100)W~ . 
WRITE (108, 2~ 1) 
201 ff1F-MATCII,2!>X,5H QIGI-IT,52X,5H LEFT,25X,5H DATE,/) 
00 40 La 1,NT 
J~.K+1 
t<aJL+S 
JHall+1+ eNT"'l) *6 
JR2cJR+5 
"RITE(1~8,2~2l(~(I',I.JL,K),C4(I),1·JR,JR2).(A(~T*12+~+1») 
202 fO~~AT(1~,6F8.1,8X,5fB.l,8X,15) . 
40 CONTINUE -0 .0 • 
~~tTECt~8,1~5) .~ 
1~5 
100 
C 
fORhAI(/,S2X,14H ************* , 
FOWHATCIIIII,8X,20H ~nR~S RECO~D NU~8ER ,2X,1) 
FOR~.T( tNUMeE~ OF TESTS RECORDED a t,ll 
QETU~N 
c 
c 
c 
c 
U3 
501 
END 
SU8'OUTl~E REFIL~ O~DEHS T~E ARk~Y ~(J) FROM THE VALUES OF THREPR,THREPLiOATE 
COM"ON/G~~/NA.MR,TAFF,J~~,N~,WN 
COM~ON/FtLE/A(25~) 0 
CO"MaN/ORD/~F.NT,TMREPR(10,6),THREPL(la,6),OATEC'0) 
CO"'~Of\l/DT/luATE 
INTEGEI< wN,OATt:: 
AU)&NT 
Jal 
DO U U.l ,~T 
on 10 Kl=l,t) 
J-J+t 
A(J).THREP~(Il,Kl) 
CON r I NUt:: . __ _ 
00 ~A I2-t,t..T 
DO 2~ 1<2- tr 6 
JaJ+l 
t47g 
0<060 
0Atfl 
04ti2 
00463 
0484 
0485 
04d6 
0467 
.0486 
tUg 
0490 
:'''4~ 1 0492 
JIJ4l93 
~.94 
0AgS 
0496 
111497 
0498 
0499 
05V10· 
:·'501 
0502 
~5~3 
eslU 
0505 
"5~o 
~51b7 
0508 
0509 
0~U 
0S11 
0512 
0513 
0!H4 
0515 
0~16 
0517 
0518 
0519 
fl)5~0 
18521 
0SU 
0523 
~~24 
0525 
0526 
0I!Sa7 
0528 
0529 
053D1 
0531 
053? 
·0533 
0534 
0~35 
0536 
0537 
0~3d 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 
C 
A(J).THREP~(I2,~2) 
CONTINUE 
UHf (NT):; IDATE 
00 31~ IJal,NT 
J.J+l 
A (J) .OATE (13) 
COp-ITtNIJE 
JR5=NF 
CALL 60FfOUT 
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THIS SECTION SORTS T~E OATA INTO ~OGICAL TEST RESULT 
O~OE~ FOR nUTPUTTING lO THE HAG.TAPE. 
_ -:: .. - Kal·· .. -'.·.::0.,~;" .~ ... -~:.;:. .•.. . ... - .... 
. ~RITe:(1~6,l"'I1)WN 
. WRITE(108.2~1) 
201 FORMAT(/1.2~X,6H RIGHT,52X 1 5H LfFT,25X,5H DATE, I)· 
00 A~ Llll,NT 
JL a 1'.'" 1 
"IIJI.+~ 
JkaK+ t+ (NT-1).6 
- - -, 
- - .-.-. -" .. 
JR2. JP+5 : ... ~RtTE(1~R,2~0)(A(I)'I.JL,K),CA(I),I=JR,JR2),(A(NT.12.L+1»)-
2~0 FORMAT(1t,6fS.l,8X,EFa.l,8X,1 6) .. 
40 CONTINIlF 
"~ITE(1~~,t~5l 
105 FORMATC/,52X,\4H _.* •• * ••• *.** ) 
100FORMAT(IIIII,6~,20H WORKS RECOHP NUMBER ,2X,I) 
RETURN 
.. _!NO. 
SUn~OUTtNE ~~OTTER "PLOTTE~" IS ON 2Z69,PROOUCES AIJOIOGRAMS FOR BOTH EARS 
ON THE VOU. . 
DIMENSION FQ(6),ITFC4),lF(1~) 
INTEGER T~(2)/8Z09C9C7Ca.62E3404~401 
INTEGE~ IPA(9)/6Zt9n74~Cl.BZ4~E34rC9.AZ40C54~05,8Z40E34040,eZ4040 
&C140,8ZE44~C440.8ZC940064~t8ZC740"940,82C140041F/ 
COMMON/JOT/II..IN ....... -
INTEGER I1N 
COMMOfo.:/O r 11 OATE 
CO~MaNIGe~/NA,NA,TAPEIJPS,NR,WN 
COMMON/O~D/~F,NT.TH~EPR(lA,6).T~REPLr·­
OATA ITF/'FREOUENCY (~HZ) " 
DATA FQ/~.2,0.~,1.0,2.0,4.0,8.01 
LcILIN-2-
CALl.. CSTAQTCL,I5TATl 
CALL CSe:TCL.132,~)..:..o.,c ..... " -~.-.~ .. -.. -.: 
CALL ERASE 
UTAT=:cf 
PEN TO STA~T POSITION F~~ LMS GRAPH 
tALl.. TPlOT(~.1~~,4~~) . 
c C PLOTS 63 OOTS ACC~05S SC~fE~ lOSHO T~RESHOLO 
C NO~~AL LHS GRAP~. 
IVl)al~~ 
lyl)·40~ 
_ (1153P 
eS40 
0541 
0542 
0543 
0ti 4 4 
0S45 
0~46 
" t.l547 
0~48 
0~4P 
A550 
;: 8551 
'1/15:;" 
0S~3 
Pl5S4 
'0555 
0555 
05~7 
0558 
0S5Q 
~56r'J 
0561 
,.M562 
0563 
,0504 
0S65 
e~66 
1557 
115«>8 
f.!S69 
115'" 
0571 
0512 
0573 
0574 
. ~~75 
fJS76 
0571 
0,518 
RS19 
05&a 
05&! 
0582 
0583 
8sa4 
eS&5 
e58fi 
0567 
05tSti 
05li9 
0590 
0591 
0592 
8593 
0594 
,!)95 
8596 
0591 
0598 
220 
C 
C 
c 
c 
110 
c 
t 
C 
c 
c 
320 
C 
C 
c 
c 
21" 
t 
C 
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·un 220 JO-l,60 
CALL TPLOT(l,IXOJIYO) 
IXO-IX[l+5 
C~LL TPLOT(0,IXO,lYOl 
.. 
ORAwS V~RTICAL AXIS LHS GRAPH 
,CALL TPLOT(0,1~0,450) 
CALL TPLOTtwl,10~,<0~) 
ORAWS HOR!ZONTAL AXIS WITH MAR~ER BLIPS 
1YOc 1 ~5 
IX&10~ , 
00 110 JX-l,6 ---
IXclx+!l~ 
CALL TPlOT(·1,IX,~00} 
CALL TPL~T(·l,IX,lVO) 
CALL TPLOT(~,IX,200) 
~LOTS 1ST ~CI~T ~IT~ AN i 
Jyc(40~-2*T~REPR(NT,1) 
lXC~G3*1"'HI0 
tALL TPLOT(~,IX,IY) 
. CALL AL.PHA ,,- -=.~'. :"'---,,""- :~'--,-
CALl CWRITtlL,2296,~,1,ISTAT) 
PLOTS NEXT FIVE WITH AN a 
DO 1~0 JP=2,6 .. 
Z X-St7llfJP .. t ~j~ 
IV.(d00-2*rHREPR(NT,JP» 
_ CALL 1 PLOT (0 • IX, 1 y )_'~"--.-:-:'--=='o~.:::-CALL ALPHA ., -, 
CALL Cw~lTE(L,2ZQ6,3,1,ISTAT) 
CONTINUE ...' -
PEN TO START POSI'ION FOR RHS GRAPH 
. CAU TPLOT (0,6""',4"'''' ____ .-
PLOTS 60 nOTS FOR RHS r.AAP~ 
IXO·6ii0 -- - . -.. -. 
DO 32111 In=1,S0 
CALL TPlQT(l,r XO,IrO) 
IXO.IXO+S 
CALL TPLOT(0,I~D,IYO) 
DRAwS VeuT UI S RHS GfI.-. ,-
CALL TPlOT(~,6~0,45~) 
CAL~ TPLOT(-1,~~0,20~) 
O~AwS ~O~tZ AXIS WITH SLtPS RH! GRAPH 
IXIl6L'~ 
DO 21~ JXL=1,6 
Ha I )C+!)0 
CALL TPLOT(-1,IX,2~0) 
CALL lPLnTC-l,rX,IYO) 
CALL TPLOT(~,IX,200) 
PLOTS 1ST PQI"T w!T~ AN X 
rY.(40~-2~THREPL(NT/l» 
I)t1l:5(··-1.b~~ 
CALL rpLaT(~,I~,IY' 
:.0599 
~6"'0 
~601 
e~~2 
· 06~~ 
..,604 
·0605 
· ~606 
· ·~fi~7 . 
.06~8 
0f.i~g 
061 .. 
~ tell 
0612 
::.06U 
,)l5U 
:.0tH5 
.~f)lfi 
: 'fit7 
01511\ 
:" 0619 
. 0~20 
••. e~21 
ftf122 . 
'0623 
ee;2111 
. I1Ib;!~ 
0e26 
fl627 
.. eli2S 
, 0629 
063a 
0fi~1 
· 0632 
~fS33 
._ ~63' 
. 063' 
0f136 
e~31 
.0U8 
n 0639 
0f;40 
. 0641 
0114? 
,~'43 
_ 06U 
-:. 0645 
064e 
'.~ 0~47 
'. 0fi48 
- ~fi49 
06'" 
-~. 01'51-
0"~2 
"653 
~~~4 
o L. 0655 
.06~6 
06~1 . 
~651j 
c 
c 
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. '--. CA,ll ALP"'A _ -.-: c •. ," c' 
CA,LL twRITE(L,2lA1,3,l,lSTATl' 
p lOTS ~EXT FIVE 'wtTH'~N'X 
D 29)(/\ J~L.2,6 
1 =(4~~-2.T~kfP~(NT,JPL') 
I .5W1*JPL+fH~0 
C Ll TPLnT(~,IX,IV) 
C Ll AI.PHA 
C~LL tW~lTE(L.2ZA7,3,1,ISTAT) 
C 200 'rNt INUE '. .'- _:;:.'_: .. :. .. ,~:_:o·._· 
C· '~:''':-:':'~UTPUiS LEfT .OVER .R. HS GRA.PH. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c-
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ALL TPlOT(P-,64~,5~~) 
. '. All ALP~". .C· _. c_ . 
CALL CWRITE(L,8103C5t6E3,0,4,ISTA T) 
I 
I OUTPVTS RtG~T OVER LHS GRAPH 
tALL T~LUT(~,~o~,5~0) -
c.LL ALPHA 
.CALL CWRITECL,TR,0,8,IST1Tl 
OUTPUTS HEAOTNO PArl~~T AUDIOGRAM 
CALL TPL~T(0,2~A,6~~' 
tALL aLPHa 
C~LL tWRITE(L,IPA,0,~6,ISTAT) 
CALL ~TNI.. 
CALL WTNL(11,lwn~KS N". ',~N' 
CAl~ WTH~(11,'TEST O~TE . ',lOATE) 
0/' +1~0 ON ~HS GPAPH 
CALL TPLnT(0,550,200) 
CALL ALP"" CALL CWP.ITE(L,814EF1F~F~,A,4,tSTAT) 
0116 .1 R.0 ON LH S GR AP"'-
CALL TPLnTC0,5~,2~0) 
tALL ALPHA 
CALL twRIT~(L,8Z4EFlf~F0,~,4,lSTAT) 
OIP ~08 ON I..HS GRAPH 
CALL TPLQT (k'I ,50, 4~0) 
eAU. ALPHA 
CALL C.~IrE(L,6ZF0~4C248,0,4,lSr.'T) 
OIP 00ij ON RHS GRAPH 
CALL TPLOT(0,5~~,4~0) 
CALL ALPHA . 
CALL C~~ITE(L,8IF~64C24~,0,4,I5T~T) 
C 
C O/P FHEQ AXIS LABELLING LMS THEN RHS 
1 XFa\2 5 -- --_. _. ---",-,",,- ~ 
25~ CO'-TlNI.lE 
00' 24P "F.l, 6 
CALL TPLOT(~,IXF,175) 
CALL ALP,U 
IXF=t1(F+5G1 
tNconE(l~,lrl,IF)FQ(MF) 
1~lFORM'T(F3.1) 
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-.'~ --- .... - ... ~ .. ~ .... ~~-.-
240 CALL C~RtTE(L,tF,~/1~,IST4T) e6'9 
Ati60 
iJ661 
.662 
.663 
.604 
.&65 
0fi66 
0661 
ee68 
"669 
c 
C 
261'1 
Ir(IYF.GT.7~~)GQ TO 260 
tlCFc625 I 
GO TO 25., 
--
PIP LAREl FRe,QUENCY (KHZ)ON LHS THEN RHS 
CONTINUE 
CAl.l TPLOT U, ,150 ,15~)-,- -- .. 
CALL ALP~A ' 
CALL CWRITE(L,ITF.~,16,ISTAT) 
CALL TPLOT(0,65~,150J ., 
.. '67" 
0671 
8612 C 
e61~ c 
0#i1. 
061' 
0Gl! 
C.Ll ~LPIofA----.---.- .. --
.-- CALL C~RITECLfrTF~0~1~~tstATl 
'617 (1678 
"fj1~ 
,'688 C 
,,6"1 
1682 
.r6U 
"1;84, 
, IIe;65 C 
81586 C 
:.:..9607 " C. 
8688 
'8~89 
ee911J 
0691 
'1592 
-,8693 
8694 
~ ef;95 
0696 
,"8b91 , 
'ee9' 
, M99 
~7'" 
'07.' 
0782 
818J 
e1e~, 
11'" ,'~6 -
."" 911.' 
, '7(49 
'7 If) 
~7U 
0712 
.7U 
c 
c 
,0114 
;'."5 C 
a7J!:' c 
8717 S 
0718 S 
615 
1 
O/P SPL l~S THEN' RHS - :.' .. -
CALl. TPLQ't(I,,45,310) '-' .... ---
CALL Il.pJoIA 
CALL CW~ITE(L,~ZE207~34~,0,A,TSTAT) 
CAll TPL~T(~,~45,310) . 
C.lLL·.IlP~A 
tALL C~RITE(~,~ZE201034a,a,~,ISTAT) 
, ' 
CAI..t. 1-10'-£ .i·,-:-,.--,,-,"':Y:"-_:··~:-'_:::>'-~'_' -,: 
CALL ~T~l(26,'PRESS FOR ~ESTA~T OR 
RETU~~ 
.ENO 
~uaRoUTIN£ £.~TEST 
COMMON/J'l/M,IRST 
CO,","'ON 11'11.1 HL,.\J SS 
CU~MON/8/L,!,~,rL1N 
tO~MON/C/F(6),THRENC(6),TNCWA(6) 
tO~1!'10N/e\..nGI J 
AI:JORf') . 
COMMON/C.in I JE CO~~ONIOHnINFtNT,THREPp(1~,e),THRF.FLC10,6),OATE(10) 
CO"MON/~AVE/!DELAV,IAMP,ICOUNT 
CO"~ON/~AYN/ITEST,JF 
CO"''''ON/NOT/NOn:' 
J-t ONLY IF F~TERING FROM SU8. TFST HAVING 
SAHPL~O A ~E&PONSE. 
IF(J.EQ.t)GO TO 2~ 
NT.NT+l ' 
IWj:lT.e 
,.~ 
IF(rT~S1.fO.2'GO TO 61 
. CONUAlUE 
1-1·t 
tF(ITEST.~Q.2)I.JF 
JSCC-0 
JC·~ 
JEc0 
COI.JTINUE 
JEeJE+l 
IF(J~.F.Q.?)GO TO 1~ 
CLOS~~ RELAY 4 F"R RIGHT EAR 
L~,g ~8lH~~?'PI0 
~O,g X'C22~1 
.0719 
0720 
0721 
072~ 
072~ 
· &1)724 
· 0725 
.1'1726 
'-;0727 
0728 
2072~ 
073 .. 
~;.,:'731 
0732 
.;.1733 
111734 
··17;;5 
073~ . 
~ 0731 
0738 
-073g 
07.~ 
'. 0"1 
07A2 
07.t3 
0714 
8745 
· 07.6 07., 
._07U 
a14~' 
0750 
07:)1 
0752 
07~3 
0754 
07~' 
07~6 
07:)7 
0756 
·0769 
0760 
.(1761 
0762 
"763 
"764 
176:; 
0766 
0767 
11768 
"769 
e77~ 
a771 . 
~"2 
077~ 
0174 
0715 
Gl77tS 
0771 
0778 
t 
10 
C. 
t 
$ 
S 
C 
11 
C 
./ 'GO 'TO 11-
CPNTtNUE 
O~ENS RF.LAY 
LW,9 
1110,9 
CONTINUE 
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4 FO~ \.EFT EAR 
.8Zr.~~H\~0Q10 
'PC224' 
RIGHT OR lfFT EAR DECISION 
C JEsl 
e 
MEANS T~E RIG~T EAR IS UNOER TEST, JEa2 LEFT e.R 
ONTJNUE 
c 
F(NQTE.ErJ.l)GO ·1.0.87.-., 
ALL SEGL(lO (12) 
AI..I.. AGECOMP 
6 /CClNTIt..UE J.,. '. 
IC~Ll Se:GUlO(8) 
iCli..L AUDIO'" .... 
;RETURN 
2~ CONTINUE ... ' ' .. 
WkITES ON THE VOU THE LO$5 ,COHPENSATION'~O C~LLS SUB'GO' 
IFCNOTE.E~.l)GO TO 9 
CALL ~T!oIL. 
CALL ~TNL(~3.'THRESHOLO COMPEHS~TtON ~ITH AGE '.TNC~A(I)) 
CONTt~UE 
·IFCNOTE.EQ.l)CALL Wi~L(19,' THRESHOLD LEVEL. '.HLOSS) 
IF(NOTE.E~.2)CAlL WTNL(16,' HF.ARI~G LOSS c ',MLOS~) 
C CHECKS THAT ~~TH EA"S HAVF SEEN TESTEO IN TME ~ANUAL HOOf 
If(lTE5T.EU.2.A~O.JE.E~.2)GO TO 2 
IF(I.fQ.6.ANO.JE.EQ,2) GO TO 2 . 
c 
c 
C 
2 
H-A 
GO TO (1.6\!1),JE 
CO~IHNIJf. 
"'·2 CONTUHJE 
RETUf(N. 
ENO 
'FORTRANH RT,LS,GO,S 
C 
r. 
e 
SUBROUTINE AUDIOM 
COHMON/S/L,I,K,ILIN 
COt4"Ot-;/wTEIi IDf! 
COf""'O"I/HL IlilOS~ 
CO"HON/C/F(~),THRENC(6',TNC~A(6) 
COJoi"'Ot.l/~/""T~ST 
CO"'I"!ONI8LnGI J ___ . __ " .. 
CO~"ON/tGf'}1 JE _ ... - . -. . - ..... _____ -
C~M"'ONI"~n/~F,NT,THRfFRC10,61,THREPL(1~,6,,~ATE(1~) 
CO"'HON/~Avt/!nELA',IA~',JCCUNT 
COMMO~/MAVN/ITE5T,JF 
tO~~O~/Tl~/ITIME(l~) 
COMMON/NOT/NOTE 
l)IHfNSIO', TU (:':(1) 
C Jal ONLY IF t~TEQING ~AOM "TEST N HAVING SAMPL!O 
'77S1 C 
,'80 
e781 
fl782 
0783 
0784 
.78b 
8786 
0787 
"'~8 0789 
102 
. 1I7g~ 
87U 
01~2 
,793 
l7i. 
8795 
117gb 
111 
C 
"7g7 
8798 
8799 
0800 
8801' 
0802 
t1~~3 
f18~4 
18~5 
1111106 
se,7 
Isee 
(18;';9 
c 
",UJ 
0811 C 
~IIU2 C 
0&13C 
8114 8&" l!I'lU 
107 
106 
14" 
141 
C 
U17 
8'18 
1819· 
1820 
1821 
8622 
teu 
1824 c 
,82~ C 
e~26 c 
. ,827 
1828 
0129 
eU0 
eAU 
18.12. 
'R3~ t 
.1&34 C 
.U~ 
t!36 
'tl37 
.UB 
C 
C 
5 
6 
A RESPONSE. 
IF(J.f.O.11GO TO 121 
JSCCa0 
tPICalvl. ' 
TU (1) -313. 
IY-2E9 
JC-Qj 
h'HT=~ . 
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C.LL IoITNLC17,'TEST FREClUENCV ~ ',FU)) -
CALL SCGl,"£) (9) 
IFCIT~ST.EQ.2)CALL roo . 
~.':" .. : .c.;~:.~ 
IF (JF. .EI] .1. ANO. I. Ea .1. AND. %TEST. EG.1) CALL . GO.~_c., 
IF(L.Er~.l)GO TO 11'12' , .. ' '- .-'-=--=:"':-
CALL ~TNL(2~_'SOUNO P~~S5U~E'LEVEL (OS)') 
CALL CIiECK(L,HIOnE,ISTAT,16C)--· --+-'-'''''c-'-: 
IFCISTAT.EQ.2,Gn ,TO 1~2 __ . 
CONtlhUE 
THIS SFCTtO~ PREVENTS T~E TEST STEP ARRAl OVERFLO~lNG. 
JF((JC.l).LT.5~)GO TO 103 
CALL' ~TNLCle,IINDEClSlVE') , 
HLO~S:!.'I9q.g . _. _', 
GO TO 104 
CONTINUe: 
Ja0 
JC-JC+l 
lSTAT·~ 
'l"RT:l~R"+ 1 
QUTPUT~ TH~ INTENSlTY ~ALU€ ON THE VDU 
If(L.~Q.l)GO TO 106 
CAl.L wHTI HJC» 
CIl~jT tNUt 
OeaTIHJC) 
.~ .. 
THIS SECTlnN ENSURES 
uURtNG A RE5TA~T. 
THAT ·T[ST" OaES NOT OCCU~ 
IF(IRST.~E.llGO TO 
IDELlY·"l 
GO TO 141 
COf'4TtNUE 
CALL SEGLOO (10) 
CA!.I. ENAij(2267) 
CO~JT1NUE 
ICOUNT:0 
CALL EN'S (2Z65) 
14'" 
T~lS SEr.TlnN GENERATES 1 RANDOM NUMBER TO ADO TO 
T"£ ~EST DURATION • 
Iran 
1Y·IX"'ti~539 
IFClY)ti,6.ci 
lYaIY+2147483647+1 
"Flan 
"LaVFL*.4~5b613E-9 
YFL 15 A RANUO~ NUMP,ER 8£TWF.~N 0 AND 10~ 
lTRaVFL*tTIME(2)*1.~+tTIME(2' 
T~IS TIMEQ SETS T~E OEL'Y· ~ETWEFN 
A~~ fHE PRf.~E~rATlnN O~ T~E TONf. 
CA~l TIMER(tT~.~l65) 
THIS STATF.Mf~T 
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0839 RETURN 
f840 C I 
e841 121 EONTINUF. ., _. 
0h42 Irr(JC.~T.4)GO TO 110 . 
~S43 JIF(T1I(JC).~E.TII(JC·2).OR .TI!eJC-l).N£.TIT(JC-3)GO To 113 
8844 C OECiID~S IF THE PATIENT HAS SHOWN A YES~Nn YFS-NO . 
0845 C PA TERN OF RESPONSe. IF ANS~fR IS YES THEN TI1 IS 
0846 C ~E UCEn,NO Trl~N IT IS J~C~EA5EO. 
8e47 C DEClnES IF THEPATIE~T HAS SHO~N A YES NO YES NO PATTERN OF RESP 
~848 C IF ANSWER ABOVE ~A5A YES THEN THE VALUE Of TII IS REOUCED,NO INC 
0849 SCC=JSCC+l 
185~ F(JSCC.E~.f)T1NCa5.0 
0851 F(JSCC.E~.2)TINCa2.5 
88'2 F(JSCC.E~.3)GOTO 1~5 
0R53 113 ~~(I~RT.NE.~.OH.L.Ea.t)GO TO 11~ 
11854 C tWIn! EfIlS\JRES THAT ONL Y 5 VALUES OF INTENSITY FORf'4 
8855 C O'NE" ROW ON THE VDU. 
~856 itALL C~RITt(L,8Z001515A~,0,J,tSTAT) 
1l!51 IIWRT:~ .. . 
0858 110 ~ IF(ICOUNT.LT.~)GO TO 100 
eesgGO TO 101 
0S60 10~ Tll(JC+1)~TII(JC)-TINC 
Ubl ---:..: .... IF(TlltJC+1).LT ... lg.0)GC TO 10:). 
1~62 GO TO 11t .' 
8863 C THESE CONOlTION$ SET THE UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS 
1804 C OF THE INT~NSITY RA~GE. 
0865 '101 oTI1(JC+l)=TII(JC)+TI~C 
e~66 tFtTII(JC+1).GT.52.5)GO TO 105 
1867 GO TO 111 . 
. ""08 .. _. J~5. __ . CUNTI~UE _. ___ ._. . _ ~ ... _ 
111869' IF (J€. G T.1> GO -TO 114 .... 0_, •. - ,._.-
1870 C RIGHT EA~ LOSS CALCULATION 
8811 IF(ITEST.EQ.2)NT=1 
0312 IFCNOTE.fn.1)THREPR(~T,I).(Tlt(JC)+TlI(JC-1)/2. 
'&73 IF(NnTF..~Q.2)TM~EP~(NT,I)~CTII(JC)+TII(JC.1))/2 •• THRENC(2) 
e874.ijLOSS=TMqEP~(NT,1) 
aS15 104 CONTINUE 
8&76 H-l 
ee1' RETU~~ 
e87& 114 CONTI~UE 
,,7g C LEFT EA~ LO~~ tAL~ULATION 
'8$0 IF(~QTE.En.l)THREPL(NT,I).(TIt(JC'+Tlt(JC.l»J2. 
8881 IF(NOTE.EQ.2)THREPLCNT,I)=(TII(JC)+TIIeJC-1»/2.-THRENC(2) 
08d2 ~LOSS:TH~F.PL(NT.Il 
08$~ Hcl. 
eR~. RETU~~ 
06~~ ENO 
'fI66 C 
0887 C 
eM" C 
0889 
0"90 
8891 
0R~2 
0('93 
et'9' 
'''~5 88g6 C 
IUg7 . C 
.698 
'. . ~ . 
SUAROllTINE 
COMMot,/M/M,II'oI5T 
COMMON/SLDG/J .~ 
COM~ON/~Av~JIDELAY,IAMP,ICOUNT 
COHMO~/MAYN/ITEST,JF 
IF(lRsr.E~.l)~tTURN 
JaJ+l 
DEClnE ~~AT TO tALL A~ • RSULT ~F A FINISMEO 
~AMPLiNGSE5~ION~ 
- 'CAll lUOIOM 
.. 089g 
090" 
IlI9IU 
P.lg"'2 
'. 09~;) 
0qi4 
.0Pt"S 
09~6 
0901 
09~S 
091-19 
0910 
UU 
0P12 
0913 
0914 
0915 
~q16 
0917 
latH 8 
0~19 
092~ 
0921 
0922 
/lH~23 
"924 
0925 
092~ 
0921 
0926 
1929 
11930 
1nl 
0Q32 
IP33 
.934 
Ins 
ftq36 
0~~1 
0936 
e9~g 
eQ'0 
e~41 
'942 
00'3 
eQ·. 
e~45 
0945 
a947 
0048 
IIIq4g 
flg5¥1l 
"9'1 
0952 
e953 
e9t)4 
,0955 
ilg~S 
0957 
1IJ9'8 
t 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
e 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
t 
C 
r: 
c 
12 
1~ 
14 
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~.1 ONLY IF A LOSS HAS Sf EN CALCULATEO 
IF(M.~E.l1RETURN 
CALL [ARTEST 
"_2 O~LY IF THE ENTIRE TEST IS CO~PLETE 
IF (H. Ne. 2) I(fT')IolN 
I'(lr£ST.Ea.2'~=J 
CALL fNA'I(2Z6b) 
CALL TI'lGR (2Hiij) 
RETURN 
ENe> 
SIJ~RnIlTI~IF. GO 
TVPE"GO" TO A~LOw THE PROGRAM TO CONTINUE, 
"NOW TO ABaRT IT. 
CO~~ON/CGO/Jf-
DATA IOK/'OK'I,INO/'~O'I,IGO/'Gn'l 
:Ct.T.NUE· 
ClLL·"T~l. 
IF(JE.EO,t)GO TO 12 
I'(JE.EQ.~)GO TO 1~ 
CAI.L wTNlCQ, 'RIGHT EAR').-
GO TO 14 
CiLL ~T~Ll8,'L~FT EAR') 
CONTINUe: 
18C--2 . .--
CALL ~ONL(31,'TYPE GO fQR Tn~E OR NO TO AAORT',IBc,tG) 
IF(I~.hE.IGO.AND.IG.NE.INO)Gn To 11 
IF(IG.EQ.lNO)CALL RELE~SE 
CALL EP.ASE 
tALL ·ttOME 
RETURN 
ENfl 
SUHRQUTI"IE CEASE 
CQ~tt!Ct';leE:SI IFUL 
SU8FnUTI~E USED TO CEASE THE OUTPUT OF THE WAVETEK 
ON INTEHRUPT LEVEL 2264. 
CO~MON/~AV£/IOELAy,lA~P,ICOUNT 
~EDUCF.S wTK OUTPUT TO ~lNIMU~ 
CALl. ~OACC2,-J~.~) 
SWITCHES ELECTRONIC swITCH OFF 
CIlLL WOAC(3.~,\1) 
IPUL:3t-IPU\. 
SETS ATTENUATOR TO ~AXIMUM . 
CALL PUL5Eft 
lOE\..lYc-\ 
REilJHN 
ehO 
SuaQOuTtNF AG~C~MP 
urMEN5ro~ GAMMA(b~),T~REN(5),qETAC6) 
T).!R£SHOLO COMPENSATION "'ITM ACE CALCUt.UION AS 
1959 
ACl6~ 
1961 
0962 
"963 
flSHi4 
"~65 
0966 
0967 
0R68 
e1l6~ 
0970 
0971 
1972 
1I~7J 
0914 
~A75 
0976 
0977 
e978 
. 097Q . 
. ep8~ 
89bl 
1982 
I~HS3 
091$4 
• eQtS5 
. e9d6 
09d7 
e!)se 
,I9Sg 
Iftg90 
eg91 
0992 
0993 
egp4 
:PQS 
1995 
'991 
'9.98 
8~99 
10tD13 
Hni 1 
In!d2 
1.,"3 
tMI. 
100' 
1011J6 
1(.J~' 
1~~e 
lA..,g 
IPle 
tM1I 
tAU 
lP.13 
hH4 
:1"15 
US" 
1017 
191& 
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C PERiBS ••••• ~ FtGURfS. 
CO~MON/B/L.I.K,ILtN 
C~M~nN/C/F(6)'THNENC(5)'TNCW~C6' .. .-
o TA THREN/l1.2,6.A.4.2,1.~,.3.9,t5.JI 
o TA GAMMA/0.,~.,~.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,A •• 0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,~.,0.,0.,0.,0 
&.,0.,~ •• ~.,~ •• ~.,~.,3.2,J.7,4.4,5.,5.9,6.7,7.6.8.5,9.7,10.8,1?.2,1 
&~~8'15.7,17.1,1~.9,Pl.7,2J.6,2S.2,26.9,27.9,2Q.~,29.6,31.1,31.8,32 
&~~,33.3,34.~,34.5,~5.3,35.7,3R.A,36.8,J7.A,37.8,38.31 .... _ ... 
qAT~ bErA/~.~,~.0,~.0,~.06,~.32,a.431 . .. . ..... . 
~m~~~ .1lGO" TO iOI . ~.LL WT~L(18,'AGE OF PATIENT IS ',lAGE)· 
101 I CONTI~~E . 
. TNC~4(I)=afTA(I)·GAMMA(K' 
THRENC(I':THP€~(I)+THC~4CI' 
~ETURN 
'~NO ~U8ROUTI~E PRESS 
C AS~S THt npERAT"~ TO PRESS ONE OF THE EXT€~NAL .. 
C INTE~WUPTBurTONS TO CALL fOR RESTART, RELEASE OR AUOtOGRA~ • 
COHt-l0N/JOTIIi.IN. 
Le II I N-2 -_.- - ... -- -.- ---
CALL CWPITE(L,8l151515ij7,~,4,ISTAT) 
CALL ~TNL(11,'~NO OF TEST') 
IF(L.EQ.1)CA~L WTNL(2~,'PRESS FOR RESTART OR ASORTI) 
tF(L.EQ.2)CALL WTNL(35,'PRESS FOR.RESTART,ABORT OR AUDIOGRAM') 
RETURN EN'" .... ~. .::.-;;': --:~ ... ",': .. -- -'-"':' . ,'. 
1ALL06T CFILE,X2),(FSI,~~),SAVE 
! OI.OAO (L t ~, US!::!\', S Y 5 TEti) , CM AP , ALL' J -,-;.:;-.-- ... ,_._- .. "" 
:(FnHE,~m~~)~(PUBLIR,COCLI8),(TASKS,10),CTEMP.l~00),(UOca,5) 
:PUQT (FIU:,8T,GO,7) .-------.-. 
: SEC; U. 1"-11<, 15) 
15tG (LIN~,l) . _ 
. ·SI:.(; (LINI<,3.n"lTO,11. 
St~ (LINK,2,ONTQ,3) 
SfG (Ll~~,4,O~TO,3l 
SlG (LINK,5,ONTO,3) 
SE~ (L!NK,\3,U~TQ,3) 
S~G (LHli(, \4) 
SfG (LINK,7) 
StG (LTNK,8,ONTO,7) 
S~G CLI~~,11,~NTD,8) 
SEG CLINK,Q,CNTO,11) 
~~R (LrNK,'~:~~Tn,!l) 
:SEG (LINK,1~,ONTo.l1) 
ISEG (Lll'lI<, 15) 
:AS~lr,~ (f:l,gTA~0J 
SAS~IG~ (F;2,~2.LL~AHS) 
:AS'IG~ (F:3,Ty),VFC 
'ASSI~N {F:4,T~),VFC 
l~FII. gTAtHI,l 
!~Ar')i:j)lT 
:CODy (F!LE,~T,DV),(OUT,9TJe~) 
l~EOF 9TA6~ -
~~eI'HNO 9Hb~ 
lPAUSE ~ET I~ FGC 
! WU IJ ' 
IFIN 
